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1 INTRODUCTION	
This Record of Decision (ROD) documents the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA’s) 
selection of the E-2 Alternative as presented in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) 
for the proposed US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow Project in Latah County, Idaho.  The E-2 
Alternative was selected after careful evaluation of a range of reasonable alternatives, a screening 
process and detailed analysis and public comment on the four alternatives in the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).   
 
The process of developing the project began in 1999 when FHWA and the Idaho Transportation 
Department (ITD) began developing an Environmental Assessment (EA) for a 20.4-mile 
improvement of US-95 from the Top of Lewiston Hill to Moscow. The project intent was to widen 
the existing highway in the southern 15.8 miles of the project and to construct 4.6 miles of a new 
four-lane highway in the northern section. Eleven alternatives for the northern-most section of the 
corridor were narrowed to two. EA Alternative 6 would have widened to four-lanes along the 
existing highway and Alternative 10A would have constructed a four-lane highway on new 
alignment near the base of Paradise Ridge.  
 
Alternative 10A was selected by FHWA and ITD and a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) 
was issued in May 2002. The project was litigated by the Paradise Ridge Defense Coalition, Inc. in 
2003. The US District Court for the District of Idaho (Court) in the judgment for Civil Case number 
03-0156-S-BLW decided that the EA and issuance of a FONSI were not appropriate. The court 
found that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) would be required for the northern 4.6-mile 
segment between Reisenauer Hill and Moscow to allow full consideration of the impacts by the 
public and agencies. The southern 15.8 miles was allowed to proceed and construction was 
completed in October 2007.  A Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an EIS for the northern section 
between Thorncreek Road and Moscow was published in the Federal Register on November 13, 
2003. Studies were completed and extensive public involvement was conducted.   
 
Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) [42 USC 4332], Highways; 
Environmental Impact and Related Procedures [23 CFR 771] and the Final Section 4(f) Rule [23 
CFR 774], the FHWA and ITD in cooperation with the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
prepared an EIS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the project.  
 
The DEIS was published in the Federal Register, distributed and made available for public 
comment from January 4, 2013 to February 25, 2013.  The comment period was then extended to 
March 25, 2013.  A public hearing was held in Moscow on January 23, 2013. Approximately four 
hundred comment letters were received during the DEIS comment period.  
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The FEIS was prepared following the DEIS comment period and presented new, changed, and 
corrected information since the DEIS was published. It addressed substantive public comments, 
provided rationale for identifying the E-2 Alternative as the Preferred Alternative, and listed 
mitigation measures for the alternatives evaluated in detail. The FEIS was approved by FHWA and 
ITD on July 28, 2015.  A Notice of Availability (NOA) was published in the Federal Register on 
August 14, 2015. The FEIS was available for a 30-day public review period, which ended 
September 14, 2015. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Idaho Department of Fish and 
Game (IDFG) and the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) were granted an additional week to 
submit their comments. These three public agencies have had a role as participating agencies in the 
development of the EIS and specifically requested additional time to complete their review and 
comment on the FEIS.  
 
FHWA and ITD made the decision not to combine the FEIS and ROD as directed by Section 
1319(b) of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act.  One of the factors in this 
decision was to allow greater public involvement in the NEPA process due to the substantial degree 
of controversy surrounding the project.  Pursuant to 23 CFR 771.127, this ROD states the FHWA 
decision, presents the basis for the decision and summarizes mitigation measures (avoidance, 
minimization of harm and compensatory mitigation), which will be incorporated into the project as 
well as monitoring and enforcement. The ROD also describes the project purpose and need, 
identifies alternatives considered in reaching the decision and identifies the environmentally 
preferred alternative.  
 

1.1 Project	Location	
The project is located along US-95 south of the City of Moscow in Latah County, Idaho. The 
project begins at Thorncreek Road (MP 337.67) and continues north for approximately 6.34 miles, 
ending at the South Fork Palouse River Bridge (MP 344.00). This section of US-95 travels 
primarily through the rolling hills and agricultural fields of the Palouse Region.  See Figure 1. 
Project Location. 
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Figure	1.	Project	Location	
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1.2 Purpose	and	Need	
The project purpose and need is summarized below.  See the FEIS Chapter 1 for detail.   
 
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to improve public safety and increase highway capacity on 
US-95 south of Moscow between Thorncreek Road (MP 337.67) and the South Fork Palouse River 
Bridge (MP 344.00).  See Figure 1. Project Location. 
 
Need: The project need is based on several factors; regional importance, public safety, and 
capacity.  

• Regional importance-US-95 is part of the National Highway System (NHS), is classified as 
a principal arterial, and provides the only continuous north-south highway connection 
between the Idaho Panhandle and the rest of the State.  

• Public safety-The existing highway horizontal curves and vertical grades do not meet 
AASHTO standards.  This stretch of highway has crash rates higher than the statewide 
average and includes ITD identified High Accident Locations (HALs).  The many 
approaches do not meet the ITD Access Control Policy due to spacing, sight distance, and 
the width and grade of the approaches, which contribute to intersection-related conflicts.   

• Highway Capacity-The American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO) Standards and ITD Policy for capacity for a rural highway is a Level 
of Service (LOS) B.  This segment of US-95 currently has a volume of 5,364 average daily 
traffic (ADT) and is operating at a LOS C.  This is considered a high-density traffic flow 
with restricted movements and delays for short periods. By the 2037 design year, the 
volume for this segment of US-95 is projected to be 8,524 ADT and will be operating at 
LOS D. This is at-capacity and will result in delays due to congestion.  This two-lane 
segment of US-95 is also a bottleneck for the four-lane highway at the northern and 
southern ends of the project. 
 

1.3 Logical	Termini	
The logical termini are the rational end points for a transportation improvement project and its 
resulting environmental effects [FHWA 1993].   
 
The US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow project is located along US-95 south of Moscow, in Latah 
County, Idaho. The logical termini established for the project begins at Thorncreek Road (MP 
337.67) and runs north to the South Fork Palouse River Bridge (MP 344.00). These logical termini 
will not restrict consideration of other reasonably foreseeable improvements.   
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The US District Court of Idaho’s (Court) decision on the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the 
US-95 Lewiston Hill to Moscow project (Civil Case number 03-0156-S-BLW) found that an EIS 
would be required for the northern 4.6 mile segment of new alignment to allow full consideration of 
the impacts by the public and agencies. The southern 15.8 miles was allowed to proceed and 
construction was completed in October 2007.  
 
The US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow project abuts the northern terminus of the constructed 
four-lane divided highway between the Top of Lewiston Hill and Thorncreek Road (MP 337.67) 
and the southern terminus of the South Fork Palouse River Bridge project (MP 344.00). 
 
The segment of US-95 between Thorncreek Road and Moscow generates approximately 14 percent 
more traffic than US-95 between Genesee and Thorncreek Road.  The change in traffic reflects the 
transition from agricultural to a higher density of commercial and residential use.  Thorncreek Road 
is also the first county road intersection south of Reisenauer Hill and was therefore identified as a 
logical terminus for the project. It is also the break between north and south Latah Highway 
Districts.    
 
There were four times the number of injury and fatality crashes between Thorncreek Road and 
Moscow when compared to US-95 between the Top of Lewiston Hill and Thorncreek Road (MP 
323.36 to 337.67) between October 2007 and December 2011. During this time period, thirty-one 
injury and fatality crashes occurred on the newly constructed four-lane divided highway between 
the Top of Lewiston Hill and Thorncreek Road. This is 2.17 injuries and fatalities per centerline 
mile. During the same time period, 68 injury and fatality crashes occurred between Thorncreek 
Road and Moscow (MP 337.67 to 344.00). This is 10.7 injuries and fatalities per centerline mile. 
 
The Thorncreek Road to Moscow segment represents a change in topography from rolling hills to 
more mountainous terrain, which contributes to the deficiencies in curvature and grade through the 
corridor.   
 

2 ALTERNATIVES	CONSIDERED	
NEPA does not require an infinite number of alternatives be evaluated but requires that a range of 
reasonable alternatives, including a No Action Alternative, be evaluated in detail. The Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) defines “reasonable alternatives” as those that are practicable or 
feasible from a technical and economic standpoint and those that achieve the project’s purpose and 
need. The alternatives were developed in consideration of natural and social effects, engineering 
design considerations, and input from the public, agencies, and local elected officials.  The 
alternatives were developed, evaluated and screened in two phases as summarized below.  A more 
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extensive discussion on the screening of alternatives and the public involvement process is 
available in the FEIS Chapter 2 and FEIS Chapter 10.  
 

2.1 Level	One	Screening	
The goal of the Level One screening process was to collect preliminary information and to evaluate 
broad transportation concepts.  Early in the project scoping, traffic and safety data for the corridor 
was collected and analyzed. This information helped to identify the roadway deficiencies and to 
identify the project purpose and need.  ITD conducted community interviews and initiated an 
extensive public involvement process in 2004 to introduce the proposed project and to obtain 
community input.  
 
Transportation concepts that were evaluated included the No Action, Action Alternative, 
Transportation System Management (TSM), Transportation Demand Management (TDM) and 
Mass Transit. The TSM, TDM and Mass Transit alternatives were not forwarded for further 
consideration because of the rural nature and low population density of the project area and because 
they would not address the safety deficiencies of the existing roadway; therefore, would not address 
the purpose and need. The No Action and Action Alternatives were forwarded for further 
consideration.   Design elements to address the roadway deficiencies were evaluated and 
incorporated into typical sections for the Action Alternatives.   
 

2.2 Level	Two	Screening	
The goal of the Level Two screening process was to identify a range of alternatives and to screen 
them.  The No Action and 10 Action Alternatives were identified and categorized into the western, 
central and eastern corridors. See Figure 2. Initial Alternatives.  
 
One alternative from each corridor was forwarded for detailed analysis to give a range of alignment 
alternatives.  Seven alternatives were eliminated from further consideration during the Level Two 
screening process. These alternatives were not advanced due to high adverse effects on the natural 
or built environment or provided less benefit compared to the other alternatives.  
 
During the DEIS and FEIS public review periods, agencies and the public also suggested other 
potential solutions or alternatives.  These were considered and dismissed because either they were 
outside of the project’s logical termini, they did not address the project purpose and need, or 
because they had less benefit or greater impacts compared to other alternatives.   
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Figure	2.	Initial	Alternatives	
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The alternatives’ benefits and effects to the natural and human environments were evaluated and 
organized into a comparative spreadsheet.  See Table 1. Level Two Screening for the results of the 
Level Two Screening. Criteria used to screen the alternatives are listed below.   
 

• Air Quality 
• Archaeological Sites 
• Design Standards 
• Displacements 
• Environmental Justice 
• Estimated Construction Cost 
• Hazardous Materials  
• Historic Sites 
• Noise 
• Plant Species and Communities of 

Concern  
• Prime Farmland 

• Regulatory Floodways and Floodplains 
• Right-of-Way Acres 
• Safety 
• Socio-Economic 
• State Sensitive Species 
• Threatened and Endangered Species 
• Ungulates 
• Visual Analysis 
• Water Quality 
• Weather 
• Wetlands and Tributaries 

	

Table	1.	Level	Two	Screening	

Alternative	 Screening	Results	 Summary	of	Rationale	for	Eliminating	or	Forwarding	
Alternatives	

No	Action		 Forwarded	for	detailed	
analysis	

Minimal	environmental	effect.		Required	to	be	evaluated	in	an	
EIS	per	NEPA	regulations	

W-1	 Eliminated	 Highest	effect	to	floodplains	and	prime	farmland	of	all	
alignment	alternatives.	Highest	anticipated	crash	rate	for	the	
western	corridor	alternatives.	
Higher	effects	to	ungulate	habitat,	cultural	resources,	a	historic	
resource	and	rare	plant	communities	than	other	alternatives	in	
the	western	corridor.	
Other	alternatives	would	have	less	environmental	effects.	

W-2	 Eliminated	 High	effects	to	floodplains,	visual	resources	and	prime	
farmlands.	
Adverse	effects	to	one	historic	resource.			
Other	western	corridor	alternatives	had	less	effect	to	
historic/cultural	resources.	

W-3	 Eliminated	 High	effects	to	visual	resources,	prime	farmlands,	rare	plant	
communities	and	floodplains.		
This	alignment	also	crossed	an	area	known	to	support	ungulate	
populations.	
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2.3 Alternatives	Forwarded	for	Detailed	Analysis	
NEPA laws and regulations require that a No Action Alternative be considered in the range of 
reasonable alternatives. In addition to the No Action Alternative, a range of reasonable alternatives 
was forwarded for detailed analysis, the W-4, C-3, E-2 alternatives. All three Action Alternatives 
and the No Action Alternative were evaluated in the DEIS and FEIS. See Figure 3. FEIS 
Alternatives for a map of the alternatives.  See Figures 6-12 for maps of the alternatives that were 
forwarded for detailed analysis in the DEIS and FEIS. 
 

W-4	 Forwarded	for	detailed	
analysis	

Least	cultural	resource	(based	on	preliminary	information),	
floodplain	and	visual	quality	effects	compared	to	the	other	
western	corridor	alternatives.	No	direct	effects	to	ungulate	
habitat	or	rare	plant	communities.		

C-1	 Eliminated	 High	effects	to	historic	resources	
Highest	predicted	number	of	crashes.	
High	effects	to	cultural	resources,	residential	displacement	and	
wetlands.	

C-2	 Eliminated	 High	effects	to	cultural	resources.		
High	effects	to	floodplains,	wetlands	and	visual	resources.	

C-3	 Forwarded	for	detailed	
analysis	

Least	floodplain,	visual	and	wetland	effects	in	the	central	
corridor.	No	effects	to	cultural	resources.		

E-1	 Eliminated	 Only	alternative	in	the	eastern	corridor	that	affects	a	historic	
resource.	
High	direct	effects	to	wetlands	and	rare	plant	communities.	

E-2	 Forwarded	for	detailed	
analysis	

Less	effect	to	wetlands	and	tributaries	compared	to	other	
corridor	alternatives.		
Avoided	cultural	resources.		Greater	safety	benefit	compared	to	
alternatives	in	other	corridors	

E-3	 Eliminated	 Similar	to	E-2	but	with	slightly	higher	effects	to	wetlands.	
Directly	affected	two	rare	plant	communities.	
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Figure	3.	FEIS	Alternatives	
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2.3.1 No	Action		
The No Action Alternative would not involve any major improvements to US-95 but would include 
short-term minor restoration activities to the existing approximately 6.34-mile segment.  
Improvements would include minor safety, paving and maintenance activities for the continued 
operation of the existing roadway. It would not involve improving or widening this segment of US-
95 to meet AASHTO standards. The No Action Alternative provides a baseline for comparison of 
the other alternatives. 
 
2.3.2 W-4	Alternative	
The W-4 Alternative that was evaluated in the DEIS was shifted during the FEIS development to 
avoid a historic farmstead that is a Section 4(f) resource.  This alternative is called the Modified W-
4 Alternative and is evaluated in detail in the FEIS.  
 
2.3.3 Modified	W-4	Alternative	
This alternative would be approximately 6.65 miles long.  It would begin at Thorncreek Road and 
would closely follow existing US-95 between Thorncreek and Jacksha roads. The alignment would 
then shift west of existing US-95. Modified W-4 would cross Snow Road, stay west of Clyde Hill 
and connect back into the existing US-95 near the grain elevators south of Moscow. Existing US-95 
between Jacksha Road and the grain elevators (2.91 miles) may be turned over to the North Latah 
Highway District (NLHD).  
 
2.3.4 C-3	Alternative	
This alternative would be approximately 5.94 miles long.  It would begin at Thorncreek Road and 
would closely follow existing US-95 to just north of Eid Road. The alignment would then shift to 
the east of existing US-95 and cross Zeitler Road. C-3 would connect back into existing US-95 just 
south of Cameron Road, near Johnson Trucking.  From Johnson Trucking north to the South Fork 
of Palouse River Bridge this alternative would utilize the existing alignment. Existing US-95 north 
of Eid Road to south of Cameron Road (2.71 miles) may be turned over to the NLHD.  
 
2.3.5 E-2	Alternative	(Preferred)		
This alternative would be approximately 5.85 miles long.  It would begin at Thorncreek Road and 
would closely follow existing US-95 to the top of Reisenauer Hill where it would then shift to the 
east of existing US-95. The alignment would connect back into existing US-95 near the grain 
elevators south of Moscow. Existing US-95 from the top of Reisenauer Hill to the grain elevators 
(5.43 miles) may be turned over to the NLHD. This is FHWA and ITD’s Preferred Alternative.  
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2.4 Alternatives’	Benefits	and	Effects	
Each of the four alternatives was analyzed for a full spectrum of environmental effects in 
compliance with 23 CFR 771 and FHWA Technical Advisory (TA) 6640.8A NEPA 
Implementation-Guidance for Preparing and Processing Environmental and Section 4(f) 
Documents. The major differences between alternatives are summarized in Table 2. Summary of 
Alternatives' Benefits and Effects.  See the FEIS for a detailed analysis of the benefits and effects of 
the alternatives.   
	

Table	2.	Summary	of	Alternatives'	Benefits	and	Effects	

Resources	 Alternatives*	
No	Action	 Modified	W-4	 C-3	 E-2	

Access	Points	 66	 36	 47	 22	

Residential	Impacts	 0	 3	 2	 7	

Additional	Potential	
Residential	Impacts	

0	 2	 5	 6	

Business	Impacts	 0	 0	 0	 0	

Additional	Potential	
Business	Impacts	

0	 0	 8	 0	

Environmental	Justice	 No	
disproportionate	

impact	

No	
disproportionate	

impact	

No	
disproportionate	

impact	

No	
disproportionate	

impact	

Right-of-Way	
new/existing/total	(acres)	

0	 206/45/251	 154/55/209	 207/22/229	

Prime	Farmland	(acres)	 0	 49.7	 25	 50.8	

Cultural/Section	4(f)	
Resource	Use	

0/0	 0/0	 0/0	 0/0	

Air	Quality	 Attainment	Area	 Attainment	Area	 Attainment	Area	 Attainment	Area	

Wetlands	(acres)	 0	 1.85	 0.99	 3.61	

Tributaries	Number	of	
Crossings/(Linear	Ft)	

0	 10/3,592	 5/7,808	 5/2,592	

Impervious	Surface	
(acres)	New	

alignment/New	
alignment	plus	remaining	

Old	US-95	Loop	

0/21	 58/68	 49/58	 55/72	

Floodplains		(acres)	 0	 1.6	 1.8	 0	

Pine	Stand	(acres)	 0	 0	 0	 3.9	
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Resources	 Alternatives*	

Ungulate	-	(Deer,	Elk	&	
Moose)	Population/		
Effects	to	identified	

Ungulate	Impact	Area**	
(acres)	

No	Population	
Effect	/	none	

No	Population	
Effect			/	none	

No	Population	
Effect	/	none	

No	Population	
Effect			/	4.4		

Palouse	remnants	within	
1	km	(3280	ft.)	

0	 12	 14	 24		

Threatened	and	
Endangered	Species	

Effects	

No	Effect	 Not	Likely	to	
Adversely	Affect	

Not	Likely	to	
Adversely	Affect	

Not	Likely	to	
Adversely	Affect	

Hazardous	Material	Sites	 0	 4	 13	(1	potential	
cleanup)	

4	

Noise	impacted	
receptors***	

9		 No	noise	
impacted	

receptors	would	
remain	after	
construction	

No	noise	
impacted	

receptors	would	
remain	after	
construction	

1	noise	impacted	
receptor	would	
remain	after	
construction	

Visual	Quality	 No	Impact	 Low	=	11%	
Mod	=	58%	

Mod	high	(MH)	=	
23%	

High	=	8%	
MH	+	H	=	31%	

Low	=	9%	
Mod	=	68%	
MH	=	15%	
High	=	8%	

MH	+	H	=	23%	

Low	=	3%	
Mod=	47%	
MH	=	25%	
High	=	25%	

MH	+	H	=	50%	

Construction/Total	Cost	
(million	$)	****	

Minimal	 52/62	 43/58	 46/55	

* The lengths of the W-4, C-3 and E-2 alternatives early in the screening process differ from the lengths analyzed in the DEIS due to 
a modification of the project limits following the level two screening and the conceptual level of detail.  As a result the calculations 
presented during the screening process may differ from the calculations presented in the EIS for the W-4, C-3 and E-2 alternatives. 
** Identified Ungulate Impact Area, which contains agricultural fields with nearby draws, small drainages, ponds, and cover as 
described in Melquist 2005a. 

***Noise impacted receptors that would be removed due to right-of-way acquisition are not included in these numbers. 
****The estimated construction costs includes excavation, rock ballast, plant mix, structures, traffic control and illumination. It 
excludes engineering, construction engineering, mitigation and right-of-way. 
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2.5 Clarification	of	Specific	Methodologies	and	Findings	
Several experts conducted technical reports to identify vegetation, wildlife and habitat in the study 
area and to assess the potential effects of the alternatives to these species as described in the FEIS 
Section 3.8.2.  These numerous reports as well as additional resource information included in the 
FEIS, demonstrate a hard look at the existing wildlife, vegetation and ecosystems that could be 
affected by the proposed alternatives and are summarized in the DEIS and FEIS. This section 
focuses on addressing specific comments raised during the FEIS review regarding the 
methodologies used to assess vegetation and wildlife effects, the rigor of the analysis and the 
resources that were evaluated.   
 
2.5.1 Vegetation	Studies	
A Scientific Evaluation for Noxious and Invasive Weeds of the Highway 95 Construction Project 
between the Uniontown Cutoff and Moscow (January 2007). This report describes the potential 
weeds in the study area. It also describes the potential for the proposed project to spread weeds and 
discusses mitigation for the potential effects (Lass and Prather 2007).  
 
Biological Assessment, Thorncreek Road to Moscow Highway Construction Project (December 
2007).  This study describes the project effects to federally listed and proposed species and 
designated critical habitat (ITD 2007a).  This report was reviewed in November 2011.  USFWS 
provided concurrence that the findings are still valid in December 2011.  USFWS provided a 
clarification to the Spalding’s catchfly mitigation in April 2012. See Appendix 1, Key Agency 
Correspondence and Forms.  
 
Memo Documenting Resurvey for Spalding’s catchfly in the Project Area (May 2014) summarized 
an updated plant survey.  The report was prepared after the DEIS publication. (Lichthardt 2014). 
 
Biological Evaluation of Plant Species and Communities of Conservation Concern in the US 
Highway 95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow Project Area (December 2005). This report discusses the 
potential occurrence and extent of Palouse remnants and rare plants in the project area.  It analyzes 
the potential effects for the proposed project on plant species of conservation concern and remnant 
native plant communities that potentially provide habitat for these species (Lichthardt 2005). 
 
Memo: Effects Analysis of the US Highway 95-Thorncreek Road to Moscow Project for Plant 
Species and Communities of Conservation Concern (December 1, 2008).  This report prepared by 
IDFG provides information regarding indirect and cumulative effects to Palouse remnants and to 
communities of conservation concern. Information from this memo was incorporated into the FEIS.  
 
Methodology for Identifying Palouse Remnants 
During the FEIS review the Paradise Ridge Defense Coalition and the EPA both questioned the 
methods and assumptions used to identify and characterize Palouse remnants for the project.  The 
definition of a Palouse grassland remnant in the Biological Evaluation of Plant Species and 
Communities of Concern (Lichthardt 2005) stated that remnants must be greater than one-tenth acre 
in size and have less than 50 percent cover of weeds. Details of how these criteria were developed is 
provided in response to public comments on the FEIS. 
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Lichthardt created the criteria prior to the fieldwork and mapping. Since there was no precedent, a 
size was chosen which was considered so small that most people would accept it as reasonable.  
The standard selected was reasonable and explicit criteria were necessary prior to fieldwork in order 
to be useful for evaluating highway alignments. 
 
The size criterion is not believed to underestimate the amount of prairie on Paradise Ridge.  In 
Palouse grassland studies subsequent to this study, Janice Hill (Hill et al. 2012) chose to use a 
minimum 0.01 ac (435 ft2) criterion and called those remnants between 0.01 and 0.1 ac “small 
grassland remnants”–still subjective, but more liberal.  Hill’s surveys overlapped this study on 
Paradise Ridge, and yet she only mapped four such “small grassland remnants” totaling 0.12 ac 
(476 m2; 5220 ft2). 
 
Further evidence that the Lichthardt estimate of the amount of prairie on Paradise Ridge was not 
overly conservative is the fact that the entire 30-ac South End Paradise Ridge (SEPR) conservation 
site was considered to be a prairie remnant.  Idaho Natural Heritage Program (INHP) botanists 
previously surveyed this site before designating it as a Conservation Site and drawing the 
boundaries shown in the Lichthardt report.  Rather than remapping this site, Lichthardt simply 
surveyed it for rare plants, and then used aerial imagery at 1:8400 to identify additional potential 
remnants in the project area that had not yet been identified. 
 
The 50 percent native cover requirement, allowed Lichthardt to be explicit about what was 
considered a remnant.  Calling a plant community a “grassland remnant” insinuates it bears some 
resemblance to the original, pre-European condition.  The further it diverges from that condition 
due to weed invasion and expansion of exotics, the less it resembles that community and the less it 
functions like that community.  A 50 percent tolerance for weed cover marks the point where the 
community can no longer be considered predominantly native.  To reach 50 percent cover, the 
exotic component must have displaced a portion of the native component, and it is likely to have 
altered not just the amount of native cover, but also the balance of species, because species vary in 
their resilience to disturbance and competition.  A common situation is an area of unplowed ground 
that is 50 percent annual (exotic) grasses and 45 percent arrow leaf balsamroot and lupine (native 
plants that do well under stress) and maybe only two to five percent native perennial bunchgrass.  If 
that is presented to the public at large as worthy of protection and financial input it will undermine 
efforts to protect rare areas of predominantly native, often richly diverse vegetation that resemble 
closely the original condition of the Palouse. 
 
2.6 Methodologies	for	Wildlife	Studies	and	Findings	
The following lists the numerous wildlife studies that were completed in order to evaluate the 
available wildlife habitat, describe the species occurrences, analyze the effects and propose 
mitigation.  Additional clarification is provided for the General Wildlife Assessment and big game 
studies in response to public comments.  
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General Wildlife Assessment, Thorncreek to Moscow (December 2006).  This report is a general 
assessment of wildlife impacts for the US-95 Thorncreek to Moscow Project. IDFG evaluated 
alternatives’ impacts to a limited number of species that could serve as surrogates for all other 
wildlife species expected to be present in the project area (IDFG 2006). The initial list of wildlife 
species was generated from reviewing Idaho state sensitive species lists, primarily the Idaho 
Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy (WCS), which summarizes the Species of Greatest 
Conservation Need (SGCN) information.  The Washington State Comprehensive WCS was also 
reviewed. Of the 229 SGCN, IDFG identified 32 species, including 13 vertebrate and 19 
invertebrate species that could reasonably be expected to be present in the project area and, 
therefore, potentially be impacted by the project.  
 
Of these, various species were expected to be present in the project area for all, some or none of the 
proposed alternatives. Some species (e.g., Spur throated Grasshoppers, California Myotis) were 
retained for consideration because there was not sufficient information to remove them from the list 
and/or IDFG determined they could serve as an appropriate surrogate for other species. The giant 
Palouse earthworm was considered in the analysis due to high local and academic interest in the 
species (IDFG 2006). 
 
Habitat associations described in the WCS were compared with available habitat in the project area 
using maps (IDFG 2006; Lichthardt 2005; Lichthardt and Mosely 1997), aerial photos provided by 
ITD and local knowledge was used to determine whether suitable habitat was present in or near the 
project area. Species were removed from consideration if suitable habitat was not present, even 
though the potential exists for some species to occasionally range far from suitable habitat. IDFG 
suggested protections and mitigations for unavoidable impacts. (IDFG 2006).   
 
Biological Evaluation on the Potential Impacts of Corridor Alternatives from Thorncreek Road to 
Moscow on Large Ungulates (December 2005).  This report evaluates the potential effects of 
alignments through different corridors (west, central and east) on the habitat and survival of white-
tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), elk (Cervus elaphus), and moose (Alces alces) in the project 
area (Melquist 2005a).  
 
Biological Evaluation on the Long-eared myotis and Pygmy nuthatch (December 2005). This report 
describes the potential effects of the proposed project on the long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis) and 
Pygmy nuthatch (Sitta pygmaea) which were classified as Species of Special Concern (SSC) by the 
IDFG (Melquist 2005b).   
 
Final Review of Wildlife Mitigation for the Thorncreek Road to Moscow Highway Development 
Project (US-95) (September 2007).  This report reviews and summarizes the information in the 
Biological Evaluation on Potential Impacts of Corridor Alternatives (Melquist 2005a) and evaluates 
the effects of the alternatives to deer, elk and moose and makes mitigation recommendations 
(Ruediger 2007). 
 
Assessment of Potential Big Game Effects and Mitigation Associated with Highway Alternatives 
from Thorncreek Road to Moscow (December 2010).  This report summarizes the wildlife reports 
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prepared by Melquist and Ruediger and provides ITD with an independent assessment of the 
project’s effects to potential big game.  It also discusses mitigation (Sawyer 2010). 
 
Multiple Ungulate Studies 
ITD commissioned four different wildlife experts to assess impacts and mitigation for large 
ungulates.  The general descriptions of the reports are in the Section 3.8.2 Wildlife Studies.  Each of 
the experts had similar conclusions regarding the quality of available habitat in the study areas and 
the relative impacts of the alternatives on that habitat which is stated; however, mitigation 
recommendations differed. 
 
The Sawyer report was intended to evaluate the mitigation recommendations for the project.  
Sawyer evaluated and summarized ungulate habitat in the corridors and the relative impacts by 
alternative.  The Sawyer report found that the Melquist and Ruediger reports were consistent 
regarding general habitat quality and the relative alternatives' effects to habitat.  The Sawyer report 
also provided new information that was available since the previous reports were prepared which 
also supported the conclusions of the reports.  
 
Both Ruediger and Melquist stated that while the E-2 Alternative would affect the highest quality 
wildlife habitat compared to the other alternatives, none of the alternatives would have population 
level effects to ungulates and that no mitigation was required for population level effects.  Both 
offered optional recommendations that included wildlife crossing, fencing, habitat preservation and 
other measures that could benefit individuals and mitigate for animal vehicle collisions; however, 
these were not required, nor are they likely to be effective without land use control in the 
surrounding properties (Ruediger 2007). 
 
Melquist acknowledges that there may be impacts to individual ungulates through increased road 
kills, possible habitat avoidance, and increased risks to motorists and offers seven recommended 
actions that would benefit deer, elk, moose, and other wildlife should transportation corridors be 
constructed.  These recommendations include one or two possible wildlife crossings near draws, 
fencing associated with the crossings, habitat preservation near those crossings and other measures.  
However, he further states that not implementing a recommended action would not jeopardize 
populations of any of the species.   
 
Animal/vehicle collisions (AVCs) and associated risks to motorists were considered in the 
AASHTO Safety Analysis and are mitigated for in the proposed alternatives’ design.  Clearing 
vegetation from the clear zone (highway right-of-way), widening the roadway and improving the 
sight distance are all mitigating factors that are expected to significantly reduce the animal vehicle 
crashes (AVC).  On US-20 between MP 369 and 375, similar improvements reduced the AVC by 
85 percent (ITD 2012a).   
 
ITD will monitor AVCs near Paradise Ridge using their existing programs including the ITD/IDFG 
Road Kill & Wildlife Salvage Database, which is a road kill reporting and mapping tool. ITD will 
also continue to evaluate highway accident data annually and identify high accident locations 
(HALs) based on the previous three years of crash data. These locations are investigated to 
determine contributing factors to accidents, including AVCs, and solutions are proposed and 
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programmed.  Should AVCs be identified as contributing to accidents, ITD will take action to 
implement appropriate solutions, which ITD has recommended for other areas with high rates of 
AVCs that include fencing, driver awareness, animal deterrents, cattle guards, wildlife underpasses, 
and wildlife advanced detection and warning systems.  ITD will collaborate with IDFG as needed to 
identify the most effective solutions for the project area. AVC’s along the E-2 Alternative 
alignment would be monitored after construction and if high crashes are identified, then mitigation 
will be implemented. See Chapter 9, Environmental Commitments for details of this mitigation.   
 
Ruediger did not recommend stand-alone large game crossings nor did he recommend replacement 
of lost wildlife habitat.  However, in recognition of the resource agencies’ desire for mitigation, he 
made three optional recommendations, all of which were considered and included in the DEIS 
Chapter 9, Environmental Commitments.  These were 1) to provide a wildlife/vehicle crossing at 
county road underpasses of US-95 where wildlife use is expected and where wildlife are welcome 
on private lands (deer, elk and moose), 2) to provide oversized culverts to allow for small terrestrial 
movement and 3) to replace water sources on the east side of the highway should water sources be 
impacted.  See Chapter 9, Environmental Commitments for a list of the mitigation measures that 
will be implemented for each alternative. 
 
2.7 Paradise	Ridge	Boundary	for	EIS	
ITD recognizes that Paradise Ridge has ecological, visual, and recreational value to the community; 
however, Paradise Ridge, except for the Palouse remnant defined by the ICDC and shown in the 
DEIS Figure 24, does not appear to have a specific boundary.  For the purposes of the DEIS and 
FEIS, Paradise Ridge was shown in FEIS Figure 20 based on the topography of the area (3100 ft 
and above) and includes the forested area and most of the native habitats described. The FEIS is 
clear in stating how the boundary was defined and that it was necessary to define it to provide 
clarity in the discussions of Paradise Ridge.  None of the alternatives, including the E-2 Alternative, 
would go over Paradise Ridge or directly impact it. The E-2 Alternative would be located along the 
base of Paradise Ridge and would be the closest alternative to Paradise Ridge. 
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3 DECISION	
The FHWA and ITD selected the E-2 Alternative as described in the FEIS for the proposed US-95 
Thorncreek Road to Moscow Project. The proposed solution or “action” is described in detail in the 
FEIS and will be constructed to meet AASHTO standards. The existing two-lane undivided 
highway from Thorncreek Road to the South Fork Palouse River Bridge will be replaced as 
described below.  See Figure 4. Typical Section: Four Lane Divided Highway and Figure 5. Typical 
Section: Four-Lane Highway with Center Turn Lane and Curb, Gutter and Sidewalk.  The elements 
of the proposed action are described in detail in the FEIS Chapter 2, Alternatives.   
 

Figure	4.	Typical	Section:	Four	Lane	Divided	Highway	

 
 

Figure	5.	Typical	Section:	Four-Lane	Highway	with	Center	Turn	Lane	and	Curb,	Gutter	and	
Sidewalk	

 
 
The highway will be designed to meet the capacity and safety needs for the 2037 design year.  It 
will be designed to include the following: 

• Lanes – Four travel lanes with a 34-foot median, four-foot wide shoulders on the left and 
eight-foot paved shoulder on the right, will transition to four travel lanes with a continuous 
12-foot center turn lane and six-foot shoulders, curb, gutter and a five-foot wide sidewalk.  
This will match the existing US-95 cross sections at the South Fork Palouse River Bridge 
and south of Thorncreek Road.   

• Speed Limit – The posted speed will be 65 miles per hour (mph) for the four-lane divided 
highway section.  It will be 35 mph in the section with a four-lane highway with center turn 
lane, curb, gutter, and sidewalk at the north end of the project where there are no curves.   

• Turn Lanes – Right and left turn lanes will be constructed at all county road intersections. 
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• Stormwater – In the rural sections, a minimum one-foot deep, V-shaped ditch will be 
located on either side of the roadway in cut sections and in the center median.  The urban 
section will have curbs and gutters and will be designed to meet the requirements of the 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and treated in accordance with 
applicable state and federal laws.  A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will be 
developed and implemented to comply with the Construction General Permit (CGP).  
Stormwater in this area will be collected and managed with temporary and permanent Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) such as grassy swales and check-dams in order to meet the 
requirements of the CGP and Total Maximum Daily Loads.  

• Access Control – The existing US-95 is currently designated as Statewide Access Control.  
The proposed US-95 Action Alternatives were designated as Expressway Access Control 
through an Idaho Transportation Board action on January 15 &16, 2014.  Expressway 
Access Control is a segment of a highway designated by the Idaho Transportation Board for 
use as a through highway, with partially controlled access, accessible only at locations 
specified by ITD, and characterized by medians, limited at-grade intersections, and high 
speeds. ITD will be required to comply with their access policy and will have the regulatory 
power to limit access.  Access locations will be determined in collaboration with the 
landowner during the right-of-way process. ITD will buy access rights from adjacent 
properties during right-of-way acquisition, and access will be recorded in the deeds. 
Existing approaches1 will be allowed to remain at locations where construction of joint 
access is not economically justified. 

• Clear Zone – The clear zone will be a minimum of 30 feet for the four-lane divided 
highway. 

• Vertical Grade – The roadway will have a maximum of a five percent vertical grade. 
• Horizontal Curve – The rural section will have a 2910-foot minimum radius at a 5.4 percent 

super elevation, which is adequate for a design speed of 70 mph. The urban section will 
have a 1760-foot minimum radius at a three percent super elevation, which is adequate for 
design speeds of 35 mph and 45 mph. 

• Stopping Sight Distance2– the stopping sight distance will be a minimum of 730 feet, which 
is adequate for a design speed of 70 mph on level grades.  This will increase or decrease 
depending on the grade.   

                                                
1 IDAPA 39.03.42 definition of approach is a connection between the outside edge of the shoulder or curb line and the abutting 
property at the highway right-of-way line, intended to provide access to and from said highway and the abutting property. An 
approach may include a driveway, alley, street, road or highway. 
2 Stopping sight distance on a roadway should be sufficiently long to enable a vehicle traveling at or near the design speed to stop 
before reaching a stationary object in its path.  The design speed for the proposed alternative is 70 mph for rural sections.  
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• LOS – The LOS for the 2037 design year will be LOS A for both the rural section with the 
four-lane divided highway and the urban four-lane with center turn lane, curb, gutter and 
sidewalk. 

• Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities – The shoulders on the outside lanes of the highway in the 
rural and urban sections will be shared use lanes but will not be specifically marked for 
bicycle use. The five-lane section will have sidewalk for pedestrian use. 

 
Adding a lane in each direction to create a four-lane section will alleviate the bottleneck caused by 
the existing two-lane segment, improving the capacity and traffic flow safely. Improving the grades, 
curves, stopping sight distance, access control and clear zone widths to meet AASHTO standards 
will improve the safety and capacity of the highway.  The proposed actions will reduce the 
projected crash rate for this segment of US-95 by more than 50 percent. See Figures 6-11 FEIS 
Alternatives.  
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Figure	6.	FEIS	Alternatives-(Map	1)	
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Figure	7.	FEIS	Alternatives-(Map	2)	
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Figure	8.	FEIS	Alternatives-(Map	3)	
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Figure	9.	FEIS	Alternatives-(Map	4)	
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Figure	10.	FEIS	Alternatives-(Map	5)	
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Figure	11.	FEIS	Alternatives-(Map	6)	
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4 BASIS	FOR	DECISION	

4.1 Selection	of	Preferred	Alternative	
The FHWA and ITD selected the E-2 Alternative which was the Preferred Alternative in the 
FEIS. The primary advantages of the E-2 Alternative are that it is aligned through flatter 
topography, has the fewest US-95 access points, and has the greatest safety improvement.  E-2 
will affect the least amount of tributary channel distance and will avoid floodplains. Similarly to 
the other alternatives, it will avoid cultural and Section 4(f) resources.  The primary disadvantage 
of E-2 over the other alternatives is that it will be located closer to Paradise Ridge, which 
supports a Ponderosa pine stand and various shrubs that provide the best ungulate habitat in the 
project area (Sawyer 2010).  The affected pine stand is pygmy nuthatch habitat and potential 
habitat for long-eared myotis and northern alligator lizard. It will impact the greatest number of 
wetlands and the highest quality wetlands (i.e. scrub-shrub) and headwater tributaries.  The E-2 
Alternative will have the greatest indirect effects to Palouse remnants, planned and ongoing 
Palouse restoration projects and a key conservation area for Spalding’s catchfly recovery 
primarily due to potential weed establishment and spread outside the right-of-way compared to 
the other alternatives. Although E-2 will have the highest noise impacts to residences of the 
action alternatives, E-2 is compatible with land use plans. 
 
The evaluation of effects during the screening process, detailed analyses presented in the DEIS 
and FEIS, and the public and agency comments on the DEIS and FEIS resulted in the lead 
agencies, FHWA and ITD, selecting the E-2 Alternative. The E-2 Alternative was selected for 
the following reasons: 

• It will have the greatest safety improvement. 
• It will have the fewest access points and at-grade county intersections. 
• It will have the least effect to streams. 
• It will avoid potential business impacts and floodplains. 
• It will have the shortest five-lane typical section and overall shortest length.  
• It meets the project purpose and need. 

 
While the difference between the total length of the C-3 and E-2 alternatives is just 0.09 miles, 
over a 20-year period the travel times and road user costs are substantial. Compared to C-3, the 
E-2 Alternative will save 800 hours of travel time and is estimated to save $19 million in the 
total cost of travel time, related vehicle depreciation, and vehicle operating costs for road users. 
This is explained in the US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow; Mobility and Road User Cost 
Study on Alternatives Carried Forward (ITD 2014a), which is summarized in the FEIS Sections 
3.10 and 4.10.   
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An important difference as it relates to safety is the length of the five-lane sections (four-lane 
section with a center turn lane) between alternatives. The five-lane section has approximately 
three times more predicted crashes than the divided four-lane rural section because the travel 
lanes are closer together and the turning movements from the center lane and approaches are 
predicted to generate more crashes. The E-2 alternative has the shortest five-lane section of the 
alternatives forwarded for detailed analysis.  Other factors also contribute to the differences in 
safety including intersections and approaches.  The E-2 Alternative will have the fewest county 
road intersections and the fewest residential and commercial approaches.  
 

4.2 Environmentally	Preferred	Alternative	
40 CFR 1505.2(b) requires that, the ROD specify the alternative(s), which were considered to be 
environmentally preferable. The environmentally preferred alternative is the alternative that will 
promote the national environmental policy as expressed in NEPA's Section 101. Ordinarily, this 
means the alternative that causes the least damage to the biological and physical environment; it 
also means the alternative which best protects, preserves, and enhances historic, cultural, and 
natural resources.  
 
The No Action Alternative is the environmentally preferred alternative because it will not require 
major roadway improvements, additional right of way and would not result in new 
environmental impacts; however, it would not meet the project purpose and need.  
 
See FEIS Section 10.2.1 General Response to Issues under Preferred Alternative regarding why 
the No Action Alternative, which is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative, was not selected.   
 

5 SECTION	4(F)	
The Selected (E-2) Alternative will not result in a Section 4(f) use per 23 CFR 774.  
 

6 PERMITS	
Table 3. Permits and Approvals lists the permits and approvals that may be required to construct 
the E-2 Alternative.  Each permit may have additional environmental requirements. Should an 
individual Section 404 permit be required, the USACE will make their decision regarding the 
Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA) during the project permitting 
process and after the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis has been completed. All of the alternatives that 
were evaluated in detail in the FEIS are considered to be practicable and one is not more 
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practicable than the other.  The USACE’s determination of the LEDPA will be based upon a 
range of human and natural environmental factors.  
 

Table	3.	Permits	and	Approvals	

Agency	 Permits	or	Approvals	

USACE	 Section	404	Permit	

EPA	 NPDES	Construction	General	Permit	

EPA	 Notice	of	Demolition	

IDEQ	 401	Water	Quality	Certification	

IDWR	 Stream	Channel	Alteration	Permit	

 

7 MITIGATION-AVOIDANCE,	MINIMIZATION	AND	COMPENSATORY	
MITIGATION	

All practicable measures to avoid and minimize environmental effects of the Selected Alternative 
have been adopted. The applicable best management practices (BMPs) specified in ITD’s BMP 
Manual will minimize the remaining unavoidable effects associated with project construction 
and operation.  In addition to the BMPs, the project-specific mitigation measures described 
below will be incorporated. The environmental consequences of this project, including direct, 
indirect and cumulative effects, are described in the DEIS and FEIS. ITD Standard 
Specifications require that all federal, state, and local laws and regulations be followed. All of 
the mitigation measures in Table 4. Mitigation Measures and all future permit conditions will be 
implemented during the design and construction of the Selected Alternative. 
 

Table	4.	Mitigation	Measures	

Resource Mitigation Measure 
Socio-Economic ITD will maintain access to and from the right-of-way at existing public 

road connections and existing approaches.  
Socio-Economic ITD will coordinate with city, county and university officials to identify 

scenic turnout locations, including potential signage for the university and 
Paradise Ridge.  

Socio-Economic ITD will meet with landowners during the design process and find 
opportunities to minimize impacts to properties.  

Socio-Economic/ 
Environmental 
Justice 

ITD will coordinate with the Hidden Village/Benson Mobile Home parks 
and the Woodland Heights Mobile Home Court residents and owners 
during final design to use engineering solutions to minimize direct and 
indirect impacts (i.e. noise, visual and property impacts) 
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Resource Mitigation Measure 
Land Use and 
Recreation 

In accordance with the Latah County Comprehensive Plan the project will 
provide shoulders for bicyclists and pedestrians and sidewalks in the curb 
and gutter section.  The project will follow ITD’s Access Management 
Policy for Expressway access standards, which will only allow access at 
ITD designated locations.  The E-2 Alternative will not affect access to 
Paradise Ridge and other recreational resources.  

Farmland ITD will limit the accesses or approaches on the new US-95 to limit 
farmland conversion.   

Farmland ITD will work with adjacent landowners to construct farmable slopes that 
will quickly be converted back to pre-existing uses. 

Wetlands and 
Tributaries 

Effects to tributaries will be mitigated according to the Compensatory 
Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources; Final Rule (33 CFR 325 and 
33 CFR 332, 40 CFR 230).  Affected stream channels and wetlands will 
be mitigated by using the credits from the Cow Creek Mitigation Area, 
which has already been constructed.  If after detailed design, it is 
determined that additional mitigation is required, then the Valencia 
Mitigation Bank or other mitigation methods will be used to meet 
mitigation requirements.  

Wetlands and 
Tributaries 

BMPs such as silt fences or fiber wattles will be installed along the 
perimeter of the work area during construction and maintained throughout 
construction to reduce sediment from entering waterways. Highly visible 
orange fencing will be installed and maintained during construction 
around wetlands and waterways. These areas will not be used for 
temporary crossings or staging areas. Turbidity testing will occur daily 
during in-water work. Riparian areas disturbed will be reestablished with 
deep rooted native vegetation that can provide shade. All chemicals used 
during construction will be stored away from waterways or will have 
secondary containment measures in place to minimize the potential for 
contamination and spills. Channel alteration will provide sinuosity to 
simulate natural channel paths and reduce scour. 

Wetlands and 
Tributaries 

ITD will evaluate the use of engineering solutions such as reducing the fill 
slopes or using crossings that span the wetlands where practicable to 
allow for large wildlife movement and to minimize impacts to PSS 
wetlands. 

Groundwater ITD will work with Idaho Department of Water Resources to 
decommission or restrict well construction within 300 feet of the roadway 
for the Selected Alternative. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

Based on the ITD and IDFG meeting on 10-13-15, ITD will gain IDFG 
approval of the mitigation during the design process when topographic, 
geotechnical, and design detail is available to produce an accurate design.  
IDFG will approve details of the mitigation measures proposed including 
culvert sizing for small animal movement, bridge width and clearance for 
wildlife movement, wing fencing, wildlife fencing, sidewalls and paths, 
bat and bird boxes and other wildlife considerations.  
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Resource Mitigation Measure 
Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD will monitor Animal Vehicle Collisions (AVCs) near Paradise Ridge 
in the identified ungulate crossing area.  ITD will use their existing 
programs to monitor AVCs including the ITD/IDFG Road Kill & Wildlife 
Salvage Database, which is a road kill reporting and mapping tool. ITD 
will also continue to evaluate highway accident data annually and identify 
high accident locations (HALs) based on the previous three years of crash 
data. These locations are investigated to determine contributing factors to 
accidents, including AVCs, and solutions are proposed and programmed.  
Should AVCs be identified as contributing to accidents, ITD will take 
action to implement appropriate solutions, which ITD has recommended 
for other areas with high rates of AVCs, include fencing, driver 
awareness, animal deterrents, cattle guards, wildlife underpasses, and 
wildlife advanced detection and warning systems. ITD will collaborate 
with IDFG as needed to identify the most effective solutions for the 
project area. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD will clear vegetation along the roadside to improve sight distance and 
visibility of wildlife.  In addition, vegetation will be managed to be 
unpalatable to wildlife to discourage them from grazing along the road. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD and IDFG will work together to locate impacted water features 
(ponds, tributaries or wetlands) away from the roadway on the east side of 
the roadway to benefit many wildlife species and minimize crossing. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD and IDFG will install bat boxes at selected sites to provide bat roosts.  
See the Bat Conservation International website at www.batcon.org or 
Nongame Wildlife Leaflet No. 11 on bats (Wackenhut and McGraw 1996) 
for details on building a bat house. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD and IDFG will install nuthatch nest boxes near the affected ponderosa 
pine stands to augment the nesting sites currently available. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

Tree removal will be between August 2 and March 30 to minimize effects 
to nesting birds. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD, IDFG, and USFWS will survey the grasslands for nesting activities 
prior to construction to avoid affecting nesting of migratory grassland 
birds. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD and IDFG will design under crossings of county roads to 
accommodate ungulates and to include appropriate wildlife fencing.  

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD and IDFG will design culverts for streams and riparian areas with 
adequate width to provide passage of small terrestrial and aquatic wildlife.   
Culvert designs could include box culverts, bottomless box culverts, and 
corrugated metal culverts placed at grade or the use of stream simulation 
designs. This may include retrofitting existing structures where 
appropriate. 
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Resource Mitigation Measure 
Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD will work with USFWS and local weed experts during final design to 
develop project seed mixes designed to compete against weed 
establishment and infestations and to discourage wildlife foraging near the 
roadway. The seed mixes will be used on all appropriate disturbed areas 
within project limits.  

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD will work with USFWS, IDFG, and the Latah County Conservation 
District to salvage native trees and shrubs that may be removed for 
construction as practical, and to make them available for use in local 
restoration projects.   

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD will continue to implement the established District Roadside 
Vegetation Management Program as outlined in the ITD Operations 
Manual.  This is an established ongoing program for roadside vegetation 
management that applies to all ITD rights-of-way.   

ITD will work with USFWS, IDFG, NRCS, and Latah County 
Conservation District to develop a Project-Specific Vegetation 
Management Plan that will help control weeds within the highway right-
of-way in the project limits.  This Project Specific Vegetation 
Management Plan will describe the areas of soil disturbance and weed 
risk, define the erosion control planting areas and timing, describe 
construction of farmable slopes, target weed species for control, and 
outline the specific methods for weed control.  It will propose the type and 
frequency of herbicide applications with consideration of the herbicide 
impacts to the native species and habitats.  

In addition, during the right-of-way process, ITD will work with willing 
landowners, to fund measures to prevent weed establishment and 
infestation in proximity to the Palouse remnants that are within 0.6 miles 
of the proposed highway right-of-way.  The controls related to this 
funding will be developed with each landowner during the right-of-way 
negotiation process.  

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD and IDFG will install special reflective posts or delineators near the 
highway for protection of Short-Eared Owls. 

Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

ITD and IDFG will install day and night roosting facilities for displaced 
birds and wildlife. Roosting installations will be relocated away from the 
highway to reduce collisions. New structures will be designed with sealed 
joints to discourage roosting. 
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Resource Mitigation Measure 
Vegetation, Fish 
and Wildlife 

Waste, material, staging and stockpile areas will be identified by the 
contractor and approved by ITD before construction activities begin.   
Sensitive areas will be identified in consultation with agencies and will be 
indicated on plan sheets and contract documents to retain and protect 
these areas.  Material sources will be commercial sites and therefore will 
be in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. The staging and 
stockpile sites are expected to be within the existing alternatives’ 
footprints. If during design it is determined that non-commercial sources, 
staging or stockpile sites outside of the evaluated footprints are needed, 
then the sites will be subject to a NEPA review and will meet all 
applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations.  

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

Adequate uninterrupted hydraulic flow will be maintained in the streams 
prior to and after construction.   

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

Ground disturbing activities will occur during periods of low rainfall to 
minimize the potential for introducing sediment to ephemeral streams and 
to control or minimize erosion.   

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

Sediment fences will be installed between areas of disturbance and 
ephemeral streams, and will be cleaned regularly to maintain function. 

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

Immediately (no longer than 30 days) after construction activities are 
completed in an area, all disturbed areas adjacent to the highway will be 
treated with tackifier or similar methods to minimize weed establishment 
or will be seeded according to Standard Specification 621 during the ITD 
approved seeding window.    

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

To minimize the potential for introducing hazardous materials to 
ephemeral streams in the project area, precautionary measures will be 
taken to reduce the risk of spills.  A spill prevention and contingency plan 
will be prepared by the construction contractor, approved by ITD prior to 
construction, and submitted to EPA prior to project implementation.   

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

Staging, stockpiling, fueling, storage, wasting, and maintenance areas will 
be located at least 150 feet away from ephemeral streams and adequately 
buffered from drainage areas. 

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

Hazardous Materials Spill Kits that are appropriate for the solvents 
involved in operation and maintenance of vehicles and machinery used 
will be kept on site during construction. 

Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

ITD will conduct annual surveys for Spalding’s catchfly at Palouse 
remnants within 0.6 miles of the highway until construction begins. If 
Spalding’s catchfly plants are found at any remnant locations that may be 
affected, ITD will work with the USFWS to establish appropriate 
vegetation management practices suitable for the location and the species 
occurrence. 
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Resource Mitigation Measure 
Transportation ITD will request a Road Closure Maintenance Agreement from the local 

agency (NLHD) on any existing roadway that will be transferred to the 
local agency as part of the new US-95 alignment. ITD will negotiate the 
transfer of existing US-95 loop road to NLHD. Once the agreement has 
been signed, all documents pertaining to that section of roadway (right-of-
way plans and descriptions, roadway plans and agreements) will be turned 
over to the local agency.  

Transportation ITD will coordinate with the City of Moscow regarding the undeveloped 
City street access and the accommodation of the proposed Ring Road 
project. 

Visual Quality ITD will utilize specific geotechnical information and topographic survey 
data to more specifically design cuts and fills and look for opportunities to 
minimize the visual impacts of the project.   

Visual Quality ITD will implement measures to help blend highly visible roadway 
features with the existing landscape through measures such as use of 
native grass species, balancing cut and fills, and painting metal beams to 
blend with the surrounding environment.  

Hazardous 
Materials 

ITD will complete a Phase II Hazardous Materials Study during design to 
identify sites requiring cleanup and special handling and disposal of 
hazardous materials.  If there are sites requiring hazardous materials 
cleanup, that work will be accomplished by a qualified contractor 
specializing in hazardous materials cleanup before or during construction.  

Hazardous 
Materials 

Demolition of structures will be in compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations regarding lead and asbestos. 
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7.1 Effectiveness	of	Mitigation	
Detail regarding the effectiveness of measures to minimize impacts caused by AVCs and weed 
control measures are provided below to address FEIS comments.   
 

7.1.1 Wildlife	Crossing	Structures	and	Fencing	
FHWA issued Best Practices Manual: Wildlife Vehicle Collision Reduction Study; Report to 
Congress (FHWA 2008), which details the causes and impacts of wildlife-vehicle collisions and 
identified potential solutions to reduce AVCs. The report discusses the recommended approaches 
to identify and prioritize statewide linkage areas, wildlife hot spots and evaluates the 
effectiveness of wildlife mitigation measures.  This report is the result of a comprehensive 
literature review and findings from the FHWA, which support the selection of wildlife crossing 
structures and fencing for reducing AVCs.   
 
Wildlife fencing is generally not effective unless it is able to funnel wildlife into a wildlife 
crossing area (FHWA 2008).  The specific wildlife crossing structure locations and sizes will be 
determined in close collaboration with IDFG during final design when detailed topography, 
geotechnical information and design details are available.  There will be multiple culvert 
crossings and one multiple use undercrossing located at Eid Road which is within a Wildlife 
Linkage Area identified in the ITD and IDFG Statewide Linkage Report as a low priority.  The 
Statewide Linkage Report used road kill data, GIS layers and imagery, wildlife experts and GIS 
analysis.  It used the Rapid Assessment format that has been utilized throughout Idaho and 
Western Montana (Ruediger, 2004) to identify and prioritize linkage areas into low, medium and 
high categories.  
 
US-95 will cross over Eid Road but will provide additional room on either side of the road for 
ungulate movement. Fencing will be designed to funnel wildlife through the undercrossing.  
Since Eid Road is expected to be a low volume road with low speeds compared to US-95, the 
vehicle conflicts with wildlife are expected to be low.  Fencing along either side of the road will 
be placed to funnel wildlife to the undercrossing and to discourage them from crossing US-95.   
 
The Report to Congress found that the effectiveness of multiple use underpasses, (underpasses 
designed for use by wildlife as well as water flow, roads, livestock or railroads), is estimated to 
be between 79 and 97 percent effective in reducing large mammal AVCs and an average of 86 
percent effective when used in combination with large-mammal fencing (FHWA 2008; Section 
4.2 and 4.3.1). There are many different crossing structure types, dimensions, fencing designs, 
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substrate consideration and enhancements for terrestrial and aquatic species passage that will be 
incorporated into the design to help ensure the effectiveness.  
 

7.1.2 Vegetation	Management	
The Report to Congress evaluated clearing vegetation in the right of way in order to reduce 
AVCs by improving sight distance, improving visibility of wildlife and discouraging wildlife 
from grazing along the roadway. Reducing the number of large trees near roads may also result 
in fewer collisions with stationary obstructions. (FHWA 2008).  ITD will work closely with 
IDFG to ensure these measures are effectively designed and implemented. 
 
The FEIS describes a section of US-20 that experienced an 85 percent reduction in AVC’s after 
vegetation clearing.  This section was reevaluated based on the last five years of data and it was 
found to have a 60 percent reduction in wildlife crashes after the vegetation removal.  (Artzen 
2015). Vegetation removal along a railway (66-98 ft) on each side in Norway caused a 56 
percent (+/- 16 percent) reduction in moose-train collisions (Jaren, 1991); however the collision 
reduction potential is possibly over stated according to the Report To Congress.  Clearing 
vegetation from roadsides resulted in a 20 percent reduction in moose-vehicle collisions in 
Sweden (FHWA 2008). In addition to vegetation clearing, vegetation will be managed to be 
unpalatable to wildlife to prevent them from grazing along the road.   
 

7.2 Weed	Control	
There is a potential for weeds to establish within the project limits and to disperse which could 
degrade Palouse Prairie ecosystems within approximately 0.6 miles of the highway. ITD will 
continue to implement the established District Roadside Vegetation Management Program as 
outlined in the ITD Operations Manual.  This is an established ongoing integrated vegetation 
management program for roadside vegetation management that applies to all ITD rights-of-way.   
 
ITD will work with USFWS, IDFG, NRCS, and Latah County Conservation District to develop a 
Project-Specific Vegetation Management Plan that will help control weeds within the highway 
right-of-way in the project limits.  This Project Specific Vegetation Management Plan will 
describe the areas of soil disturbance and weed risk, define the erosion control planting areas and 
timing, describe construction of farmable slopes, target weed species for control, and outline the 
specific methods for weed control which could include cultural, biological, mechanical and/or 
chemical methods of control.  It will propose the type and frequency of herbicide applications 
with consideration of the herbicide impacts to the native species and habitats.  
In addition, during the right-of-way process, ITD will work with willing landowners, to fund 
measures to prevent weed establishment and infestation in proximity to the Palouse remnants 
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that are within 0.6 miles of the proposed highway right-of-way.  The controls related to this 
funding will be developed with each landowner during the right-of-way negotiation process.   
 

7.3 Monitoring	and	Enforcement	
The mitigation measures described above will be incorporated into the construction contract, 
plans, and specifications as appropriate.  They will be monitored in accordance with a 
construction monitoring plan developed to include all monitoring commitments in this ROD and 
those required to comply with specific permits. 
 

8 COMMENTS	ON	THE	FEIS	AND	RESPONSES	
Fifty-two comment letters were received on the FEIS between August 14 and September 21, 
2015. See Table 5. FEIS Public Comments.  The EPA, IDFG and the USACE were granted an 
additional week to submit their comments.  These three public agencies have had a role as 
participating agencies in the development of the EIS and specifically requested additional time to 
complete their review and comment on the FEIS.  
 
The responses and comments are organized differently in the ROD to assist the reader when 
referencing comments with responses.   

• Table 5. FEIS Public Comments shows the Comment Letter identifier and the 
corresponding commenter.   

• Appendix A contains the General Response to Issues to address repeated comments that 
was prepared for the FEIS but it is updated in the ROD.  These general responses to 
issues are referred to within the comment responses in Appendix C. 

• Appendix B contains the scanned comment letters and emails with unique identifiers 
corresponding to each substantive comment.   

• Appendix C is organized by the unique identifier and provides a corresponding response 
to substantive comments.    

 
Table 5. FEIS Public Comments lists the unique comment letter identifier for each letter or 
email.    
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Table	5.	FEIS	Public	Comments	

Comment	Letter	Identifier	 Commenter	/	Organization	
F-1	 David	Stowers	
F-2		 Norbert	&	Janelle	Niehenke	
F-3	 Christina	Baldwin	
F-4	 Sara	Holup	
F-5	 Stephan	Flint	
F-6	 Victoria	Seever	
F-7	 Mary	Ulrich	
F-8	 Steven	Ulrich	
F-9	 Joann	Muenta	
F-10	 Jennie	Hall	
F-11	 Helen	Yost	/	Wild	Idaho	Rising	Tide	
F-12	 Mary	Fauci	
F-13	 Ian	Von	Lindern	
F-14	 Margrit	Von	Braun	
F-15	 Selma	Yocum	
F-16	 Susannah	(Soona)	Schmidt	
F-17	 John	R.	Porter	
F-18	 Cathy	Porter	
F-19	 Joshua	Yeidel	
F-20	 Susan	Westervelt	
F-21	 Sue	Weaver	
F-22	 Jim	Roach	
F-23	 Ronnie	Hatley	
F-24	 Kota	Inoue	
F-25	 Karen	Ward	
F-26	 Stephan	Flint	
F-27	 Dave	&	Molly	Hallock	
F-28	 Steve	Redinger	
F-29	 Wayne	L.	Olson	/	Citizens	for	a	Safe	95	
F-30	 Victoria	A.	Seever	
F-31	 Terry	Johnson-Huhta	
F-32	 Delitha	&	Dwight	Kilgore	
F-33	 Diane	Baumgart	
F-34	 Del	Hungerford	
F-35	 Diana	Armstrong	
F-36	 Kevin	Renfrow	
F-37	 Mark	(no	last	name	given)	
F-38	 Lynn	Haagensen	
F-39	 Bill	Gibson	
F-40	 John	&	Sara	Holup	
F-41	 Del	Hungerford	
F-42	 Paradise	Ridge	Defense	Coalition	
F-43	 Stephan	Flint	
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Comment	Letter	Identifier	 Commenter	/	Organization	
F-44	 Bev	Anderson-Citizens	for	a	Safe	95	
F-45	 Willie	R.	Taylor	/	US	Dept.	of	the	Interior-USFWS	
F-46	 Sharon	Kiefer	/	Idaho	Dept.	of	Fish	and	Game	
F-47	 bettab@frontier.com	(no	name	given)	
F-48	 Dan	Rudolph	/	Idaho	House	of	Representatives	
F-49	 David	Hall	
F-50	 David	Hall	/	President,	Palouse	Prairie	Foundation	
F-51	 Christine	B.	Reichgott	/	US	Environmental	Protection	Agency,	Region	10	
F-52	 Ross	Applegren	

 
   

9 LIMITATION	OF	CLAIMS	
A statute of limitation pursuant to 23 USC 139(1), indicating that FHWA has taken final action 
on approval of the US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow Project, will be published by the FHWA.  
Claims seeking judicial review of those federal agency actions will be barred unless such claims 
are filed within 150 days after the date of publication or within a time period as is specific in the 
federal laws pursuant to which judicial review of the federal agency action allowed.  If no notice 
is published, then the periods of time that otherwise are provided by the laws governing such 
claims will apply.  
 

10 CONCLUSION	
FHWA has determined that the E-2 Alternative meets the US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow 
project purpose and need and has the greatest safety benefit.  FHWA has further determined that 
with the application of specified avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures, the Selected 
Alternative adequately addresses environmental, safety, and socio-economic considerations, 
meets Section 4(f) requirements, and is in the public interest.  All practicable measures to avoid 
and minimize environmental effects of the Selected Alternative have been adopted; therefore, 
FHWA approves the E-2 Alternative for implementation of the US-95 Thorncreek Road to 
Moscow Project.   
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TECHNICAL	REPORTS	
The following technical reports were prepared to evaluate the existing conditions and alternative 
effects during the DEIS preparation. Additional reports prepared after the DEIS publication are 
added under the FEIS Technical Reports. 
 
DEIS Technical Reports 
The following technical reports were prepared which support the DEIS and were circulated with 
the DEIS. 
 
BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT TECHNICAL REPORT 

Biological Assessment, Thorncreek Road to Moscow Highway Construction Project (ITD 
2007a) 

 
COMMUNITY IMPACT TECHNICAL REPORTS 

Community Profile Update (HDR 2011a) 
Environmental Justice Update (HDR 2011b) 
Induced Development Update (HDR 2011c) 
Community Impact Assessment Update (HDR 2011d)  
Community Impact Assessment (HDR 2006) 
Community Profile & Induced Development (HDR 2005a) 
Environmental Justice (HDR 2005b) 

 
CULTURAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL REPORTS 

Historic Resources Survey Update to An Historic Buildings/Structures Survey (Cardno-
Entrix 2011) 

Cultural Resources Surveys; Short Report 898 (AHS 2006) 
An Historic Buildings/Structures Survey; Short Report 832 (Sharley 2005) 

 
FARMLAND TECHNICAL REPORT 

Farmland Protection Policy Act (Haagen 2006) 
 
FLOODPLAIN TECHNICAL REPORT 

Hydraulic Study for Affected Floodplains on Alternatives Carried Forward (ITD 2012b) 
 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TECHNICAL REPORTS 

Phase I Database Inquiry 3134591.1s (EDR 2011) 
Hazardous Materials Scan (North Wind 2005) 
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TRAFFIC NOISE TECHNICAL REPORT 

Analysis of Noise Environment and Impacts (Bionomics 2012) 
 
SCREENING OF ALTERNATIVES TECHNICAL REPORT 

Alignment Screening 1-US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow; Alignment Screening Report 
(ITD 2006) 

 
SAFETY TECHNICAL REPORT 

US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow AASHTO Highway Safety Manual Analysis for 
Alignments Carried Forward (ITD 2012a)  

 
VEGETATION TECHNICAL REPORTS 

A Scientific Evaluation for Noxious and Invasive Weeds of the Highway 95 Construction 
Project between Uniontown Cutoff and Moscow (Lass & Prather 2007) 

Biological Evaluation of Plant Species and Communities of Conservation Concern in the US 
Highway 95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow Project Area (Lichthardt 2005) 

 
VISUAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL REPORT  

Final Visual Resources Report (Visual Genesis 2005) 
 
WEATHER TECHNICAL REPORT 

Final Report for Weather Analysis of Proposed Realignments (Qualls 2005) 
 
WETLAND DELINEATION TECHNICAL REPORT 

Wetland Delineation Technical Report (Gilmore 2012) 
 
WILDLIFE TECHNICAL REPORTS 

Assessment of Potential Big Game Impacts and Mitigation Associated with Highway 
Alternatives from Thorncreek Road to Moscow (Sawyer 2010) 

Final Review of Wildlife Mitigation for the Thorncreek Road to Moscow Highway 
Development Project (US-95) (Ruediger 2007) 

General Wildlife Assessment (IDFG 2006) 
Biological Evaluation on the Potential Impacts of Corridor Alternatives from Thorncreek 

Road to Moscow on Large Ungulates (Melquist 2005a)   
Biological Evaluation on the Potential Impacts of Corridor Alternatives from Thorncreek 

Road to Moscow on Long-eared Myotis and Pygmy Nuthatches (Melquist 2005b) 
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FEIS Technical Reports 
The following additional technical reports were prepared which support the FEIS.  All reports 
are circulated with the FEIS with the exception of A Cultural Resources Probability Study for 
Idaho Transportation Department’s Proposed US 95 Thorn Creek Road to Moscow, Stage 1 
Project, Latah County, Idaho (Sharley and Gough, 2005). This was not released due to the 
confidentiality of the content. 
 
BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT TECHNICAL REPORT 

Memo Documenting Resurvey for Spalding's Catchfly along US-95 Thorncreek to Moscow 
Project Area, (Lichthardt 2014) 

Updated USFWS Species List (USFWS 2015) 
 
CULTURAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL REPORT 

Addendum A to the Cultural Resource Survey Reports for Modified W-4 Alternative (ITD 
2015c) 

A Cultural Resources Probability Study for Idaho Transportation Department’s Proposed US 
95 Thorn Creek Road to Moscow, Stage 1 Project, Latah County, Idaho (Sharley and 
Gough, 2005)-Not circulated to the public 

 
FLOODPLAIN TECHNICAL REPORT 

Hydraulic Study for Affected Floodplains on Alternatives Carried Forward (ITD 2014c) 
 
VEGETATION TECHNICAL REPORT 

Memo: Effects Analysis of the US Highway 95-Thorncreek Road to Moscow Project for 
Plant Species and Communities of Conservation Concern (Lichthardt 2008) 
 

WATER RESOURCES TECHNICAL REPORT 
Hydrogeologic Analysis of Alternative Alignments of Highway 95 from Thorncreek to 

Moscow (Ralston 2014) 
 
TRAFFIC NOISE TECHNICAL REPORT 

Addendum to the Analysis of Noise Environment and Impacts (ITD 2015a)  
Analysis of Noise Environment and Impacts (Bionomics 2012)-updated in 2015 to correct 

right-of-way impacts) 
 
SAFETY TECHNICAL REPORT 

Idaho Transportation Board Agenda and Minutes and sample of ITD 0606 Form. 
US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow; AASHTO Highway Safety Manual Analysis on 

Alternatives Carried Forward (ITD 2013)  
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Addendum 1 US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow AASHTO Highway Safety Manual 
Analysis on Alternatives Carried Forward. (ITD 2015b) 

US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow; Mobility and Road User Cost Study on Alternatives 
Carried Forward (ITD 2014a) 

Addendum 1 US-95 Thorncreek Road to Moscow; Mobility and Road User Cost Study on 
Alternatives Carried Forward. (ITD 2014b) 

 
WEATHER TECHNICAL REPORT 

Weather Analysis and Climate Study for US Highway 95, Thorncreek Road to Moscow, 
Four Proposed Alternatives, No-Build, W-4, C-3 and E-2 (Qualls 2014) 
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APPENDIX	A		
	

US-95	THORNCREEK	ROAD	TO	MOSCOW	
PROJECT,	LATAH	COUNTY	IDAHO	

GENERAL	RESPONSES	TO	ISSUES	FROM	
THE	FEIS	
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General	Response	
Name	

General	Comment	 General	Response	

Access	 What	will	the	access	be	
for	the	new	highway?	

How	will	access	control	
be	enforced?	

Will	growth	along	the	
highway	result	in	more	
approaches	and	accesses	
and	worsened	safety	for	
the	alternatives?	

The	access	control	for	this	segment	of	US-95	is	currently	Statewide	Access	Control.	The	proposed	US-95	Action	
Alternatives	were	designated	as	Expressway	Access	Control	through	an	Idaho	Transportation	Board	action	on	January	
15	&	16,	2014.	(See	the	Safety	Analysis	Technical	Report	for	the	agenda	and	board	minutes).	Expressway	Access	
Control	is	a	segment	of	a	highway	designated	by	the	Idaho	Transportation	Board	for	use	as	a	through	highway,	with	
partially	controlled	access,	accessible	only	at	locations	specified	by	ITD,	and	characterized	by	medians,	limited	at-grade	
intersections,	and	high	speeds.	An	existing	segment	of	state	highway	may	only	be	designated	as	an	expressway	if	
payment	is	made	to	adjacent	property	owners	for	the	restriction	of	existing	access	rights	[IDAPA	39.03.42].		

While	the	District	Engineer	has	the	authority	to	approve	a	decrease	in	the	spacing	requirements	for	other	access	types,	
the	Expressway	Access	Control	does	not	have	spacing	requirements;	therefore,	access	is	allowed	only	at	locations	
designated	by	ITD	which	will	be	determined	in	collaboration	with	the	landowner	during	the	right-of-way	process.		This	
is	stated	in	the	IDAPA	39.03.42	Section	400.03,	which	is	reflected	in	ITD’s	0606	Form	for	Current	Access	Purchase	
Determination.	A	blank	sample	of	the	ITD	0606	Form	that	would	be	used	is	provided	in	the	Safety	Analysis	Technical	
Report.	ITD	will	be	required	to	comply	with	their	access	policy	and	will	have	the	regulatory	power	to	limit	access.			

The	FHWA	and	ITD	would	purchase	access	rights	in	accordance	to	Idaho	Board	Policy-4005,	which	incorporated	the	
recently	revised	IDAPA	Rule	39.03.42	Rules	Governing	Right-of-Way	Encroachments	on	State	Rights-of-Way	and	
Management	of	Department-Owned	Property.	The	appraiser	will	perform	a	before	and	after	appraisal	that	will	
specifically	address	the	access.	The	deed	for	the	properties	will	specify	the	access	points	at	specific	locations	discussed	
with	the	property	owner	stating	width,	location	and	the	type	of	use	of	the	access.		

This	is	expected	to	reduce	development	pressures	and	associated	environmental	impacts	along	the	new	highway	
alignment	and	preserve	the	safety	benefit	of	the	alternatives.		Ultimately,	development	is	regulated	by	land	use	
planning	agencies	in	the	City	of	Moscow	and	Latah	County.		See	FEIS	Chapter	6,	Indirect	and	Cumulative	Effects.	
Additional	information	was	added	regarding	past,	present,	and	reasonably	foreseeable	future	impacts	to	Paradise	
Ridge	and	Palouse	remnants	as	a	result	of	the	project.	Expressway	Access	Control	is	discussed	in	the	FEIS,	Sections	
ES.6,	2.4.2	and	4.10.3.	
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General	Response	
Name	

General	Comment	 General	Response	

Agency	 Idaho	Department	of	Fish	
and	Game	(IDFG),	US	
Environmental	Protection	
Agency	(EPA),	and	the	US	
Fish	and	Wildlife	Service	
(USFWS)	prefer	the	
central	route.		

Why	did	ITD	identify	the	
E-2	Alternative	as	their	
Preferred	Alternative?	

The	IDFG,	EPA	and	USFWS	expressed	support	for	the	C-3	Alternative	based	upon	their	respective	missions	to	prioritize	
natural	resources	including	wildlife,	water	resources	and	threatened	and	endangered	species.	National	Environmental	
Policy	Act	(NEPA)	requires	FHWA	and	ITD	to	evaluate	and	consider	the	alternatives’	impacts	to	both	the	human	and	
natural	environment	while	taking	into	account	the	purpose	and	need	statement	and	the	public’s	need	for	a	safe	and	
efficient	transportation	system.	See	DEIS	and	FEIS	Section	1.4.	See	the	DEIS	and	FEIS	Section	2.6,	Preferred	Alternative	
for	additional	information	regarding	why	the	E-2	Alternative	was	identified	as	ITD’s	and	FHWA’s	Preferred	Alternative.	
Although	individual	resource	agencies	and	others	focus	on	their	specific	resource	issues,	FHWA	and	ITD	have	avoided	
and	minimized	the	overall	environmental	impacts	as	practicable	and	will	implement	the	mitigation	measures	outlined	
in	the	FEIS	Chapter	9,	Environmental	Commitments	to	further	mitigate	the	environmental	impacts.	ITD	met	with	IDFG	
during	the	FEIS	development	and	agreed	upon	the	mitigation	measures	described	in	Chapter	9,	Environmental	
Commitments.	ITD	will	collaborate	with	IDFG	on	refining	the	details	of	mitigation	before	final	design	to	help	ensure	
mitigation	success.		

For	clarification,	the	US	Army	Corps	of	Engineers	did	not	support	or	object	to	any	of	the	alternatives.		They	will	make	
their	decision	regarding	the	Least	Environmentally	Damaging	Practicable	Alternative	(LEDPA)	during	the	project	
permitting	process	and	after	the	Section	404(b)(1)	Analysis	has	been	completed.			

	

Alternative	 Why	did	FHWA	and	ITD	
identify	the	E-2	
Alternative	as	their	
preferred	alternative?	

The	E-2	Alternative	was	identified	as	FHWA’s	and	ITD’s	Preferred	Alternative	because	it	balances	the	human	and	
natural	resource	impacts	with	the	public	need	for	a	safe	and	efficient	transportation	system.	Some	of	the	
considerations	are:	

• It	would	have	the	greatest	safety	improvement	
• It	would	have	the	fewest	access	points	
• It	would	have	the	shortest	length	of	five	lane	section	and	therefore	would	be	safer	
• It	would	have	the	least	effect	to	streams		
• It	would	avoid	effects	to	cultural/Section	4(f)	resources,	floodplains	and	business	impacts.	

The	primary	disadvantages	of	E-2	Alternative	compared	to	the	other	alternatives	are	that	it	will	be	located	along	the	
base	of	Paradise	Ridge	and	will	be	closer	to	it	but	will	not	go	over	it.		This	could	increase	weed	establishment	and	
spread	up	to	0.6	miles	from	the	roadway.		Paradise	Ridge	provides	moderate	or	marginal	ungulate	habitat	and	E-2	will	
affect	pine	stands	that	offer	long-eared	myotis,	northern	alligator	lizard	and	pygmy	nuthatch	habitat.	The	pine	stands	
also	provide	habitat	for	other	diverse	species.		See	General	Response	NEPA	for	detail	regarding	the	NEPA	process.	
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General	Response	
Name	

General	Comment	 General	Response	

Displacement-1	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Why	were	there	
inconsistencies	between	
the	number	of	displaced	
residences	and	
businesses	published	in	
the	DEIS	and	what	was	
communicated	by	ITD’s	
right-of-way	staff	during	
the	public	hearing?	

− 	

ITD	reviewed	the	residential	and	business	displacements	after	the	public	hearing.	The	displacement	numbers	in	the	
DEIS	are	based	on	a	conceptual	level	of	detail	using	conservative	estimates;	however,	they	were	correct	based	upon	
the	assumptions	used	at	the	time.		Determination	of	exact	displacements	requires	a	greater	level	of	detail	than	is	
available	at	this	time	because	detailed	topographic,	survey	data;	geotechnical	information	and	design	detail	is	
currently	not	available.	If	an	action	alternative	is	selected,	then	the	design	process	would	use	specific	topographic,	
detailed	survey	data	and	geotechnical	information	to	determine	right-of-way	needs	and	design	detail.	ITD	will	work	
with	landowners	and	business	owners	one-on-one	during	the	right-of-way	and	design	processes	to	explore	engineering	
solutions	that	could	minimize	visual	or	other	proximity	impacts.	All	residents	and	property	owners	will	be	
compensated	equitably	according	to	the	Uniform	Relocation	Act.	

The	assumptions	and	terminology	for	residential	and	business	effects	were	reviewed	and	revised	in	the	FEIS.	
Residential	and	business	effects	are	now	described	as	“impacts”	and	“potential	impacts”.		An	“impact”	was	considered	
to	be	when	the	conceptual	level	alignment	cut	and	fill	boundaries	and	right-of-way	encroached	upon	a	structure,	well,	
septic,	access	or	otherwise	appears	to	substantially	impair	the	property	so	that	relocation	is	assumed.	A	“potential	
impact”	was	considered	where	the	conceptual	level	alignment	cut	and	fill	boundaries	and	right-of-way	falls	close	to	a	
structure,	well,	septic,	access	or	other	important	property	features	and	have	the	potential	to	result	in	impact	but	does	
not	physically	encroach	upon	it	so	relocation	is	not	assumed.	The	residential	and	business	effects	are	shown	in	the	
tables	below:	

	

Table	75.	Residential	Effects	

Alternative	 DEIS	Residential	
Displacement	

FEIS	Residential	
Impacts	

FEIS	Potential	
Residential	Impacts	

No	Action	 0	 0	 0	

W-4/Modified	W-4	 3	 3	 2	

C-3	 7	 2	 5	

E-2	 5	 7	 6	
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General	Response	
Name	

General	Comment	 General	Response	

Displacement-1	
(continued)	

	

Table	76.	Business	Effects	

Alternative	 DEIS	Business	
Displacements	

FEIS	Business	
Impacts	

FEIS	Potential	
Business	Impacts	

No	Action	 0	 0	 0	

W-4/Modified	W-4	 0	 0	 0	

C-3	 8	 0	 8	

E-2	 0	 0	 0	

	

The	revised	numbers	resulted	in	relative	differences	in	the	residential	and	business	impacts	so	that	the	C-3	Alternative	
would	have	5	fewer	residential	impacts	than	the	E-2	Alternative	and	8	potential	business	impacts.	The	Green	Acres	RV	
Park	spaces	were	counted	as	one	business	impact.		The	potential	business	impacts	include;	Mr.	Cabinet,	an	RV	park,	
Singar	Inc.,	and	home	based	businesses.		The	residential	and	business	effects	are	revised	in	the	FEIS	Sections	ES.6,	2.6,	
and	4.1	and	4.12.	Indirect	and	cumulative	effects	are	discussed	in	the	FEIS	Chapter	6.	See	Appendix	5,	Uniform	
Relocation	Act	for	detail	regarding	the	requirements	under	the	Act.	

Displacement-2	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

There	are	inconsistencies	
in	numbers	of	residential	
and	business	
displacements	between	
different	parts	of	the	
documents.	E.g.,	C-3	
eliminates	7	residences	in	
Table	8	of	the	DEIS	but	
only	3	in	the	Screening	of	
Alternative	document	on	
page	17.	

The	FEIS	distinguishes	the	residential	and	business	right-of-way	impacts	by	categorizing	them	into	term	“impact”	and	
“potential	impact.”		Determining	exact	displacements	requires	a	greater	level	of	detail	than	is	currently	available.	The	
differences	between	displaced	residences	and	businesses	that	are	referenced	in	the	comments	differ	because	Table	8	
of	the	DEIS	refers	to	the	displacements	from	the	alternatives	analyzed	in	the	DEIS	while	page	17	refers	to	the	11	initial	
alternative	alignments	which	were	screened,	which	had	different	project	limits,	a	more	conceptual	level	of	detail	
without	cut	and	fill	lines,	and	with	differing	assumptions	for	what	constituted	a	displacement.		This	difference	in	
numbers	of	displacements	is	explained	in	the	DEIS	Section	2.5.1,	in	the	middle	of	page	39.		“It	should	be	noted	that	the	
lengths	of	the	W-4,	C-3	and	E-2	alternatives	early	in	the	screening	process	differ	from	the	lengths	analyzed	in	the	DEIS	
due	to	a	modification	of	the	project	limits.	As	a	result,	the	lengths	and	calculations	presented	during	the	screening	
process	may	differ	from	those	presented	in	this	FEIS	for	the	Modified	W-4,	C-3	and	E-2	alternatives.”	The	DEIS,	page	53	
and	the	footnote	to	Table	8,	Summary	of	Alternatives’	Benefits	and	Effects	at	the	top	of	page	54	also	make	similar	
statements.	This	statement	has	been	further	clarified	to	explain	the	differences	in	the	assumptions	for	what	
constituted	a	displacement.		The	displacements	and	differences	in	the	numbers	are	clarified	in	the	FEIS	Sections	4.1.	
The	discrepancy	between	displacement	numbers	in	the	DEIS	has	been	corrected.		
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General	Response	
Name	

General	Comment	 General	Response	

Displacement-2	

(continued)	

Displacements	of	the	noise	receptors	were	reviewed	and	updated	based	upon	the	changes	to	the	assumptions	for	
residential	and	business	impacts	and	potentially	impacted	residences	and	business	structures.		There	are	some	
residential	structures	and	trailer	spaces	that	were	not	listed	as	noise	receptors	because	there	were	no	permanent	
structures	when	monitored.		Noise-impacted	receptors	that	meet	the	FHWA	noise	abatement	criteria	but	would	be	
physically	impacted	and	assumed	not	to	exist	after	construction	were	noted.		Those	structures	that	would	only	be	
potentially	impacted	were	assumed	to	exist	after	construction.	This	information	was	reconciled	and	explained	in	the	
different	FEIS	sections.	See	the	FEIS	Section	4.12.	The	impacts	and	potential	impacts	in	the	Noise	Analyses	were	also	
corrected.			

	

Maintenance-1	 Will	the	remaining	US-95	
loop	be	maintained?	How	
much	will	winter	
maintenance	cost?	

ITD	will	negotiate	the	transfer	of	ownership	of	the	remaining	US-95	loop	to	the	North	Latah	Highway	District	(NLHD).	If	
the	NLHD	accepts	ownership	of	the	remaining	US-95	loop,	they	will	be	responsible	for	safely	maintaining	it.		The	NLHD	
budgets	consist	of	revenues	from	local,	state	and	federal	funding	sources,	which	are	used	for	road	maintenance,	such	
as	plowing	and	dust	control,	equipment	maintenance	and	labor	costs.	Funding	for	maintenance	is	allocated	based	on	
priorities	and	annually	approved	budgets,	which	would	also	consider	the	remaining	US-95	loop.		

The	additional	pavement	may	eventually	require	improvements	over	the	long	term;	however,	the	lower	traffic	
volumes	and	reduced	truck	travel	on	the	remaining	US-95	loop	would	result	in	less	overall	maintenance	requirements.	
Information	regarding	alignment	lengths	and	the	lengths	that	may	be	turned	over	to	NLHD	is	in	the	DEIS	Summary	of	
Alternatives.		Additional	information	regarding	total	pavement	length	by	alternative	and	maintenance	has	been	added	
to	the	FEIS,	Section	4.10.	The	NLHD	crews	currently	travel	through	this	section	of	US-95	during	winter	maintenance	of	
the	county	roads;	therefore,	additional	mobilization	costs	for	winter	maintenance	would	not	be	substantial.		Also	see	
DEIS	and	FEIS	Section	4.15	for	a	discussion	of	maintenance	energy	effects.	

	

Maintenance-2	 Will	the	remaining	US-95	
loop	continue	to	have	the	
existing	safety	hazards?	

ITD	will	negotiate	the	transfer	of	the	remaining	US-95	loop	with	the	NLHD.	While	it	is	not	known	yet	what	the	
conditions	of	the	transfer	will	be,	NLHD	will	be	responsible	for	safely	maintaining	it	as	part	of	their	local	roadway	
system.		While	some	of	the	remaining	deficiencies	may	still	be	present	on	the	existing	US-95	loop,	the	traffic	volumes	
will	be	reduced	by	95	to	97	percent	depending	on	the	alternative	and	the	numbers	of	crashes	are	predicted	to	
decrease	significantly.		See	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013).	
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NEPA	 What	is	the	required	
environmental	process?	

FHWA	and	ITD	are	required	to	follow	the	National	Environmental	Policy	Act	(NEPA)	of	1966	as	amended	and	the	FHWA	
NEPA	implementing	regulations	[23	CFR	771].	NEPA	requires	Federal	agencies	to	prepare	environmental	impact	
statements	(EISs)	for	major	Federal	actions	that	significantly	affect	the	quality	of	the	human	environment	and	consider	
the	effects	of	the	alternatives.		As	stated	in	the	DEIS	and	FEIS,	Chapter	1,	the	US	District	Court	for	the	District	of	Idaho	
in	the	judgment	for	Civil	Case	number	03-0156-S-BLW	decided	an	EIS	would	be	required	for	the	northern	4.6	mile	
segment	between	Thorncreek	Road	and	Moscow	to	allow	full	consideration	of	the	impacts	by	the	public	and	agencies.		

An	EIS	is	a	full	disclosure	document	that	details	the	process	through	which	a	transportation	project	was	developed,	
includes	consideration	of	a	range	of	reasonable	alternatives,	analyzes	the	potential	impacts	resulting	from	the	
alternatives,	and	demonstrates	compliance	with	other	applicable	environmental	laws	and	executive	orders.	FHWA	TA	
6640.8A	NEPA	Implementation-Guidance	for	Preparing	and	Processing	Environmental	and	Section	4(f)	Documents	
provides	detailed	guidance	on	the	preparation	of	the	EIS.	Four	milestones	in	the	EIS	process	are	listed	below.		

1.	Notice	of	Intent	(NOI)	
2.	Draft	EIS	(DEIS)	
3.	Final	EIS	(FEIS)	
4.	Record	of	Decision	(ROD)	

The	NOI	was	published	in	the	Federal	Register	by	FHWA	in	November	2003	and	signaled	the	initiation	of	the	EIS	
process.		Scoping,	an	open	process	involving	the	public	and	other	federal,	state	and	local,	agencies,	identified	the	
major	and	important	issues	for	consideration	during	the	study.	Public	involvement	and	agency	coordination	continued	
through	Levels	1	and	2	screening	and	throughout	the	entire	process.		See	FEIS	Chapter	7,	Public	Involvement	and	
Agency	Coordination,	for	details.	

The	DEIS	provided	a	detailed	description	of	the	proposal,	the	purpose	and	need,	a	range	of	reasonable	alternatives,	
the	affected	environment,	and	presented	analysis	of	the	anticipated	beneficial	and	adverse	environmental	effects	of	
the	alternatives.	The	DEIS	evaluated	the	No	Action,	W-4,	C-3	and	E-2	alternatives	in	detail.	The	DEIS	was	made	
available	for	public	comment	from	January	4	to	March	25,	2013.		

The	FEIS	was	prepared	after	the	end	of	the	DEIS	public	comment	period.		It	addresses	the	substantive	public	
comments,	makes	corrections	and	provides	additional	information	as	a	result	of	public	comment.		It	identifies	the	
Preferred	Alternative	and	lists	the	mitigation	measures	that	would	offset	the	environmental	effects.		A	Notice	of	
Availability	was	published	in	the	Federal	Register.			

The	ROD	will	select	an	action	alternative,	a	combination	of	the	action	alternatives,	or	the	No	Action	Alternative.		The	
ROD	will	also	provide	the	rationale	for	the	decision	and	identify	mitigation	measures.				
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Safety-1	 Could	the	C-3	Alternative	
be	as	safe	as	the	E-2	
Alternative	if	frontage	
roads	are	added	to	the	
five-lane	suburban	
section?		

− 	

The	C-3	Alternative	with	frontage	roads	added	along	the	five-lane	suburban	section	was	evaluated	after	the	DEIS	
comment	period.		The	additional	frontage	roads	would	create	an	excessively	wide	right-of-way	footprint,	would	have	
high	impacts	to	businesses,	would	increase	environmental	impacts	and	would	have	less	safety	benefit	than	the	E-2	
Alternative.		

If	frontage	roads	are	added	to	the	C-3	Alternative,	the	five-lane	section	would	be	changed	to	a	four-lane	section	with	a	
two-lane	frontage	roads	on	each	side	of	US-95	from	the	top	of	Clyde	Hill	to	the	grain	elevators.	Each	frontage	road	
would	have	two-12-ft.	lanes	with	curb,	gutter	and	sidewalk,	with	a	minimum	of	two-ft.	shoulders.	The	width	of	the	C-3	
Alternative	would	increase	from	120	feet	(for	the	five-lane	section),	to	250-300	ft	(for	the	C-3	Alternative	with	frontage	
roads).		The	wider	footprint	would	result	in	approximately	$7.2	million	additional	cost	for	construction,	which	does	not	
include	the	additional	right-of-way	or	relocation	costs.	Adding	the	frontage	roads	would	result	in	greater	impacts	to	11	
businesses,	six	of	which	were	not	originally	considered	impacted	by	the	C-3	Alternative.	There	would	also	be	greater	
impacts	to	floodplains,	prime	farmland	and	more	impervious	surface	compared	to	the	original	C-3	Alternative.			

Adding	frontage	roads	to	the	C-3	Alternative	would	reduce	the	number	of	predicted	crashes	because	the	length	of	the	
five-lane	suburban	section	with	a	two-way	left	turning	lane	would	be	reduced	and	the	four-lane	divided	highway	
would	be	increased.		The	five-lane	suburban	section	with	a	two-way	left	turning	lane	generates	3.4	crashes	per	
centerline	mile	and	the	four-lane	divided	highway	generates	1.1	crashes	per	mile.		However,	the	C-3	Alternative	would	
still	have	a	higher	crash	rate	than	the	E-2	Alternative	because	it	would	still	have	more	county	road	intersections	than	
the	E-2	Alternative.	

Safety-2	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Why	doesn’t	the	Safety	
Analysis	include	crash	
factors	to	account	for	a	
greater	number	of	
predicted	wild	animal	
crashes	on	the	E-2	
Alternative	than	W-4	and		
C-3	alternatives?	

The	frequency	of	wild	animal	crashes	is	difficult	to	predict;	however,	the	severity	is	observed	to	be	very	low	compared	
to	other	crash	types.	Wild	animal	crash	potential	was	expected	to	be	greater	on	the	E-2	Alternative	based	on	opinions	
of	wildlife	experts	because	it	would	pass	through	1.98	miles	of	low	to	moderate	quality	ungulate	habitat	identified	
through	the	Wildlife	Technical	Reports	(Melquist	2005a,	Ruediger	2007)	and	through	the	IDFG	Fish	and	Wildlife	
Linkage	Area	Project,	a	statewide	assessment	and	prioritization	of	wildlife	corridors	(Geodata	2008);	however,	crash	
counter	measures	(improved	typical	sections,	straightened	alignments	and	accommodating	wildlife	crossing)	may	
mitigate	for	this.			

The	Highway	Safety	Manual	(HSM)	Analysis	Technique	predicts	some	wild	animal	crashes	within	the	base	formula;	
therefore,	the	predicted	crashes	for	each	alternative	generated	using	the	Safety	Analysis	include	wild	animal	
predictions.		The	crash	countermeasures	are	predicted	to	reduce	the	total	number	of	wild	animal	crashes	to	a	rate	
similar	to	the	number	of	wild	animal	crashes	predicted	in	the	base	rate	of	the	HSM.		See	General	Response	Safety-7	
regarding	the	validity	of	the	Safety	Analysis.	
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Safety-2	

(continued)	

Sight	distance	on	E-2	is	greater	than	Modified	W-4	and	C-3	due	to	its	straighter	roadway	geometry	and	may	offset	the	
higher	wild	animal	crash	potential	in	that	corridor.		Roadside	clearing	is	predicted	to	greatly	reduce	wild	animal	crash	
potential	on	all	action	alternatives,	because	brush	and	vegetation	where	wild	animals	can	hide	would	be	removed	
close	to	the	highway.	This	would	also	improve	sight	distance	and	driver	reaction	time.		The	roadside	clearing	technique	
was	found	to	reduce	wild	animal	crashes	up	to	90	percent	as	demonstrated	on	US-20	between	MP	369	and	MP	375	
which	had	similar	improvements	(ITD	2013).		This	was	revised	with	5-years	of	data	resulting	in	60	percent	decrease	in	
wild	animal	crashes.		

Under-crossings	at	county	roads	and	fencing	will	be	used	to	direct	wildlife	to	appropriate	crossing	locations	and	
accommodate	wildlife.		Culverts	at	drainages	will	also	be	designed	to	accommodate	movement	of	small	terrestrial	and	
aquatic	species.	If	the	E-2	Alternative	is	selected,	ITD	will	monitor	wild	animal	crashes	to	determine	whether	future	
mitigation	is	warranted.	More	detailed	information	regarding	wild	animal	crashes	was	added	to	the	FEIS	Section	3.10	
and	4.10	and	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013).	See	FEIS	Chapter	9,	Environmental	Commitments	for	additional	
mitigation	measures.		See	ROD	Section	7,	mitigation.	

	

Safety-3	 If	the	safety	of	the	
remaining	US-95	loop	is	
considered,	would	the	
relative	safety	of	the	
alternatives	change?	

− 	

After	the	DEIS	comment	period,	ITD	revised	the	Safety	Analysis	to	include	the	predicted	crashes	on	the	remaining	US-
95	loop	which	may	be	turned	over	to	the	NLHD.		Only	a	fraction	of	the	motorists	that	use	US-95	today	are	predicted	to	
use	the	remaining	US-95	Loop	if	an	action	alternative	is	selected.			The	traffic	on	the	rural	section	of	the	remaining	US-
95	loop	is	expected	to	decrease	by	95	to	97	percent	depending	upon	the	alternative.		The	traffic	in	the	suburban	
section	south	of	Moscow	is	expected	to	reduce	by	80	percent.			This	significant	predicted	reduction	will	result	in	much	
fewer	crashes	on	the	remaining	US-95	Loop	than	existing	conditions.		

The	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013)	predicts	that	even	considering	the	existing	safety	deficiencies	on	the	remaining	
US-95	Loop,	the	relative	safety	benefits	of	the	alternatives	are	consistent	with	the	findings	in	the	DEIS,	although	the	
total	numbers	of	predicted	crashes	have	changed	for	the	alternatives.		The	E-2	Alternative	would	still	result	in	the	
greatest	safety	benefit	compared	to	the	other	alternatives.		The	E-2	Alternative	would	have	9	fewer	predicted	fatal	and	
injury	crashes	than	the	C-3	Alternative	and	16	fewer	fatal	and	injury	crashes	than	the	Modified	W-4	Alternative	in	the	
20-year	design	period.	See	General	Response	Safety-6	for	a	summary	of	the	differences	in	the	safety	between	
alternatives.	See	FEIS	Section	4.10	Transportation	Effects	and	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013)	for	more	detail.	
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Safety-4	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Can	improvements	such	
as	adding	signage,	
flashing	lights,	rumble	
strips,	medians	or	
guardrails	and	speed	limit	
reductions,	be	made	to	
existing	US-95	to	address	
the	safety	deficiencies?	

Safety	improvements	on	existing	US-95	that	do	not	require	realignment	may	offer	modest	improvements	but	would	
not	provide	a	comprehensive,	long-term	solution,	nor	would	it	effectively	address	the	project	purpose	and	need	
because	they	would	not	effectively	address	the	most	serious	roadway	deficiencies	related	to	access,	horizontal	and	
vertical	grade	and	sight	distance.	Realigning	the	road	along	a	flatter	grade	and	creating	a	straighter	road	alignment	
would	improve	sight	distance,	curvature	and	grade.	It	would	also	reduce	accidents	due	to	maneuvering	steep	grades	or	
sharp	curves,	which	can	be	more	dangerous	during	hazardous	road	conditions.		

Reduction	in	Speed	Limit:	Speed	limits	are	based	on	guidance	from	the	Manual	on	Uniform	Traffic	Control	Devices	
(MUTCD),	which	is	used	by	all	50	State	Departments	of	Transportation	(DOTs)	and	the	ITD	Traffic	Manual.		Adoption	
and	use	of	the	MUTCD	is	a	regulatory	requirement	(23CFR	655.603)	and	it	is	incorporated	into	Idaho	Administrative	
Code,	IDAPA	39.03.41.		The	manuals	follow	fundamental	concepts	based	on	engineering	studies	to	establish	realistic	
and	reasonable	speed	zones	so	that	the	majority	of	motorists	observe	it	voluntarily.		The	MUTCD	states	that	speed	
zones	should	be	posted	within	five	mph	of	the	85th	percentile	speed	(the	speed	at	or	below	which	85	percent	of	the	
vehicles	travel)	of	free-flowing	traffic.			

The	lowest	crash	rate	occurs	when	vehicles	are	traveling	one	standard	deviation	above	the	mean	speed,	which	is	
approximately	equivalent	to	the	85th	percentile	speed	or	slightly	above.	If	speed	limits	are	arbitrarily	posted	low,	
people	will	disregard	them,	which	results	in	vehicles	traveling	at	varying	or	differential	speeds,	which	would	result	in	
more	crashes	(ITD	Traffic	Manual	Section	103.3).			

FHWA	Report	No.	FHWA-RD-92-084	supports	these	basic	engineering	principals.		The	report	was	written	to	determine	
the	effects	of	arbitrarily	raising	and	lowering	the	posted	speed	limits	on	different	highways	on	driver	behavior.		In	34	
locations,	the	posted	speed	limit	was	within	5	mph	of	the	85th	percentile	speed.		When	the	speed	limits	were	reduced	
by	5,	10,	15,	or	20	mph	at	these	locations	the	mean	difference	in	percentile	speeds	were	less	than	one	mph.		Lowering	
the	speed	limit	does	not	mean	that	traffic	will	slow	down.	

A	speed	study	conducted	on	US-95	between	Thorncreek	Road	and	Moscow	by	the	ITD	from	September	17	through	
September	20,	2012	confirmed	that	a	60-mph	speed	limit	is	appropriate	because	the	85th	percentile	speed	is	64	mph.			

Warning	Signs	and	Flashing	Warning	Beacons:		The	MUTCD	provides	the	standards	that	all	50	State	DOT’s	use	for	
guidance	on	signing	and	pavement	marking.		The	MUTCD	states,	“The	use	of	warning	signs	should	be	kept	to	a	
minimum	as	the	unnecessary	use	of	warning	signs	tends	to	breed	disrespect	for	all	signs.”		It	also	states	that	if	warning	
signs	are	used	in	excess,	they	lose	their	effectiveness.		The	existing	highway	already	has	28	warning	signs	relating	to	
county	road	intersections,	horizontal	curvature,	school	bus	stop	locations,	and	merging	lanes.		In	the	judgment	of	the	
District	2	Traffic	Engineer,	additional	warning	signs	would	not	reduce	the	crash	rate.			
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Safety-4	

(continued)	

No	flashing	warning	beacons	are	attached	to	the	existing	warning	signs.		Flashing	warning	beacons	are	typically	used	in	
a	short	term	application	for	a	night	time	work	zone	and	the	MUTCD	does	not	recommend	adding	the	flashing	warning	
beacons	to	the	permanent	warning	signs	on	rural	highways.		

Rumble	Strips:	Adding	rumble	strips	to	the	existing	highway	would	add	some	safety	benefit	to	the	highway;	however,	
the	existing	shoulder	is	very	inconsistent	and	is	too	narrow	to	add	the	rumble	strips.	While	they	could	offer	a	safety	
benefit,	they	would	not	be	a	comprehensive	solution	to	address	the	other	identified	safety	deficiencies.	

Median	and	Side	Barriers	(Guardrail):	Median	and	side	barriers,	also	known	as	guardrail,	have	varying	levels	of	
effectiveness;	however,	the	existing	highway	is	too	narrow	to	add	the	barriers	without	reducing	the	lane	or	shoulder	
width.		Adding	the	barriers	without	widening	the	existing	highway	would	increase	the	crash	rate	and	is	not	
recommended.		Widening	the	highway	just	to	add	the	barriers	would	be	costly	and	is	not	recommended	because	the	
Thorncreek	to	Moscow	project	is	currently	proposed.		Adding	barriers	close	to	the	travel	lanes	of	the	highway	would	
decrease	the	severity	of	crashes,	but	would	increase	the	frequency	of	crashes	because	of	the	additional	crashes	into	
the	barrier.			

Adding	two	more	lanes	to	the	existing	alignment	would	improve	capacity	and	allow	slower	vehicles	to	pass;	however,	
there	could	still	be	head-on	crashes	due	to	lack	of	median,	the	steep	grades	and	sharp	curves	would	not	be	repaired	
and	the	accidents	that	are	caused	by	traffic	entering	and	exiting	the	highway	through	the	numerous	accesses	would	
continue	to	occur	and	would	worsen	as	traffic	volumes	increase.	

Safety-5	 How	will	the	action	
alternatives	improve	
safety	at	Reisenauer	Hill?	

All	three	action	alternatives	would	improve	roadway	safety	over	the	existing	conditions	at	Reisenauer	Hill.	The	new	
roadway	in	this	section	would	be	a	four-lane	divided	highway	and	designed	to	AASHTO	Standards	with	greatly	
improved	sight	distance,	clear	zone	distance,	vertical	alignment,	horizontal	alignment,	and	shoulder	widths.		The	
maximum	grade	of	decent	on	Reisenauer	Hill	for	any	of	the	action	alternatives	would	be	4.9	percent.		The	Modified	W-
4	and	C-3	alternatives	would	descend	Reisenauer	Hill	near	the	existing	location	at	4.9	to	4.8	percent	grades	
respectively	but	at	a	reduced	grade	compared	to	existing	conditions.		The	descent	from	Reisenauer	Hill	with	the	E-2	
Alternative	would	be	more	gradual	(4.4	percent)	and	located	further	north	where	weather	conditions	are	better	
compared	to	the	Modified	W-4	and	C-3	alternatives.		See	FEIS	Section	4.10	and	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013)	
for	details	regarding	the	improvement	to	Reisenauer	Hill.	All	action	alternatives	would	be	safe	and	would	greatly	
improve	the	safety	of	US-95	between	Thorncreek	Road	and	Moscow	compared	to	existing	conditions	since	they	would	
add	additional	lanes,	a	divided	median	and	would	be	upgraded	to	meet	AASHTO	Standards.			
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Safety-6	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Is	there	a	significant	
difference	in	length,	
safety	and	travel	time	
between	alternatives?	

The	total	lengths	of	the	alternatives	are	shown	in	the	table	below.	

	

Table	77.		Alignment	Lengths	

Alternative	 Five-lane	Section	(four-lane	
divided	with	center	turn	
lane)	(miles)	

New	Alignment	
Length	(miles)	

Travel	Time	
(minutes:	
seconds)	

No	Action	 N/A	 6.34	 6:49	

Modified	W-4	 0.3	 6.65	 6:16	

C-3	 1.42	 5.94	 6:05	

E-2	 0.24	 5.85	 5:31	

Source:	Mobility	and	Road	User	Cost	Study,	(ITD	2014a)	

	

The	differences	in	total	length	between	alternatives	range	from	0.09	miles	and	0.84	miles.		While	the	difference	
between	the	total	length	of	the	C-3	and	E-2	alternatives	is	just	0.09	miles,	over	a	20-year	period	the	travel	times	and	
travel	user	costs	are	substantial.		The	E-2	Alternative	would	save	800	hours	of	travel	time	compared	to	the	C-3	
Alternative.		When	monetary	value	is	applied	to	the	travel	hours,	the	E-2	Alternative	is	estimated	to	cost	$19	million	
less	over	a	20	year	period	compared	to	the	C-3	Alternative.	This	is	explained	in	the	US-95	Thorncreek	Road	to	Moscow;	
Mobility	and	Road	User	Cost	Study	on	Alternatives	Carried	Forward	(ITD	2014a),	which	is	summarized	in	the	FEIS	
Sections	3.10	and	4.10.			

An	important	difference	as	it	relates	to	safety	is	the	lengths	of	the	five-lane	sections	(four-lane	section	with	a	center	
turn	lane)	between	alternatives.	The	five-lane	section	has	approximately	three	times	more	predicted	crashes	than	the	
divided	four-lane	rural	section	because	the	travel	lanes	are	closer	together	and	the	turning	movements	from	the	
center	lane	and	approaches	are	predicted	to	generate	more	crashes.	Other	factors	also	contribute	to	the	differences	in	
safety	including	intersections	and	approaches.		The	E-2	Alternative	would	have	the	fewest	county	road	intersections	
and	the	fewest	residential	and	commercial	approaches.		
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Safety-6	

(continued)	

Table	78.	Crashes	2017	through	2036	

Alternative	 Fatal	and	Injury	Crashes	 Total	Crashes	

No	Action	 256.5	 642.5	

Modified	W-4	 116.2	 244.9	

C-3	 110.0	 260.2	

E-2	 100.7	 213.9	

	

Table	79.	Economic	Costs	of	Crashes	2017	through	2036	

Alternative	 Cost	(million	dollars)	

No	Action	 140	

Modified	W-4	 35	

C-3	 33	

E-2	 29.5	

	

The	E-2	Alternative	is	predicted	to	have	the	fewest	total	crashes	and	fatal	and	injury	crashes	over	the	20-year	design	
period,	which	would	be	an	important	benefit	to	the	victims	and	their	families.		These	crash	rates	were	determined	on	a	
per	year	basis	with	a	1.63	percent	increase	per	year	for	all	alternatives	to	account	for	an	increase	in	traffic	volume.	
Societal	costs	can	be	calculated	for	the	predicted	accidents	using	costs	of	crashes	published	by	the	FHWA	for	different	
crash	types.	More	information	on	crash	predictions	and	the	economic	costs	of	the	predicted	crashes	can	be	found	in	
the	FEIS	Section	4.10	and	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013).	

Safety-7	 Is	the	data	in	the	Safety	
Analyses	(ITD	2012a),	in	
the	DEIS	and	FEIS	valid?	

The	crash	predictions	are	based	on	calculations	from	the	First	Edition	of	the	American	Association	of	State	Highway	
and	Transportation	Officials	(AASHTO)	Highway	Safety	Manual	(HSM).		The	HSM	provides	the	most	current	and	
accepted	knowledge	and	practices	relating	to	safety	management	according	to	AASHTO	and	Transportation	Research	
Board	Task	Forces.		The	FHWA	and	all	50	State	DOTs	have	reviewed	and	accepted	the	HSM	methods	for	crash	
predictions.		A	better	method	of	crash	prediction	does	not	exist.		Nearly	2000	pages	of	calculations	for	the	20-year	
design	period	were	used	to	make	the	safety	predictions	reported	in	the	FEIS	and	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis,	Appendix	
E.	More	detail	regarding	the	methods	of	calculations	used	by	the	HSM	are	on	Pages	9	through	11	of	the	Safety	Analysis	
(ITD	2013).	
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Schedule	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

What	steps	in	the	
environmental	process	
remain?	When	will	the	
project	be	constructed?			

The	EIS	process	is	a	lengthy	but	thorough	process.		It	requires	that	a	range	of	reasonable	alternatives	be	evaluated	for	
their	impacts	to	the	human	and	natural	environment	before	a	decision	is	made.		In	making	their	decision,	FHWA	and	
ITD	must	balance	the	environmental	impacts	with	the	engineering/safety	benefits	to	the	public.	The	public	and	agency	
comments	have	been	considered	and	are	responded	to	in	the	FEIS.		A	Notice	of	Availability	for	the	FEIS	was	published	
in	the	Federal	Register	on	August	14,	2015,	and	the	FEIS	was	distributed	to	those	submitting	comments,	agencies	and	
those	requesting	a	copy.		FHWA	is	issuing	a	Record	of	Decision	(ROD)	selecting	the	E-2	Alternative.		This	ROD	was	
distributed	to	those	who	commented	on	the	FEIS	and	DEIS,	agencies,	those	requesting	copies	and	was	posted	on	the	
project	website.		ITD	will	proceed	with	project	design3	and	right-of-way	acquisition	30	days	from	the	ROD	Federal	
Register	notice.			

Design	will	require	collecting	detailed	geotechnical	data,	survey	data,	determining	specific	right-of-way	needs	and	
producing	detailed	designs	for	the	roadway.	ITD	will	contact	affected	landowners	regarding	right-of-way	acquisition,	
access	and	design	details	during	the	design	process.		Any	improvement	to	properties	prior	to	acquisition	will	be	
compensated	for	according	to	the	Uniform	Relocation	Act.		See	the	Uniform	Relocation	Summary	in	the	FEIS	Appendix	
5.		

Construction	will	occur	after	the	ROD	is	issued	and	after	the	right-of-way	and	design	processes	have	been	completed.		

The	anticipated	schedule	is	as	follows:	

• Issue	and	Distribute	ROD-early	2016	
• Begin	Preliminary	Design-2016	
• Begin	Right-of-way	Acquisition	Process-2017	
• Construction	2017-2018	

	
FHWA	and	ITD	recognize	that	6	fatalities	and	152	injuries	have	occurred	in	253	total	crashes	between	2003	and	2012	
on	this	section	of	highway	(ITD	2013)	during	this	lengthy	environmental	process;	however,	we	remain	committed	to	
implementing	a	comprehensive	solution	to	the	identified	deficiencies.	In	doing	so,	we	must	comply	with	NEPA	
regulations.	See	General	Response	NEPA	for	a	description	of	the	NEPA	process.		See	the	FEIS	Chapter,	8,	Construction	
Phasing	and	Funding	for	additional	details	regarding	construction	and	funding.	

	

                                                
3 Should an action alternative be selected in the ROD, ITD will perform design concurrently with the 150-day statutory appeal period. 
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Water	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

How	will	the	project	
impact	the	water	table	
and	wells?	

A	Hydrogeologic	Analysis	(Ralston	2014)	was	prepared	to	address	possible	ground-water	impacts	from	construction	of	
the	alternatives.		Information	from	the	report	has	been	prepared	and	is	incorporated	into	the	FEIS,	primarily	in	Section	
4.7.		This	analysis	concluded	that	there	is	very	low	to	no	potential	to	impact	groundwater	or	wells	from	any	of	the	
alignments.		

Granite	underlies	most	of	the	length	of	the	proposed	alternative	routes	of	Highway	95	south	of	Moscow.	The	Modified	
W-4	has	the	greatest	length	of	roadway	that	overlies	basalt.		All	three	alternatives	overlie	basalt	at	the	northern	end	of	
the	project.	

Most	of	the	existing	wells	in	the	area	are	completed	to	obtain	water	from	local	ground-water	flow	systems	in	granitic	
or	metamorphic	rock.		Most	of	these	wells	exceed	100	feet	in	depth	and	obtain	water	from	a	producing	zone	at	the	
bottom	of	the	well.		Wells	that	are	completed	in	basalt	are	located	mostly	at	the	north	end	of	the	project.		These	wells	
obtain	water	from	the	Wanapum	Formation,	which	hosts	the	upper	aquifer	in	the	Moscow	area.	

The	potential	for	highway	construction	along	any	of	the	three	alignments	to	impact	ground-water	flow	systems	in	
either	recharge	and	discharge	areas	is	very	low.		Highway	construction	has	the	potential	to	increase	recharge	to	
shallow	ground	water	because	of	runoff	from	paved	areas	and	snow	drifts	created	by	plowing.		The	amount	of	this	
increase	will	be	very	small.		Impacts	on	topographically	low	ground-water	discharge	areas	should	be	minimal	because	
these	portions	of	the	roadway	will	be	constructed	on	fill	or	using	bridges.		The	potential	for	impacts	on	domestic	wells	
is	extremely	small	except	for	those	wells,	which	will	be	destroyed	because	they	are	located	within	the	selected	road	
alignment.	

Relocation	of	utilities	will	be	specified	during	final	design.	Best	Management	Practices	(BMPs)	will	be	implemented	
during	construction	to	minimize	impacts	to	water	resources	including	groundwater	and	wells.	ITD	will	coordinate	with	
residents	and	businesses	and	notify	them	in	advance	of	utility	relocation	activities.		See	the	FEIS	Section	4.7	and	the	
Hydrogeologic	Analysis	Technical	Report	for	supplemental	information	regarding	impacts	to	groundwater.	

Weather-1	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Was	there	sufficient	data	
and	evaluation	of	the	C-3	
Alternative	in	the	
Weather	Analysis?	

The	weather	analysis	was	revised	after	the	DEIS	hearing	in	order	to	help	clarify	the	information	and	to	provide	
additional	data.		In	the	weather	analysis	(Qualls	2014),	three	climatic	regions	were	identified	which	corresponded	to	air	
flow	over	and	around	Paradise	Ridge	and	elevation	and	were	named	and	mapped	as	Lowland,	Flow-Over	Ridge	(LFO),	
Highland,	Flow-Over	Ridge	(HFO)	and	Highland,	Flow-Around	Ridge	(HFA).		One	climate	station	was	placed	in	each	of	
these	regions	and	referred	to	in	the	Revised	Weather	Analysis.		The	LFO	is	the	Western	Corridor	(WC)	and	best	
encompasses	the	W	Alternatives,	the	HFO	is	the	Eastern	Corridor	(EC)	and	best	represents	the	E	Alternatives	and	the	
HFA	is	the	Reisenauer	Hill	area	(RH)	and	represents	the	southern	section	of	all	of	the	alternatives.		While	there	is	no	
specific	climate	station	for	the	C	Alternatives,	A	Central	Corridor	(CC)	is	referenced	in	the	report,	which	runs	in	a	north-
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Weather-1	

(continued)	

south	direction	generally	encompassing	the	existing	US-95	and	the	C	Alternatives.		Weather	and	climate	within	the	
Central	Corridor	is	determined	either	by	interpolation	between	the	Western	and	Eastern	corridor	measurement	sites	
or	by	spatially	and	temporally	distributed	satellite	observations.	Except	in	some	cases	with	spatial	data	from	satellites	
and	historical	accident	records	on	the	existing	US-95,	no	attempt	is	made	in	this	report	to	specify	weather	or	climate	
conditions	exactly	on	a	particular	existing	or	potential	roadway	alignment	but	rather	the	conditions	within	the	general	
corridors	are	discussed.			

See	the	FEIS	Sections	3.10	and	4.10	and	the	Revised	Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	2014)	for	clarifications	and	additional	
information.	

	

Weather-2	 Why	did	the	DEIS	
Weather	Analysis	only	
include	five	months	of	
data	during	a	dry	and	
mild	weather	year?			

The	study	should	include	
more	months	and	
additional	years	of	data.	

The	five-month	data	set	was	not	the	sole	source	of	weather	data	but	is	a	valid	methodology	used	to	establish	the	
relative	conditions	among	the	EC,	WC	and	RH	weather	stations	within	their	respective	climate	regimes.		This	smaller	
five-month	data	set	was	used	to	rank	the	larger	30+-year	data	set	available	at	the	UI	Plant	Sciences	Center,	which	is	
about	five	miles	from	the	study	area.		Knowledge	of	the	relative	conditions	among	the	three	on-site	weather	stations	
and	the	UI	weather	station	allowed	estimation	of	the	long-term	climate	at	each	of	the	on-site	weather	stations	
through	calibration	with	the	long-term	UI	climate	records.				

This	is	an	accepted	method	for	correlating	the	data	and	the	weather	information	since	the	relative	weather	conditions	
at	the	three	stations	behaved	in	accordance	with	established	principles	of	physics	and	thermodynamics,	and	
comparisons	with	similar	locations	and/or	elevation	trends	published	in	scientific	literature	(Qualls	2014).		It	Is	
common	practice	in	scientific	field	studies	to	conduct	short-term	data	collection,	on	the	order	of	a	few	months,	to	
determine	spatial	variability	of	weather	characteristics	(for	example,	the	First	International	Satellite	Land	Surface	
Climatology	Project	(ISLSCP)	Field	Experiment	(FIFE),	(Hall	and	Sellers	1995)	from	which	more	than	1000	scientific	
publications	were	produced.	

A	Revised	Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	2014)	has	been	prepared	which	provides	more	detail	about	additional	weather	
elements,	additional	weather	data	collected	after	the	2005	weather	study,	including	year-around	coverage,	which	
generally	includes	winter	weather	conditions.		Additionally,	satellite	remote	sensing	data	from	2002	through	2012,	
document	the	spatial	distribution	of	snow	ranging	from	mild	to	harsh	winters.	Additional	information	regarding	the	
methodology	and	findings	has	also	been	added	to	the	FEIS	Section	3.10	and	4.10.				
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Weather-3	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

How	does	elevation	affect	
the	temperature	and	ice	
formation	temperature?		

Would	there	be	
differences	in	safety	
between	alternatives	due	
to	the	higher	elevation	
and	weather	conditions	
such	as	frost	and	ice?	

Weather	stations	were	placed	at	different	elevations	within	the	study	area	to	capture	the	elevation	effects.	There	is	an	
approximately	400-foot	difference	in	elevation	between	the	WC	and	EC	weather	stations.		Satellite	remote	sensing	was	
also	used	to	observe	the	spatial	distribution	of	snow	accumulation	and	melting	across	the	study	area	and	at	different	
elevations.	The	WC	weather	station,	which	is	lower	in	elevation,	was	often	colder	than	the	higher	EC	weather	station,	
by	15	to	20	°F.		This	is	due	to	cold	air	drainage,	when	cold	air,	which	is	denser,	flows	downhill	and	pools	in	low	
elevation	areas.	

When	WC	was	colder	than	EC,	the	average	temperature	difference	is	5.4	°F	and	WC	was	colder	than	EC	by	12	°F	about	
5	percent	of	the	time.	This	creates	greater	potential	for	frost	formation,	freezing	roads,	and	black	ice	on	low	areas	of	
the	Modified	W-4	and	C-3	alternatives	compared	to	most	of	the	length	of	the	E-2	Alternative.		

Temperatures	were	below	freezing	at	the	low	elevation	WC	weather	station	when	the	higher	elevation	EC	weather	
station	was	above	freezing	approximately	three	times	longer	than	when	the	EC	station	was	below	freezing	and	the	WC	
station	was	above	freezing.	The	observations	agreed	well	with	principles	of	physics	and	thermodynamics,	as	well	as	
published	scientific	studies	(Qualls	2014).			

Air	temperature	may	decrease	with	increasing	elevation	under	well-mixed	atmospheric	conditions	(e.g.,	windy	
weather	or	a	sunny	day	with	strong	solar	heating	of	the	ground).		Across	the	400	feet	of	elevation	difference	between	
WC	and	EC,	this	averaged	about	1.8	°F	if	only	the	data	when	WC	was	warmer	than	EC	are	included,	due	to	atmospheric	
thermodynamics.		This	difference	exceeds	2.9	°F	less	than	5	percent	of	the	time.		Under	these	well-mixed	
circumstances,	the	E-2	Alternative	at	its	highest	point	could	average	1.8	°F	cooler	than	the	lowest	point	of	the	Modified	
W-4	Alternative	alignment.		

Combining	all	the	data	when	either	WC	or	EC	is	colder	than	the	other,	yields	an	overall	average	temperature	difference	
of	about	1	°F	with	WC	being	colder	on	average,	because	of	the	significantly	colder	temperatures	which	occur	at	WC	
due	to	cold	air	drainage	compared	to	the	mildly	colder	temperatures	at	EC	associated	with	well-mixed	atmospheric	
conditions.	

All	of	the	action	alternatives	have	a	similar	peak	height	in	elevation	on	Reisenauer	Hill	at	around	2875	ft.	However,	the	
E-2	Alternative	would	be	on	level	grade	through	this	area	and	would	descend	in	elevation	further	north	where	weather	
conditions	are	improved.		The	C-3	and	Modified	W-4	Alternatives	would	descend	in	elevation	near	Reisenauer	Hill	at	a	
slightly	steeper	grade.		

The	spatial	distribution	of	weather-related	accidents	on	the	existing	US-95	from	Thorncreek	Road	to	Moscow	is	
predominantly	associated	with	the	spatial	distribution	of	road	characteristics	such	as	tight	radii	curves	located	down	
slope	on	hills,	and	ingress/egress	associated	with	road	junctions	and	driveways,	rather	than	due	to	spatial	distribution	
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Weather-3	

(continued)	

	

	

	

	

	

of	weather.		Since	all	proposed	alignments	are	designed	to	current	AASHTO	standards,	all	will	result	in	a	great	
improvement	over	existing	conditions	and	will	be	safe.		Because	the	road	characteristics,	rather	than	the	spatial	
distribution	of	weather	dominate	the	distribution	of	accidents,	the	prescribed	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013)	for	each	of	
the	proposed	alternatives,	reflects	the	relative	safety	between	alternatives.	The	distinction	between	alternatives	
considered	road	alignment	characteristics	such	as	length,	slopes,	and	curvature,	which	are	already	considered	in	the	
Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2015b).	

Weather	was	discussed	in	the	DEIS	3.10	and	4.10.		A	Revised	Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	2014)	was	completed	and	
additional	information	has	been	added	to	the	respective	sections	in	the	FEIS.	

Weather-4	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

How	would	precipitation	
and	snow	accumulation	
differ	between	
alternatives?	

Regionally,	precipitation	decreases	on	a	gradient	from	Moscow	south	to	the	top	of	the	Lewiston	grade.		Countering	
this	is	the	localized	topography	of	Paradise	Ridge	and	the	fact	that	precipitation	generally	increases	with	elevation	on	
the	upwind	side	of	a	slope.		

Both	the	on-site	weather	station	measurements	and	the	satellite	images	provide	useful	information	pertaining	to	snow	
accumulation	between	alternatives.	Reisenauer	Hill	is	the	most	critical	location	within	the	study	area,	including	both	
the	north-facing	slope	on	the	north	end	and	the	region	to	the	south	toward	Thorncreek	Road,	due	to	greater	
accumulation	and	retention	of	snow	compared	to	the	rest	of	the	study	area.			

Annual	precipitation	at	the	EC	and	RH	weather	stations	are	similar	to	the	UI	long-term	climate	station,	and	are	an	
average	of	2.5	inches	per	year	lower	at	the	WC	weather	station.	Due	to	the	short	horizontal	distance	in	the	upwind	
direction	from	the	peak	of	Paradise	Ridge	to	the	valley	floor,	much	of	the	precipitation	lands	and	accumulates	
downwind	of	the	ridgeline	to	the	south	and	east	of	Reisenauer	Hill	and	Paradise	Ridge.		

There	would	be	approximately	5	to	7	inches	more	snowfall	per	year	at	EC	and	RH	compared	to	WC,	or	a	melted	snow	
liquid	depth	(also	called	Snow	Water	Equivalent	(SWE))	difference	of	0.5	to	0.7	inches.		On-site	measurements	and	
satellite	remote	sensing,	summarized	below,	show	greater	persistence	of	snow	around	Reisenauer	Hill	than	along	the	
central	and	northern	portion	of	the	E-2	Alternative’s	alignment.		

Landsat	satellite	images	of	the	study	area	and	the	surrounding	region	provide	an	excellent	picture	of	the	spatial	
distribution	of	snow.		Examples	of	these	images	spanning	2002	through	2012	are	provided	in	the	FEIS	Sections	3.10	
and	4.10	and	in	the	Revised	Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	2014).		The	key	satellite	findings	are:	

• When	there	is	six	to	eight	inches	depth	or	more	at	the	UI	Plant	Sciences	Farm	(PSF),	either	accrued	as	a	single,	
large	snowfall	event,	accrued	in	small	increments	over	multiple	days,	or	while	melting	down	to	6-8	inches	
from	greater	depths	at	PSF,	the	satellite	images	show	continuous	spatial	coverage	of	the	study	area	and	
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Weather-4	

(continued)	

surrounding	region	by	snow.	
• When	the	snow	depth	at	PSF	drops	below	about	six	inches	during	melting,	the	central	portion	(E-2	and	C-3	

Alignments)	will	have	patchy	conditions.	The	emergence	of	these	patches	is	strongly	controlled	by	hill	slope	
orientation.	South-facing	slopes,	which	have	much	greater	exposure	to	the	sun,	melts	off	faster	than	north-
facing	slopes.		The	patch	quickly	spreads	westward,	and	then	begins	to	melt	off	north-facing	slopes	in	the	
central	area	defined	above	and	including	west	of	US	95.			

• Snow	persists	substantially	longer	south	and	east	of	the	ridgeline	of	Paradise	Ridge,	including	the	ridgeline	as	
it	passes	Reisenauer	Hill,	which	during	the	winter	months	is	usually	the	downwind	side	of	the	ridgeline.		Snow	
also	persists	down	the	north-facing	slope	of	Reisenauer	Hill,	particularly	from	the	existing	US-95	toward	the	
west.		Additionally,	snow	persists	on	the	north	end	of	the	study	area	on	north-facing	slopes	north	of	Clyde	Hill	
and	the	east-west	power	lines	of	the	eastern	alignment,	though	it	does	not	persist	there	for	as	long	as	on	
either	the	north	face	or	the	south	side	of	Reisenauer	Hill.	

• Regional	coverage	snowfall	of	a	few	inches	can	provide	relatively	complete	coverage	of	the	study	area,	and	it	
begins	to	melt	off	following	the	pattern	described	in	2	and	3	above.	

• All	of	the	action	alternatives	would	be	upgraded	to	meet	AASHTO	standards	and	safety	would	be	greatly	
improved	compared	to	the	No	Action	Alternative.	Therefore	considering	only	spatial	distribution	of	weather,	
especially	snow,	Modified	W-4	and	C-3	will	be	exposed	to	greater	snow	accumulation	during	descent	of	
Reisenauer	Hill	compared	to	the	E-2	Alternative	which	is	flatter	near	Reisenauer	Hill	but	descends	in	elevation	
further	north	in	the	study	area	with	less	snow	accumulation.		

• Since	all	proposed	alignments	are	designed	to	current	AASHTO	standards,	all	will	result	in	a	great	
improvement	over	existing	conditions	and	will	be	safe.		Because	the	road	characteristics,	rather	than	the	
spatial	distribution	of	weather	dominate	the	distribution	of	accidents,	the	prescribed	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	
2013)	for	each	of	the	proposed	alternatives,	reflects	the	relative	safety	between	alternatives.	The	distinction	
between	alternatives	considered	road	alignment	characteristics	such	as	length,	slopes,	and	curvature,	which	
are	already	considered	in	the	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2015b).	See	the	FEIS	Sections	3.10	and	4.10	and	the	Revised	
Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	2014)	for	additional	information.	
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Weather-5	 How	will	fog	vary	
between	alternatives?	

Fog	or	clouds	are	formed	when	the	temperature	of	the	air	decreases	enough	that	atmospheric	water	vapor	reaches	
the	saturation	point,	causing	condensation	of	vapor	into	fine	liquid	water	droplets.		This	can	happen	because	
temperature	decreases	or	by	increasing	atmospheric	humidity.		Measurements	of	visibility	distances	associated	with	
fog	at	EC,	WC,	and	RH	showed	RH	(Southern	Highland	Flow)	to	have	the	poorest	visibility	conditions,	followed	by	EC	
and	then	WC.		Since	all	roadway	alternatives	pass	RH,	all	alternatives	will	be	subject	to	the	poorest	visibility	conditions	
of	the	area.	However,	with	the	improved	typical	section	the	safety	of	the	action	alternatives	would	be	greatly	
improved	over	the	No	Action	Alternative.	The	relative	safety	between	alternatives	is	therefore	reflected	in	the	results	
of	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013).	See	FEIS	Section	3.10	and	4.10	and	the	Revised	Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	
2014)	for	additional	information.	

Weather-6	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

How	will	wind	vary	
between	alternatives?	
How	will	blowing	snow	
and	snowdrifts	vary	
between	alternatives?	

As	stated	in	the	DEIS,	wind	speeds	were	similar	between	all	corridors.	Wind	was	measured	at	all	three	stations,	whose	
locations	are	shown	on	the	Study	Area	Map	of	the	Climate	Report	(Qualls	2014),	and	on	the	ITD	alignment	maps.		
These	included	one	station	in	each	of	the	three	climate	regimes,	Highland	Flow	Around	(HFA-	(RH)),	Highland	Flow	
Over	(HFO-	(EC)),	and	Lowland	Flow	Over	(LFO-	(WC)),	as	defined	in	the	Climate	Report.			

Measurements	at	EC	showed	winds	were	modestly	lower	than	at	WC	for	high	wind	speeds.	The	fastest	individual	gusts	
and	highest	average	wind	speeds	were	at	Reisenauer	Hill.	Gust	speeds	of	30	mph	or	greater	correspond	to	sustained	
wind	speeds	of	25	mph	or	greater.		This	would	be	typical	of	wind	speeds	warranting	a	Wind	Advisory	from	the	National	
Weather	Service.		Gusts	generally	come	from	a	westerly	direction	except	Reisenauer	Hill,	which	have	some	gusts	up	to	
38	mph	from	the	east.		However,	all	the	alternatives	must	pass	through	the	Reisenauer	Hill	area	(Qualls	2014).		
Consequently,	the	direct	effect	of	wind	on	vehicles	in	general,	and	on	large	trucks	in	particular,	should	be	no	worse	for	
any	of	the	proposed	alternatives	than	what	is	currently	experienced	on	the	existing	US-95.	As	stated	in	General	
Response	Weather-1,	while	there	is	no	specific	climate	station	for	the	C	Alternatives,	The	Central	Corridor	referenced	
in	the	report,	runs	in	a	north-south	direction	generally	encompasses	the	existing	US-95	and	the	C	Alternatives.		
Weather	and	climate	within	the	Central	Corridor	is	determined	either	by	interpolation	between	the	WC	and	EC	
measurement	sites	or	by	spatially	and	temporally	distributed	satellite	observations.	

Each	of	the	proposed	alternatives	will	be	designed	to	have	an	elevated	roadbed	on	fill	material,	which	will	produce	
localized	acceleration	of	wind	across	the	road	surface	(Qualls	2014),	which	will	help	prevent	accumulation	of	drifted	
snow	on	the	road	surface.	There	may	be	specific	features	in	this	area	which	locally	reduce	the	wind	such	as	trees	along	
the	roadway,	or	deep	road	cuts	which	can	have	localized	effects	on	road	ice	and	snow	accumulation,	and	sudden		
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Weather-6	

(continued)	

exposure	to	wind	gusts	during	transitions	from	road	fill	to	cut	sections.	With	the	improved	typical	section	the	safety	of	
the	action	alternatives	would	be	greatly	improved	over	the	No	Action	Alternative.	The	relative	safety	between	
alternatives	is	therefore	reflected	in	the	results	of	the	Revised	Safety	Analysis	(ITD	2013).	Additional	information	
regarding	weather	is	provided	in	the	FEIS	Section	4.10	and	in	the	Revised	Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	2014).	

Weather-7	 How	were	the	
microclimates	in	the	
study	area	evaluated	and	
considered?	

The	local	microclimates	have	been	captured	through	weather	station	measurements,	evaluation	of	the	satellite	
remote	sensing	images,	consideration	of	principles	of	physics	and	thermodynamics,	and	published	scientific	studies.		

The	weather	study	included	measurements	from	a	weather	station	installed	west	of	Paradise	Ridge	on	the	bench	
traversed	by	the	E-2	Alternative	in	the	EC.		There	were	also	weather	stations	that	collected	data	for	the	RH	and	WC	
(Modified	W-4	Alternative).		Multiple	measurements	were	collected	each	minute,	and	these	were	reported	as	samples,	
averages	or	accumulations,	depending	on	the	variable,	several	times	per	hour.			

Satellite	remote	sensing	images	also	provided	information	about	the	spatial	distribution	of	snow	across	the	study	area	
under	a	wide	range	of	winter	weather	conditions.		These	provide	a	detailed	high	spatial	resolution,	and	consistent	
description	of	the	microclimates	of	the	study	area.	These	measurements	were	compared	with	measurements	from	
other	weather	stations	in	the	study	area	to	determine	the	relative	severity	of	various	weather	elements	in	different	
parts	of	the	study	area.	Additional	detail	is	provided	in	the	FEIS	Sections	3.10	and	4.10	and	the	Revised	Weather	
Analysis	(Qualls	2014).	

Weather-8	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Would	the	limited	data	
set	and	the	difference	in	
weather	conditions	
between	alternatives	
change	the	findings	in	the	
Safety	Analysis?	

The	findings	in	the	Safety	Analyses	as	they	pertain	to	weather	remain	valid	for	the	following	reasons:	

• Spatial	variability	of	weather	exists	across	the	study	area.		
• Weather-related	accidents	are	predominantly	associated	with	frozen	surface	conditions	(i.e.,	snow,	ice	or	

slush).		
• Most	often	when	frozen	surface	conditions	exist,	they	occur	across	the	entire	study	area.		
• Very	few	accidents	are	associated	with	wind	and	fog.		
• The	spatial	distribution	of	weather-related	accidents	on	the	existing	US-95	from	Thorncreek	Road	to	Moscow	

is	predominantly	associated	with	the	spatial	distribution	of	road	characteristics	such	as	tight	radii	curves	
located	downslope	on	hills,	and	ingress/egress	associated	with	road	junctions	and	driveways,	rather	than	due	
to	spatial	distribution	of	weather.		

• All	proposed	new	alignments	(i.e.,	Modified	W-4,	C-3	and	E-2)	are	designed	in	accordance	with	current	
AASHTO	(American	Association	of	State	Highway	Transportation	Officials)	standards,	which	are	much	safer	
than	the	existing	US-95.		
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Weather-8		

(continued)	
• Because	road	characteristics,	rather	than	the	spatial	distribution	of	weather,	dominate	the	distribution	of	

accidents,	the	prescribed	AASHTO	safety	analysis	of	each	of	the	proposed	alternatives	(Arnzen,	pers.	comm		
2012)	should	be	taken	at	face	value	for	the	comparison	of	the	accident	safety	of	the	proposed	alternatives.	

Additional	information	is	provided	in	the	FEIS	Sections	3.10	and	4.10	and	in	the	Revised	Weather	Analysis	(Qualls	
2014).		See	General	response	Weather-1	and	Weather-2	regarding	details	on	methodology.	

Weeds	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Will	the	E-2	Alternative	
destroy	Palouse	
remnants,	rare	plants,	
and	endangered	plants	
and	native	vegetation?		

− 	

As	stated	in	the	DEIS,	Palouse	remnants,	rare	plants	and	populations	of	native	vegetation	occur	within	the	project	
study	area.	These	are	described,	mapped	and	assessed	in	Biological	Evaluation	of	Plant	Species	and	Communities	of	
Conservation	Concern	in	the	US	Highway	95	Thorncreek	Road	to	Moscow	Project	Area	(Lichthardt	2005),	which	was	
distributed	with	the	DEIS.	The	study	identified	different	vegetative	communities,	located	rare	plants	and	generally	
assessed	condition	based	on	size	and	exotic	species	infestations.	Paradise	Ridge	contains	the	largest	remaining	Palouse	
remnant	in	the	study	area.	

The	E-2	Alternative	would	not	go	over	the	top	of	the	ridge,	but	would	parallel	the	grasslands	on	Paradise	Ridge,	about	
0.7	mi	from	the	summit	and	about	0.25	mi	from	the	large	Palouse	remnant	associated	with	the	ridge	summit.	The	E-2	
Alternative	would	not	directly	impact	any	rare	plants,	threatened	or	endangered	species	or	Palouse	prairie	remnants.	
The	E-2	Alternative	could	result	in	indirect	effects	such	as	increased	spread	of	weeds,	establishment	of	new	weeds	as	a	
result	of	the	closer	alignment	as	stated	in	the	DEIS	and	FEIS	Chapter	6,	Indirect	and	Cumulative	Effects.	Weeds	
populations	could	affect	potential	habitat	for	rare	and	native	plant	species	affecting	their	future	success.		

Information	regarding	weed	species,	weed	dispersal	and	potential	effects	has	been	incorporated	into	the	FEIS	Sections	
3.8	and	4.8.	This	information	was	from	the	DEIS	Technical	Report	titled	A	Scientific	Evaluation	for	Noxious	and	Invasive	
Weeds	of	the	Highway	95	Construction	Project	between	Uniontown	Cutoff	and	Moscow	(Lass	&	Prather	2007).		

Spalding’s	Catchfly	is	the	only	federally	listed	plant	known	to	occur	in	the	project	area.	The	USFWS	determined	that	all	
of	the	alternatives	may	affect	but	are	not	likely	to	adversely	affect	Spalding’s	Catchfly,	a	federally	listed	plant,	based	on	
potential	indirect	effects	as	stated	in	the	DEIS	and	FEIS	Section	4.9.		An	additional	survey	for	Spalding’s	catchfly	was	
conducted	in	the	project	area	in	the	summer	of	2013	and	no	new	populations	were	identified.			

The	alternatives	could	increase	weed	dispersal	to	private	lands	that	have	been	identified	as	high	priority	areas	for	
Palouse	prairie	restoration	and	for	Spalding’s	Catchfly	establishment.	As	stated	in	the	DEIS	Section	4.8	the	E-2	
Alternative	crosses	a	property	which	is	enrolled	in	a	USFWS	restoration	program,	however,	the	alignment	would	not	go	
through	any	portion	of	the	property	for	which	restoration	activities	are	ongoing	or	planned.			

The	Paradise	Ridge	remnant	is	ranked	as	a	high-quality	remnant,	but	is	not	a	pristine,	weed-free,	or	a	publicly	
accessible	resource,	although	several	landowners	allow	some	public	use.	Paradise	Ridge	consists	of	privately	owned	
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Weeds	

(continued)	

parcels	with	approximately	55	existing	residential	and	commercial	developments	which	are	continuing	to	increase	and	
develop	on	and	around	the	Ridge.		Information	about	rare	plants,	Palouse	remnants,	and	restoration	sites	is	included	
in	the	FEIS	Sections	3.8	and	4.8.	Information	regarding	the	indirect	and	cumulative	effects	of	the	alternatives	to	
Palouse	remnants	and	rare	plants	in	combination	with	past,	present	and	reasonably	foreseeable	future	impacts,	
including	residential	and	commercial	development,	is	in	the	FEIS	Chapter	6,	Indirect	and	Cumulative	Effects.		

The	indirect	effects	from	the	alternatives	will	be	mitigated	through	a	number	of	different	commitments:	ITD	will	
continue	to	implement	the	established	District	Roadside	Vegetation	Management	Program	as	outlined	in	the	ITD	
Operations	Manual.		This	is	an	established	ongoing	program	for	roadside	vegetation	management	that	applies	to	all	
ITD	right-of-ways.			

ITD	will	work	with	USFWS,	IDFG,	NRCS,	and	Latah	County	Conservation	District	to	develop	a	Project-Specific	Vegetation	
Management	Plan	that	will	help	control	weeds	within	the	highway	right-of-way	in	the	project	limits.		This	Project	
Specific	Vegetation	Management	Plan	will	describe	the	areas	of	soil	disturbance	and	weed	risk,	define	the	erosion	
control	planting	areas	and	timing,	describe	construction	of	farmable	slopes,	target	weed	species	for	control,	and	
outline	the	specific	methods	for	weed	control.		It	will	propose	the	type	and	frequency	of	herbicide	applications	with	
consideration	of	the	herbicide	impacts	to	the	native	species	and	habitats.		

In	addition,	during	the	right-of-way	process,	ITD	will	work	with	willing	landowners,	to	fund	measures	to	prevent	weed	
establishment	and	infestation	in	proximity	to	the	Palouse	remnants	that	are	within	0.6	miles	of	the	proposed	highway	
right-of-way.		The	controls	related	to	this	funding	will	be	developed	with	each	landowner	during	the	right-of-way	
negotiation	process.		See	the	ROD	Section	7,	Mitigation-Avoidance,	Minimization	and	Compensatory	Mitigation.			

The	E-2	Alternative	will	have	Expressway	Access	Control,	which	will	help	minimize	future	development	along	the	
roadway	and	associated	indirect	effects.		See	General	Response	Access.	Additional	information	regarding	indirect	and	
cumulative	effects	to	Palouse	remnants	and	Paradise	Ridge	has	been	added	to	FEIS	Chapter	6,	Indirect	and	Cumulative	
Effects.	The	full	list	of	mitigation	measures	is	provided	in	the	FEIS	Chapter	9,	Environmental	Commitments	and	in	ROD	
Section	7,	Mitigation.	

Wildlife	

	

	

	

	

How	will	the	alternatives	
impact	flora,	fauna	and	
wildlife	habitat	on	
Paradise	Ridge?	

	

ITD	recognizes	that	Paradise	Ridge	has	ecological,	visual,	and	recreational	value	to	the	community;	however,	Paradise	
Ridge,	except	for	the	Palouse	remnant	defined	by	the	ICDC	and	shown	in	the	DEIS	Figure	24,	does	not	appear	to	have	a	
specific	boundary.		For	the	purposes	of	this	EIS,	Paradise	Ridge	is	shown	in	FEIS	Figure	20	and	is	based	on	the	
topography	of	the	area	(3100ft	and	above)	and	includes	the	forested	area	and	most	of	the	native	habitats	described.	
None	of	the	alternatives,	including	the	E-2	Alternative,	would	go	over	Paradise	Ridge	or	directly	impact	it.	The	E-2	
Alternative	would	be	located	along	the	base	of	Paradise	Ridge.	
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As	discussed	in	the	DEIS,	the	E-2	Alternative	would	primarily	directly	affect	farmland,	Conservation	Reserve	Program	
(CRP)	land,	and	would	remove	3.9	acres	with	cultivated	pine	trees	near	Eid	Road.		CRP	land	is	commonly	marginal	
farmland	that	has	been	taken	out	of	production	and	enrolled	in	the	program	voluntarily.		It	is	not	subject	to	special	
protections	or	preservation	outside	of	that	program.		The	landowner	can	determine	to	put	land	into	or	take	it	out	of	
the	CRP	program;	there	is	no	assurance	of	its	long-term	preservation.	The	wildlife	reports	all	concluded	that	the	
project	area	does	not	contain	any	high	quality	or	critical	big	game	habitat.	The	E-2	Alternative	would	affect	more	land	
that	is	considered	moderate	or	marginal	quality	ungulate	habitat	compared	to	other	alternatives	as	summarized	in	
DEIS	and	FEIS	Sections	3.8	and	4.8.	

The	impacted	pine	stand	near	Eid	Road	offers	habitat	for	pygmy	nuthatch;	however	there	is	similar	available	habitat	
located	on	Paradise	Ridge	and	elsewhere	in	the	region.	See	Section	4.8.1	Vegetation	and	Habitat	Effects	under	Pine	
Stand	Effects.	As	stated	in	the	DEIS	Section	3.8	and	4.8,	the	pine	stand	also	offers	habitat	for	many	other	species	
including	northern	alligator	lizard	and	long-eared	myotis.		Additional	information	has	been	added	throughout	the	FEIS	
regarding	the	diversity	of	species	on	Paradise	Ridge,	the	ecological	function	of	CRP	land,	updated	occurrence	data	and	
information	about	effects	to	the	giant	Palouse	earthworm,	traffic	noise	effects	on	birds,	bumblebees,	matrix	habitat,	
and	habitat	fragmentation.		

While	Paradise	Ridge	contains	an	important	Palouse	remnant	and	provides	wildlife	habitat,	it	is	not	a	pristine,	weed-
free,	or	a	publicly	accessible	resource.		Paradise	Ridge	is	entirely	privately	owned	residential	and	commercial	parcels	
zoned	for	rural	residential	development.		There	are	currently	approximately	55	existing	residential	and	commercial	
developments	on	and	around	the	ridge.	The	houses,	buildings,	fences,	septic,	utility	lines,	driveways,	roads,	
agriculture,	pets	and	other	human	activities	already	have	an	effect	on	wildlife,	habitat,	visual	effects	and	the	setting	of	
the	ridge.		These	human	activities	could	transport	and	introduce	weeds,	fragment	habitat,	and	introduce	light	and	
noise	affecting	the	setting	of	the	ridge.	As	described	in	the	DEIS	and	FEIS	3.8,	there	are	also	active	restoration	projects	
for	reestablishment	of	Spalding’s	catchfly,	native	vegetation	and	ecological	weed	control	on	private	lands.	The	E-2	
Alternative	would	cross	one	property	that	is	enrolled	in	a	restoration	project	but	the	impacted	portion	of	land	is	not	
planned	for	any	restoration	activities.			

Latah	County	through	its	land	use	planning	and	zoning	has	the	ability	to	provide	protective	measures	to	prevent	
further	development	of	this	area.	ITD	does	not	have	the	ability	to	regulate	private	development	but	may	control	access	
from	the	highway.		

Highways	often	have	the	potential	to	increase	development	pressures	along	their	corridor;	however,	enforcing	
Expressway	Access	Control,	which	is	described	in	General	Response	Access,	will	help	mitigate	this	development	
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pressure.		The	direct	and	indirect	effects	of	current	and	ongoing	growth	on	Paradise	Ridge,	has	been	considered	in	
addition	to	the	highway’s	indirect	effects.	Additional	information	regarding	the	indirect	and	cumulative	effects	of	the	
alternatives	to	Paradise	Ridge	has	been	added	to	the	FEIS	Chapter	6,	Indirect	and	Cumulative	Effects.		

While	there	are	no	strongly	defined	migratory	corridors	through	the	project	area	animals	do	traverse	the	project	area.		
If	an	Action	Alternative	is	selected,	there	are	many	mitigation	measures,	BMPs	and	standard	practices	that	would	be	
implemented	to	minimize	harm	and	mitigate	for	impacts	to	vegetation,	wildlife	and	habitat.	Culverts	in	drainages	will	
be	designed	to	allow	small	terrestrial	species	to	move	through.		Under-crossings	at	county	road	intersections	will	be	
designed	to	accommodate	animal	movement.		If	the	E-2	Alternative	is	selected,	ungulates	would	be	able	to	cross	at	Eid	
Road.	Under-crossings	will	require	fencing	and	other	design	elements	to	help	ensure	success.	See	General	Response	
Weeds	for	additional	information	on	weeds	and	vegetation.		See	Chapter	9,	Environmental	Commitments	for	the	list	of	
wildlife	mitigation	measures.	
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US-95	THORNCREEK	ROAD	TO	MOSCOW	
PROJECT,	LATAH	COUNTY	IDAHO	

FEIS	COMMENT	RESPONSES		
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FEIS Letter-
Comment # 

First Name Last Name Response 

F-1a David Stowers See General Response Schedule. 
F-2a Norbert & 

Janelle  
Niehenke See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-4 and Weather-5 regarding snow, ice 

and fog respectively.  The highway will be designed to AASHTO Standards and 
the improved roadway typical section will be wider, flatter with less curvature and 
will improve safety over existing conditions.  

F-2b Norbert & 
Janelle  

Niehenke See General Response Safety-2. 

F-2c Norbert & 
Janelle  

Niehenke See General Response Displacement-1. The E-2 Alternative will result in the 
greatest number of residential impacts, primarily in mobile home parks.  All 
residents and property owners will be compensated and relocated equitably under 
the Uniform Relocation Act.  

F-2d Norbert & 
Janelle  

Niehenke The E-2 Alternative will have a greater impact on prime farmland but avoids the 
most productive farmland.  See General Response Alternatives.  

F-3a Christina  Baldwin See General Response Alternatives. 
F-3b Christina  Baldwin The E-2 Alternative will not go over Paradise Ridge and will not directly affect any 

Palouse remnants but will be located along the base of Paradise Ridge. See General 
Responses Weeds and Wildlife regarding Paradise Ridge and Palouse remnants. 

F-4a Sara  Holup See General Response Wildlife.   
F-4b Sara  Holup The E-2 Alternative will have a greater impact on prime farmland but avoids the 

most productive farmland.  See General Responses Wildlife and Alternatives. 
F-5a Stephan  Flint A version of the Safety Analysis Technical Report with a Table of Contents and 

page numbers is posted on the project website.  
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F-5b 
 
 
 
 
 

Stephan  Flint Your suggestion has been applied to the ROD response tables.  In addition the 
responses and comments are organized differently in the ROD to assist the reader 
when referencing comments with responses.   

• Table 5 lists the names of commenter with the Comment Letter identifier.   
• Appendix A contains the General Response to Issues to address repeated 

comments that was prepared for the FEIS but it is updated in the ROD.  
These general responses to issues are referred to within the comment 
responses in Appendix C. 

• Appendix B contains the scanned comment letters and emails with unique 
identifiers corresponding to each substantive comment within the letter or 
email.   

• Appendix C is organized by the unique identifier and provides a 
corresponding respond to substantive comments.    

F-5c Stephan  Flint Since the agency letters were pdfs and not part of the word document, page 
numbers were not generated for that section of the FEIS.  All sections of the ROD 
have page numbers.  

F-5d Stephan  Flint A version of the Wildlife Technical Report with a Table of Contents and page 
numbers is posted on the project website. 

F-5e Stephan  Flint The General Response to Issues section was prepared to provide the public an 
understanding of the common comments and provides comprehensive responses in 
one section.  It guides the reader to other sections of the FEIS for additional detail 
or revisions as needed. The USACE, IDFG and EPA were granted an additional 
week to submit their comments. These three public agencies have had a role as 
participating agencies in the development of the EIS and specifically requested 
additional time to complete their review and comment on the FEIS. The additional 
week was not extended to the public as a whole, to not further delay improvement 
of this unsafe roadway.   See General Response Schedule. 

F-6a Victoria  Seever See General Response Safety-3. 
F-6b Victoria  Seever See General Responses Maintenance-1, Maintenance-2 and Safety-3. 
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F-6c Victoria  Seever See General Responses Alternative, Wildlife and Weeds. 
F-6d 
 
 
 

Victoria  Seever See General Response Safety- 5 regarding grade and descent safety.  The E-2 and 
W-4 alternatives would pose more challenges associated with connectivity of the 
proposed Ring Road alignments than the C-3 Alternative but none would conflict 
with or preclude construction of the Ring Road project. ITD will work closely with 
the City of Moscow to ensure that the design is consistent with and does not 
preclude construction of the Ring Road concept or any other planned projects.  See 
FEIS 3.2 and 4.2 for clarification of the Ring Road concept. 

F-7a Mary  Ulrich See General Responses Alternative and Wildlife. 
F-8a Steven Ulrich See General Responses Alternative and Wildlife. The E-2 Alternative will come 

closer to more remnants but will not be constructed over any Palouse remnants.  
See General Response Weeds regarding indirect effects to Palouse remnants.   

F-8b Steven Ulrich While some farmland will be taken out of production, the highway will have 
Expressway Access Control, which will help limit development along the highway.  
See General Response Access. The E-2 Alternative will also avoid the most highly 
productive farmland.   
The E-2 Alternative will offer the greatest safety benefit as explained in General 
Response Safety-3 and Safety-6. The Safety Analysis and the Weather Analysis 
technical reports were revised since the DEIS publication and the information was 
incorporated in the FEIS.  See General Responses Safety-2, Safety-3, Safety-5, 
Safety-7, Weather-1, Weather-2 and Weather-8 regarding the revisions to the 
wildlife and weather reports and the validity of the methodology and findings.  See 
FEIS General Response Wildlife regarding effects to Paradise Ridge.  

F-8c Steven Ulrich See General Responses Alternative, Safety-2, Safety-5 and Weather-8. Also see 
Response F-8b. 
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F-8d 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Steven Ulrich The NEPA process included extensive public and agency input to complete the 
Level One and Level Two Screening Processes as described in the FEIS Chapter 2, 
and in ROD Section 2.  NEPA does not require an infinite number of alternatives 
be evaluated but requires that a range of reasonable alternatives, including a No 
Action Alternative, be evaluated in detail. The public involvement and screening 
processes resulted in evaluation of TSM, TDM, mass transit and eleven 
alternatives.  The hybrid alternative combining the C-3 Alternative from the south 
with the E-2 alternative to the north was not identified as one of the reasonable 
alternatives.  It combines parts of alternatives that were already evaluated but 
would be longer, would have variable grades descending from Reisenauer Hill then 
ascending to join the E-2 Alternative.  It would descend again to Moscow. The 
changes in grade are expected to result in higher crash rates and would not offer 
greater benefit compared to the other alternatives evaluated; therefore, consistent 
with the considerations used during the screening process it would not have been 
forwarded for detailed analysis. See FEIS Section 7, Public Involvement and 
Agency Coordination, for details of the public involvement activities during 
development and screening of the initial alternatives.  Also See General Response 
NEPA for an overview of the NEPA process.  

F-9a Joann Muneta Your comments have been incorporated into the public record. 
F-9b Joann Muneta See General Responses Safety-3, Safety-6, Maintenance-1 and Maintenance-2. 
F-9c Joann Muneta See General Response Safety-2. 
F-9d Joann Muneta See General Response Weather-3. 
F-9e Joann Muneta See General Responses Wildlife and Weeds. 
F-10a Jennie Hall See General Response Schedule. 
F-11a Helen 

Wild Idaho 
Rising Tide 

Yost See General Response Alternative. 

F-11b Helen 
Wild Idaho 
Rising Tide 

Yost See General Response Wildlife. 
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F-11c 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Helen 
Wild Idaho 
Rising Tide 

Yost The NEPA process included extensive public participation and resulted in the 
evaluation of TSM, TDM and mass transit and eleven alternatives representing a 
range of reasonable alternatives. See General Response NEPA for an overview of 
the NEPA process. See FEIS Chapter 2, Alternatives and the ROD Section 2 for 
more detail about the alternative development and the screening process.  See FEIS 
Section 7, Public Involvement and Agency Coordination, for details of the public 
involvement activities.   See General Response Alternative.  The report revisions 
referred to in your comment were completed in response to public comments. 
While additional data was analyzed, methodology was clarified, and effects were 
further analyzed and incorporated in the revised reports, the relative differences in 
safety, weather and wildlife between alternatives did not result in findings that 
differed from what was stated in the DEIS.  

F-11d Helen 
Wild Idaho 
Rising Tide 

Yost FHWA NEPA regulations [23 CFR 771.130] require a SEIS be completed if 
changes to the proposed action would result in significant environmental impacts 
that were not evaluated in the EIS; or if new information or circumstances relevant 
to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts would 
result in significant environmental impacts not evaluated in the EIS.  
There were no substantial changes to the alternatives, no changes to existing 
conditions, and or new information that would result in significant impacts that 
were not already evaluated in the EIS; therefore, a SEIS will not be prepared. 
The USACE, IDFG and EPA were granted an additional week to comment.  These 
three public agencies have had a role as participating agencies in the development 
of the EIS and specifically requested additional time to complete their review and 
comment on the FEIS.  The additional week was not extended to the public as a 
whole, to not further delay improvement of this unsafe roadway.  See General 
Response Schedule. See Responses F-42j, F-42k and F-42l regarding the comment 
regarding withholding public records. 

F-11e Helen 
Wild Idaho 
Rising Tide 

Yost See General Responses Schedule and Alternative. 
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F-11f Helen 
Wild Idaho 
Rising Tide 

Yost See FEIS Section 4.13 for a discussion of the impact of greenhouse gas emissions, 
which are believed to be associated with climate change.  Truck traffic was 
considered as part of the purpose and need, safety analysis and is included in the 
alternatives’ effects.  The highway typical section will improve the safety for all 
vehicular traffic including trucks. 
See General Responses Wildlife and Weeds. 

F-12a Mary Fauci See General Response Alternative. The public comments on the DEIS and FEIS are 
considered in the decision to select the E-2 Alternative. 

F-13a Ian von Lindern See General Response Schedule. 
F-14a Margrit von Braun See General Response Schedule. 
F-15a Selma Yocom See General Response Alternative. 
F-15b Selma Yocom See General Response Wildlife. The E-2 Alternative will not be constructed over 

any Palouse remnants but will come closer to more remnants.  See General 
Response Weeds regarding indirect effects. 

F-16a Susannah 
(Soona) 

Schmidt See General Response Wildlife. See General Response Weeds regarding indirect 
effects. Mitigation measures are described in the ROD Section 7. 

F-16b Susannah 
(Soona) 

Schmidt See General Response Weeds and Wildlife. 

F-16c Susannah 
(Soona) 

Schmidt See General Response Alternative. 

F-17a John R. Porter See General Response Safety-2. 
F-17b John R. Porter See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-4, Weather-5 and Safety-5. 
F-17c John R. Porter See General Response Wildlife. The E-2 Alternative will not be constructed over 

any Palouse remnants but will come closer to more remnants.  See General 
Response Weeds regarding indirect effects.   
While some farmland will be taken out of production, the new highway will have 
Expressway Access Control, which will help limit development along the highway.  
See General Response Access. The E-2 Alternative will also avoid the most highly 
productive farmland.   
The E-2 Alternative will offer the greatest safety benefit as explained in General 
Response Safety-3 and Safety-6.  See also General Response Alternative. 
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F-17d John R. Porter See General Response Maintenance-1 and Safety-3. 
F-18a Cathy Porter See General Response Alternative.  The E-2 Alternative was identified as FHWA’s 

and ITD’s Preferred Alternative because it balances the human and natural 
environmental effects with the best safety benefit for the public. It was not 
identified as the Preferred Alternative due to political, developer or personal gain. 
The purpose and need for the project is to improve safety and capacity for all users.   

F-18b Cathy Porter See General Responses Safety-2. 
F-18c Cathy Porter See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-4, Weather-5 and Safety-5. 
F-18d Cathy Porter See General Response Wildlife. The E-2 Alternative will not be constructed over 

any Palouse remnants but will come closer to more remnants.  See General 
Response Weeds regarding indirect effects.   
While some farmland will be taken out of production, the new highway will have 
Expressway Access Control, which will help limit development along the highway.  
See General Response Access. The E-2 Alternative will also avoid the most highly 
productive farmland.  

F-18e Cathy Porter See General Response Maintenance-1. 
F-18f Cathy Porter See General Response Alternative. 
F-18g Cathy Porter See FEIS Sections 1.4 and 1.5 for descriptions of the purpose and need for the 

project.  
F-18h Cathy Porter See General Response Safety-4 regarding speed limits. 
F-19a Joshua Yeidel See General Response Alternative. 
F-19b Joshua Yeidel See General Responses Safety-3, Safety-4 and Safety-6. 
F-20a Susan Westervelt See General Responses Alternative. 
F-20b Susan Westervelt The E-2 Alternative will not be constructed over any Palouse remnants but will 

come closer to more remnants.  See General Response Wildlife. See General 
Response Weeds regarding indirect effects.   

F-21a Sue  Weaver The E-2 Alternative will not be constructed over any Palouse remnants but will 
come closer to more remnants.  See General Responses Wildlife. See General 
Response Weeds regarding indirect effects.  

F-21b Sue  Weaver See General Responses Weather-3 and Weather-8.   
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F-21c Sue  Weaver See General Responses Safety-2 and Safety-6  
F-21d Sue  Weaver See General Response Alternative. 
F-22a Jim Roach The C-2 Alternative was one of the 11 initial alternatives considered early in the 

NEPA process; however, it was eliminated from further study of the reasonable 
alternatives.  See FEIS Section 2, Alternatives, for more detail about the outcome 
of the initial screening.  

F-22b Jim Roach See General Response Safety-6 regarding the significance of difference in safety 
between alternatives. 

F-22c Jim Roach See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-4 and Safety-5. 
F-22d Jim Roach See General Response Alternative.  The E-2 Alternative was identified as FHWA’s 

and ITD’s Preferred Alternative because it balances the human and natural 
environmental effects with the best safety benefit for the public. It was not 
identified as the Preferred Alternative due to political, developer or personal gain. 
The purpose and need for the project is to improve safety and capacity for all users, 
which includes truckers and the industries that they support.   

F-22e Jim Roach See General Response Wildlife. The E-2 Alternative will not be constructed over 
any Palouse remnants but will come closer to more remnants.  See General 
Response Weeds regarding indirect effects. 

F-23a Ronnie Hatley See General Response Displacement-1. 
F-23b Ronnie Hatley The E-2 Alternative will not go over Paradise Ridge and will not directly affect any 

Palouse remnants but will be located along the base of Paradise Ridge. See General 
Responses Weeds and Wildlife regarding Paradise Ridge and Palouse remnants. 

F-23c Ronnie Hatley ITD will work closely with the City of Moscow to ensure that the E-2 design is 
consistent with and does not preclude construction of a Moscow Bypass project if it 
is pursued.  The route that you proposed west of existing US-95 was not considered 
because it is outside of the logical termini of the project. See the ROD Section 1.3 
Logical Termini for details regarding how the project’s logical termini were 
determined.  The bypass would be outside the logical termini, would not 
accommodate users whose destination is Moscow and would not meet the project 
purpose and need. 

F-23d Ronnie Hatley See Response to F-23c and General Response Alternatives. 
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F-24a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kota Inoue See General Responses Safety-2 and Wildlife.  The E-2 Alternative passes through 
areas with low to moderate quality wildlife habitat and is expected to have greater 
wildlife impacts compared to the other alternatives as stated in the FEIS Sections 
3.8 and 4.8.  The E-2 Alternative will not have population level impacts to 
ungulates (Sawyer 2010; Melquist 2005a).  See the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-
Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation regarding mitigation 
effectiveness and revisions to the proposed mitigation. 
ITD and IDFG met in October 13, 2015 to further discuss mitigation.  As a result, 
IDFG’s role in developing and approving the mitigation during the design process 
was strengthened.  With this change, IDFG was satisfied with the mitigation.   

F-24b Kota Inoue See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-4, Weather-5, and Safety-5 and 
Safety-7. 

F-25a Karen Ward See General Responses Safety-5, Safety-7, Weather-1, Weather-2 and Weather-3. 
F-25b Karen Ward See General Response Safety-4. 

F-25c Karen Ward None of the action alternatives would directly impact Palouse remnants. See 
General Response Wildlife and Weeds for a discussion of the direct and indirect 
effects to Palouse remnants and wildlife near Paradise Ridge.  Also see General 
Response Alternatives. 

F-26a Stephan  Flint See General Response Safety-6 regarding the difference in safety between the E-2 
and C-3 Alternatives. 

F-26b Stephan  Flint See General Response Weather-5 regarding fog. 
F-26c Stephan  Flint See General Responses Weather-6 regarding wind and Safety-5 regarding 

conditions on Reisenauer Hill.  
F-26d Stephan  Flint See General Response Weather-4 regarding snow and precipitation. See General 

Responses Weather-1, Weather-2 and Weather-8 regarding the validity of the data 
and methodology used to evaluate weather.  The scatterplots in this section of the 
report are not meant to capture a time variable because weather-related accidents 
are predominantly associated with the road characteristics rather than spatial 
distribution of weather. 
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F-26e Stephan  Flint See General Response Safety-2. The wildlife reports all concluded that the project 
area does not contain any high quality or critical big game habitat, but 
acknowledges that E-2 Alternative will affect more land that is considered 
moderate or marginal quality ungulate habitat compared to other alternatives.  This 
is stated in the DEIS and FEIS Sections 3.8 and 4.8. The potential AVCs may be 
mitigated using countermeasures (such as improved sight distance with wider roads 
and vegetation clearing).  See the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, 
Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  See General Response Safety-7 
regarding the validity of the methodology for the Safety Analysis Technical Report.   

F-26f Stephan  Flint See General Response Safety-7 regarding the methodology used for the Safety 
Analysis and the validity of the resulting conclusions of the FEIS.  See General 
Response Alternatives regarding why ITD and FHWA selected the E-2 Alternative. 

F-27a Dave and 
Molly 

Hallock See General Response Alternative.  

F-27b Dave and 
Molly 

Hallock See General Response Safety-6 regarding the significance of the differences 
between alternatives. 
Confidence intervals or estimates of variance are not typically calculated with 
safety predictions made from the AASHTO Highway Safety Manual to analyze 
different proposed alignments, but in some instances it is possible to calculate 
confidence intervals.  In the prediction of crashes on US-95 Thorncreek Road to 
Moscow, a confidence interval cannot be calculated because some of the crash 
modification factors do not have a standard error published with them.  All of the 
crash modification factors used are widely accepted by committees who wrote the 
AASHTO Highway Safety Manual and generally have low standard error 
associated with them.  

F-28a Steve Redinger Thank you for the information.  See General Responses Wildlife and Safety-2 for 
information regarding wildlife. 

F-28b Steve Redinger See General Response Wildlife. 
F-29a Wayne L. 

Citizens for a 
Safe 95 

Olson See General Response Schedule. 
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F-29b Wayne L. 
Citizens for a 
Safe 95 

Olson See General Response NEPA. 

F-29c Wayne L. 
Citizens for a 
Safe 95 

Olson See General Responses Alternatives. See the FEIS ROD under Mitigation 
regarding mitigation and its effectiveness. 

F-29d Wayne L. 
Citizens for a 
Safe 95 

Olson See General Response Schedule. 

F-30a Victoria A.  Seever See General Responses Safety-3 and Maintenance-2. 
F-30b Victoria A.  Seever See General Responses Maintenance-1, Safety-3 and Schedule. The E-2 Alternative 

would not generate more crashes and is actually predicted to have the fewest total 
crashes and fatal and injury crashes over the 20-year design period. It would 
improve safety above existing conditions and would have the greatest safety benefit 
of all the alternatives. See General Response Safety-6, Table 78. Crashes 2017 
through 2036. 

F-30c Victoria A.  Seever The E-2 Alternative will be closer to Paradise Ridge but will not directly affect the 
Ridge or Palouse remnants.  See General Responses Weeds and Wildlife regarding 
effects including indirect and cumulative effects. 

F-30d Victoria A.  Seever See General Response Safety-5 regarding safety on Reisenauer Hill.   The E-2 and 
W-4 alternatives would pose more challenges associated with connectivity of the 
proposed Ring Road alignments than the C-3 Alternative but would not conflict 
with it. ITD will work closely with the City of Moscow to ensure that the E-2 
Alternative design is consistent with and does not preclude construction of the Ring 
Road concept. See FEIS Sections 3.2 and 4.2 for clarification of the Ring Road 
concept. 

F-31a Terry Johnson-
Huhta 

See General Responses NEPA and Schedule. 

F-31b Terry Johnson-
Huhta 

See General Response Alternative. 
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F-31c Terry Johnson-
Huhta 

The Paradise Ridge remnant is ranked as a high-quality remnant, but is not a 
pristine, weed-free, or a publicly accessible resource.  See General Response 
Wildlife.  

F-31d Terry Johnson-
Huhta 

The E-2 Alternative will have the greatest impact on residences.  See General 
Response Displacement and Schedule. 

F-32a Delitha and 
Dwight 

Kilgore See General Response Schedule. 

F-33a Diane Baumgart Based on the various Wildlife Technical Reports, Melquist, Sawyer and Ruediger, 
all concluded that there is no critical or high quality ungulate habitat in the project 
area and that none of the alternatives would result in population level impacts to 
ungulates. All experts agreed that E-2 will affect higher quality habitat compared to 
the other action alternatives and would have the greater wildlife effects as disclosed 
in the DEIS and FEIS. The rationale for conducting multiple wildlife studies is 
explained in the FEIS Section 3.8.2.  See General Response Agency for an 
explanation of the difference in opinions regarding FHWA’s and ITD’s Preferred 
Alternative. See General Response Wildlife. 

F-33b Diane Baumgart The FEIS describes and evaluates the alternatives’ effects on tributaries, including 
intermittent stream and wetlands.  The FEIS acknowledges that the E-2 Alternative 
will impact fewer linear feet of tributaries compared to the C-3 Alternative but it 
will affect headwater tributaries, many of which are also considered wetlands. It 
also acknowledges that it will affect higher functioning (PSS) wetlands. Refer to 
FEIS Sections 3.6 and 4.6, Wetland and Tributary Effects. (Pages 173).   

F-33c Diane Baumgart Man-made ditches may still be considered streams and regulated as waters of the 
US under the Clean Water Act. 

F-33d Diane Baumgart The E-2 Alternative does not go over Paradise Ridge but is closer to it.  See 
General Responses Alternative, Safety-3, Safety-5, Safety-6, and Safety-7. 

F-33e Diane Baumgart See General Response Safety-6 regarding the difference in safety between 
alternatives. Mitigation is discussed in the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, 
Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  
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F-34a Del Hungerford See General Response Displacement-1 for a clarification on residential and 
business impacts.  ITD will work with landowners one-on-one during the right-of-
way and design processes to apply engineering solutions to minimize impacts.  
Landowners will be compensated according to the Uniform Relocation Act.  See 
the FEIS Appendix 5 for a Summary of the Uniform Relocation Act.  
 

F-35a Diana Armstrong See General Response Alternative.  The E-2 Alternative was identified as FHWA’s 
and ITD’s Preferred Alternative because it balances the human and natural 
environmental effects with the public safety. It was not identified as the Preferred 
Alternative due to political, developer or personal gain. The purpose and need for 
the project is to improve safety and capacity for all users.   
 

F-35b Diana Armstrong See General Responses Alternative and Safety-6. 
F-35c Diana Armstrong The E-2 Alternative will be closer to Paradise Ridge but will not directly affect the 

Ridge or Palouse remnants.  See General Responses Weeds and Wildlife regarding 
effects including indirect and cumulative effects. 

F-35d Diana Armstrong See General Responses Weather-3 and Alternatives.  
F-36a Kevin Renfrow See General Responses Alternative and Schedule. 
F-37a Mark None Given See General Response Schedule. 
F-38a Lynne  Haagensen The E-2 Alternative will be closer to Paradise Ridge but will not directly affect the 

Ridge or Palouse remnants.  See General Responses Weeds and Wildlife regarding 
effects including indirect and cumulative effects.   See General Response 
Alternative. 

F-39a Bill  Gibson See General Responses Wildlife and Weeds. 
F-39b Bill  Gibson See General Response Weather-3. 
F-39c Bill  Gibson See General Response Wildlife. 
F-40a John and Sara Holup See General Response Alternative.  

The E-2 Alternative will be closer to Paradise Ridge but will not directly affect the 
Ridge or Palouse remnants.  See General Responses Weeds and Wildlife regarding 
effects including indirect and cumulative effects.    
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F-41a Del Hungerford Thank you for the corrections regarding the current renters and homeowners at the 
Bensons’ Mobile Home Park.  

F-41b Del Hungerford See General Response Displacement-1 for a clarification of residential and business 
impacts.  ITD will work with landowners one-on-one during the right-of-way and 
design processes to explore engineering solutions that may minimize impacts.  
Landowners will be compensated according to the Uniform Relocation Act.  See 
the FEIS Appendix 5 for a Summary of the Uniform Relocation Act.  

F-42a Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

 FHWA NEPA regulations [23 CFR 771.130] require a SEIS be completed if 
changes to the proposed action would result in significant environmental impacts 
that were not evaluated in the EIS; or new information or circumstances relevant to 
environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts would 
result in significant environmental impacts not evaluated in the EIS.  
There were no changes to the alternatives that resulted in greater impacts, no 
changes to existing conditions, and or new information that would result in 
significant impacts that were not already evaluated in the EIS; therefore, a SEIS 
will not be prepared. 
The USACE, IDFG and EPA were granted an additional week to comment.  These 
three public agencies have had a role as participating agencies in the development 
of the EIS and specifically requested additional time to complete their review and 
comment on the FEIS.  The additional week was not extended to the public as a 
whole, to not further delay improvement of this unsafe roadway. See General 
Response Schedule. See General Response Alternatives regarding why the E-2 
Alternative was selected.  

F-42b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

 ITD has been committed to fairly evaluating the reasonable alternatives as evidenced 
through the thorough NEPA process. ITD and FHWA conducted extensive public 
involvement and scoping to identify a range of reasonable alternatives.  Screening 
criteria were identified with public and agency participation.  As a result of the 
screening process, four alternatives were forwarded for detailed analysis in the 
DEIS and FEIS.  After consideration of the human and natural environmental 
impacts and public comment on the alternatives, ITD and FHWA selected the E-2 
Alternative; however no decision was made prior to the ROD.  See General 
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F-42b 
(continued) 

Response NEPA and ROD Section 2, Alternatives for additional information 
regarding the NEPA process, alternatives and considerations in the screening 
process.   See the General Response Alternatives regarding why the E-2 Alternative 
is the Preferred Alternative.  

F-42c Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Agency. 

F-42d Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The extensive discussions regarding weather and wildlife were in response to 
public comments and to clarify how these issues were considered in the Safety 
Analysis Technical Report.   

F-42e 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See FEIS ES.8 and Section 3.8.2 Methodology, Wildlife Studies for an explanation 
of rationale for hiring the wildlife experts to assess existing conditions, impacts and 
mitigation.  See General Response Agency regarding the difference in ITD and 
agency opinion regarding the Preferred Alternative.   
The wildlife experts that evaluated the existing conditions, project impacts and 
described mitigation concluded that the project area does not contain any critical 
ungulate habitat or high quality habitat but acknowledges that the E-2 Alternative 
will impact higher quality habitat compared to the other alternatives.  The studies 
also concluded that the E-2 Alternative will not result in population level impacts to 
ungulates.  Ruediger and Melquist made optional recommendations that could 
lower potential AVCs. The report by Sawyer (Sawyer 2010) was necessary to 
clarify findings of Melquist’s and Ruediger’s reports and to provide an independent 
evaluation of mitigation requirements.   
Clearing roadside vegetation, improving sight distance and improving shoulders 
and clear zones have been demonstrated to lower AVCs.  See the FEIS Sections 3.8 
and 4.8 and the ROD Section 7.2, Effectiveness of Mitigation.  ITD and IDFG met 
following the FEIS publication and agreed to revise the mitigation measures to 
clarify the mitigations and the important role of IDFG in the development and 
approval of the mitigations.   
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F-42f Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See comment F-42i and F42-j regarding the public participation process and the 
public record requests respectively.  The USACE, IDFG and EPA were granted an 
additional week to comment.  These three public agencies have had a role as 
participating agencies in the development of the EIS and specifically requested 
additional time to complete their review and comment on the FEIS.  The additional 
week was not extended to the public as a whole, to not further delay improvement 
of this unsafe roadway. 

F-42g Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The referenced pamphlet was a public involvement tool intended to help the public 
understand the public hearing process, the alternatives and to notify them of the 
hearing but is not part of the DEIS document.  The DEIS and FEIS are the decision 
making tools. 

F-42h Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The Safety Analysis Technical Report was intended to present an objective 
evaluation of the alternatives’ safety.  All of the alternatives were evaluated equally 
and all alternatives were presented in tables within the report.  Since the Safety 
Analysis Technical Report was revised to address public comment and there was 
extensive public interest in the differences between the E-2 and the other 
alternatives, the Safety Analysis tried to clarify this in the report.  See General 
Response Safety-7 regarding the validity of the Safety Analysis Technical Report.   

F-42i Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The public involvement process for this project was very extensive and provided all 
sectors of the public an opportunity to review and discuss the DEIS, FEIS, 
technical reports and to speak with technical experts.  See FEIS Chapter 10, Public 
Involvement and Participation.  While details in comment letters are appreciated to 
identify concerns, if there are no specific concerns, then great detail is not 
necessary.  The findings of the safety analysis demonstrate that the E-2 Alternative 
will provide the greatest safety benefit, will be the straightest and is the shortest.  
This is accurate and is stated within the technical report, the DEIS and the FEIS.  

F-42j Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

FHWA did not intentionally delay the response to the mentioned FOIA request. 
The FOIA response in question was released with the FEIS so all information was 
available during the comment period.   
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F-42k Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The referenced Destination Survey was mistakenly not provided within the 20-day 
period but it was not an attempt to deliberately withhold information. ITD D2 
received the report request on June 12, 2014.  The report was sent to ITD HQ on 
June 17, 2014 but was not forwarded to PRDC until release of the FEIS.  The 
Destination Survey was prepared in 2004 to evaluate capacity between Highway 8 
and US-95 through Moscow and is unrelated to this project, nor was it referenced 
in the DEIS, FEIS or supporting technical reports.  The Destination Report had 
been made available to the public after it was prepared in 2004 through the ITD D2 
website and had since been provided to the City of Moscow and other entities as 
requested which demonstrates that it was not intentionally misheld.  
The DEIS, FEIS and technical reports are based on actual traffic counters placed on 
the highway which is the most effective method for determining ADTs.  ADT 
predictions are based upon established growth rates, which would change 
proportionally between alternatives and therefore would not have changed the 
relative findings.   

F-42l Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See Responses F-42f and F-42a. 

F-42m Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Ken Helm, as the Project Manager, is responsible for the overall project; therefore, 
he is interested in being involved and aware of discussions so that he can ensure 
questions and concerns are effectively addressed. The consultants were not 
forbidden from talking to the public, but were asked to notify the Project Manager 
of all public interactions.  Technical experts were available at public meetings to 
answer questions within their areas of expertise.   
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F-42n 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The purpose and need for the project is to improve public safety and increase 
capacity within this section of US-95. An important goal of the FHWA is to 
provide the highest practical and feasible level of safety for people and property 
associated with the Nation’s highway transportation systems and to reduce highway 
hazards and the resulting number and severity of accidents on all the Nation’s 
highways. 
FHWA’s NEPA implementing regulations, 23 CFR 77123 CFR 626.2(c) An 
important goal of the FHWA is to provide the highest practical and feasible level of 
safety for people and property associated with the Nation’s highway transportation 
systems and to reduce highway hazards and the resulting number and severity of 
accidents on all the Nation’s highways. 
NEPA requires and FHWA is committed to the examination and avoidance of 
potential impacts to the social and natural environment when considering approval 
of proposed transportation projects. In addition to evaluating the potential 
environmental effects, we must also take into account the transportation needs of 
the public in reaching a decision that is in the best overall public interest. 
https://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/projdev/index.asp.  
Transportation planning and project development must reflect the desires of 
communities, and take into account the impacts on both the natural and human 
environments. Transportation projects are closely looked at to see how they might 
impact the community, the natural environment, and our health and welfare. Before 
any project can move forward to construction, the FHWA must address and comply 
with laws related to the environment. These laws cover social, economic, and 
environmental concerns ranging from community cohesion to threatened and 
endangered species. To get through this detailed process, FHWA and FTA use the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process to evaluate impacts associated 
with each individual project. See General Response Safety-6 regarding the 
significance of the differences in safety between alternatives.  
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F-42o Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

NEPA states that the purpose and need statement “shall briefly specify the 
underlying purpose and need to which the agency is responding in proposing the 
alternatives including the proposed action”. [40 CFR 1502.13] 
The FEIS Section 1.5.1 provides supporting information for the purpose and need 
for the project, which is to improve safety and capacity within the logical termini. 
The need identifies the existing HALs, substandard elements contributing to 
crashes or capacity issues and compares it to statewide conditions.   See General 
Responses Safety-6 and Safety-7 regarding the Safety Analysis.  See the General 
Responses for Weather. 

F-42p Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The referenced hybrid alternative was considered during the DEIS comment period 
and a response was provided to Mr. Thomas in the FEIS in response to his 
comment. (L-23).  This hybrid alternative would create a longer route with a large 
variation in grades.  This would be expected to have a higher crash rate compared 
to the E-2 Alternative.   
ITD and FHWA worked with the public and agencies during the scoping phase to 
identify a range of reasonable alternatives.  ITD evaluated a range of reasonable 
alternatives but is not required to evaluate all possible alternatives an infinite 
number of alternatives are possible. See the ROD Section 2, Alternatives.  

F-42q Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

ITD evaluated a full range of reasonable alternatives but is not required to evaluate 
all possible alternatives. An alternative bypassing Moscow was considered in 
response to comments in the FEIS; however, it would not meet the purpose and 
need of this project because it extends outside the project’s logical termini and the 
milepost limits stated in the Purpose and Need.  As stated in the FEIS Section 4.2, 
ITD and FHWA will coordinate with the City of Moscow and Latah County to 
ensure the E-2 Alternative is compatible with and would not preclude the Ring 
Road project or a Moscow Bypass if pursued.    

F-42r Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Safety-4. 
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F-42s Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The alternatives that you mentioned were considered and explanations of the 
rationale for not further evaluating them were provided in the FEIS and restated in 
the ROD. The alternatives were not forwarded for further evaluation because they 
were either not within the project’s logical termini, did not meet the project purpose 
and need or did not offer more benefit than the other alternatives evaluated.  See the 
ROD Section 2, Alternatives.  See General Responses Alternative and NEPA.  

F-42t 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The application of smaller improvement such as rumble strips, guardrail or other 
design elements would not have been a comprehensive solution to the identified 
safety concerns; however, if during the design process they were demonstrated to 
provide a safety benefit, they would have been incorporated regardless of the the 
alternative. See General Response Safety-4 regarding consideration of the 
suggested safety features and the method of determining speed limits. The C-3 
Alternative meets AASHTO Standards and was evaluated in the Safety Analysis.  It 
was found to have less safety benefit compared to the E-2 Alternative. The 65 mph 
speed limit speed limit was based on guidance from the Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices (MUTCD), which is used by all 50 State Departments of 
Transportation (DOTs) and the ITD Traffic Manual.  The MUTCD states that speed 
zones should be posted within five mph of the speed at or below which 85 percent 
of the vehicles travel, which for this road section is 64 mph.  If speed limits are 
arbitrarily posted low, people will disregard them resulting in vehicles travelling at 
different speeds and resulting in more crashes. 
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F-42u Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

FHWA and ITD established a 65 mph speed limit as the maximum speed limit 
based on the MUTCD and ITD Traffic Manual.  Speed limits lower than the 
statutory maximum may be posted where statutory limits do not fit specific road or 
traffic conditions, such as on a curve. However, people may disregard this signage, 
which may result in traffic travelling at variable speeds, and may result in more 
crashes.  An engineering study is required for setting the limit for altered speed 
zones and will consider factors such as operating speeds of free-flowing traffic, 
crash experience, roadside development, and roadway geometry.  
The roadway improvements such as widening the roadway and eliminating steep 
grades and sharp curves to meet AASHTO standards will improve the safety over 
existing conditions and will eliminate the need to post lower speed limits in the 
corridor.  ITD will implement some of the suggested safety features and signage 
during final design when design details are evaluated and after careful 
consideration. Existing Reisenauer Hill is an identified HAL, primarily due to 
grade and alignment, which is one reason we are reconstructing US-95 between 
Thorncreek Road and Moscow. The winter warning signage on Reisenauer Hill 
was a temporary measure but was not intended to be a long-term safety solution.  
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), recommends keeping 
sign usage to a minimum as drivers often disregard overused signage.  This 
temporary signage was consistent with this recommendation. See General 
Response Safety-4. There is currently a statewide evaluation of sign reflectivity. 
Signage will be designed to meet MUTCD requirements.  
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F-42v 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Safety-6 and Alternatives regarding the significance of the 
differences between alternatives and why the E-2 Alternative was selected. 
Confidence intervals or estimates of variance are not typically calculated with 
safety predictions made from the AASHTO Highway Safety Manual to analyze 
different proposed alignments, but in some instances it is possible to calculate 
confidence intervals.  In the prediction of crashes on US-95 from Thorncreek Road 
to Moscow, a confidence interval cannot be calculated because some of the crash 
modification factors do not have a standard error published with them.  All of the 
crash modification factors used are widely accepted by committees who wrote the 
AASHTO Highway Safety Manual and generally have low standard error 
associated with them.   
The Safety Analysis Technical Report recognizes that there will be impacts from 
AVCs. Due to the low severity of AVCs, the fact that the HSM predicts AVCs in 
the base formulas and that the countermeasures (such as wider roads, shoulders, 
and vegetation clearing) are expected to reduce crash numbers further, it was 
determined that additional crash factors for wildlife were not warranted.  See 
General Responses Safety-2, and Safety-7.   See ROD Section 7, Mitigation-
Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  Crash projections also 
account for weather in the base model.  Impacts were considered in the Revised 
Weather Analysis and in FEIS Sections 3.10 and 4.10.  
All three proposed action alternatives use the same crash modification factors for 
each highway type.  The facts used in the crash estimates are easily quantified for 
each of the proposed alternatives.  All result in greater safety benefit for the E-2 
Alternative.  If you change any of the assumptions, the crash predictions on all 
three alignments increase or decrease similarly.   

F-42w 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Wildlife experts conducted technical reports to identify wildlife, habitat and 
ungulate movement through the area to assess the potential effects of the 
alternatives. Wildlife habitat and ungulate movement were extensively evaluated as 
described in the FEIS Section 3.8.2 Methodology. The existing habitat, deer, elk 
and moose occurrence and movement are described in the FEIS Section 3.8.3.  The 
technical reports are listed below: 
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F-42w 
(continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• General Wildlife Assessment (IDFG 2006) 
• Biological Evaluation on the Potential Impacts of Corridor Alternatives 

from Thorncreek Road to Moscow on Large Ungulates (Melquist 2005a) 
• Biological Evaluation on the Long-eared myotis and Pygmy nuthatch 

(Melquist 2005b) 
• Final Review of Wildlife Mitigation for the Thorncreek Road to Moscow 

Highway Development Project (Ruediger 2007) 
• Assessment of Potential Big Game Effects and Mitigation Associated with 

Highway Alternatives from Thorncreek Road to Moscow (Sawyer 2010). 
The existing conditions, available habitat, observed ungulates and ungulate 
movement are described in the FEIS Section 3.8.3. The detailed reports were based 
on field visits, interviews with landowners and IDFG, reviews of data and 
observations of habitat. ITD and IDFG also prepared a Statewide Wildlife Linkage 
Area Report and Database to identify wildlife movement areas, prioritize them and 
suggested mitigation measures.  The process followed a Rapid Assessment format 
that has been utilized throughout Idaho and Western Montana. Melquist, Ruediger, 
IDFG, and ITD used this database and method to prioritize wildlife linkage areas 
statewide.   
IDFG identified four locations as ungulate crossing areas in Latah County through 
this Fish and Wildlife Linkage Area Project (Geodata 2008). US-95 Thorncreek to 
Moscow between MP 340 and 343.3 was identified as a low priority linkage area. 
The frequency of wild animal crashes in the project area is much less than many 
other sections of US-95 and many other highways in Idaho (Ruediger and 
DiGiorgio 2007).  
Specific wildlife monitoring data for ungulates in the project corridors was not 
collected; however, these studies and the project wildlife studies demonstrate that 
the E-2 Alternative passes through marginal and moderate quality habitat and an 
identified wildlife linkage corridor.  This information was considered in the Safety 
Analysis Technical Report, in the DEIS and FEIS and is considered in this ROD.  
The severity of wildlife crashes is observed to be low compared to other crash 
types.  Crash countermeasures include improved sight distance from roadside 
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F-42w 
(continued) 

clearing, typical sections, less horizontal and vertical curvature and wildlife 
mitigation measures.  See General Response Safety-2, Wildlife Technical Reports. 
See ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory 
Mitigation for details regarding monitoring AVCs, wildlife crossings, and 
demonstrating the effectiveness of Mitigation. 

F-42x Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The formulas in the Safety Analysis Technical Report account for increased speed 
and the increased road width on the new highway. The divided highway will also 
reduce head-on crashes and the severity of accidents.  Crash countermeasures 
include improved sight distance from road side clearing, typical sections, less 
horizontal and vertical curvature, and wildlife mitigation measures.  As noted in the 
ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory 
Mitigation, AVCs will be monitored near Paradise Ridge. See Safety-2. 

F-42y Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Safety-2 and the Wildlife Technical Reports. Melquist, 
Ruediger and Sawyer all evaluated the big game uses of the project area, their 
general migration through the area and the use of water sources and forage as 
described in the FEIS Section 3.8 and in the Wildlife Technical Reports.  In 
addition, ITD used data from the ITD and IDFG Wildlife Linkage Report, which 
applied a Rapid Assessment Method to identify and prioritize wildlife movement 
areas statewide.  The results were consistent with the findings of the Wildlife 
Technical Reports and identified 1.98 miles of the Wildlife Linkage Area that 
crossed the E-2 alignment.  This linkage area was identified as a low priority 
corridor when ranked statewide.  This was considered in the Safety Analysis, the 
DEIS, FEIS and this ROD.  See General Response Safety-2.  Due to the low 
severity of AVCs, the fact that the HSM predicts AVCs in the base formulas, and 
that the counter measures would reduce crash numbers further, it was determined 
that additional crash factors for wildlife were not warranted.  See General 
Responses Safety-2 and Safety-7.  See the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, 
Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation. 
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F-42z Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The Safety Analysis already considers wildlife collisions, improved sight distance 
and clear zone requirements.  Nighttime visibility is also considered in the base 
assumptions of the Safety Analysis.  See General Response Safety-2.  The crash 
predictions take into account weather as a part of the base model 
assumptions.   The Weather Technical Report indicates that the predicted crashes 
should be taken at face value and no modification factors should be added to any of 
the alignments as a result of weather. See General Response Weather-8. See 
General Response Weather-5 regarding fog.  

F-42aa Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The effectiveness of roadside clearing has been demonstrated along US-20 and in 
the referenced railway study.  The railroad study labels roadside clearing as a 
promising method where more information is needed.  See the ROD Section 7, 
Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation for additional 
detail regarding the effectiveness of roadside clearing for reducing crashes.  The 
US-20 project’s original study calculating the effectiveness of vegetation clearing 
was reevaluated using five years of data.  The measure reduced crashes by 60 
percent.  In addition, the engineering principles of greater sight distance to allow 
for maneuvering and stopping, as well as the elimination of fixed objects such as 
trees, along the roadway to reduce crashes, is supported in the AASHTO manual 
(AASHTO 2012).  See General Response Safety-2.   

F-42ab Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The effectiveness of clearing vegetation along Highway 20 was reevaluated with 
five years of data.  The measure has reduced crashes by 60 percent, which, while 
less than the previously calculated reduction based on 2.5 years of data that was 
presented in the FEIS, is still a substantial reduction. 

F-42ac Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Roadside clearing is effective due to increased sight distance along the roadway; 
therefore, whether the alignment has adjacent “stringers” or forest would not 
change the findings.  ITD will work with IDFG to construct fencing to funnel 
wildlife into crossing structures and will consider the surrounding habitat including 
the “stringers”.  
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F-42ad  Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Responses Weather-8 and Safety-7 regarding the validity of the Safety 
Analysis. See General Responses Weather-5, Weather-3, Weather-4 and Weather-6 
regarding fog, ice, snow and wind gusts respectively.  

F-42ae Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See FEIS Section 4.10 under Weather Conditions, General Response Safety-7, 
Weather-7, and Weather-8.  

F-42af Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The location of the Plant Science Center is indicated on maps in the Weather 
Analysis Technical Report.  The difference in distance will not affect the accuracy 
of the data because the assumptions regarding elevation and environmental 
conditions remain unchanged.  The methodology and principles used to collect data 
and analyze the weather conditions are standard and recognized methods as stated 
in General Responses Weather-2, Weather-7, and Weather-8.  

F-42ag 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Extrapolating from data on the general weather patterns of the larger area is 
appropriate.  Using the relative conditions among the three on-site weather stations 
and calibration with the long-term UI climate records is an accepted method for 
correlating the data and the weather information.  This is because the relative 
weather conditions at the three stations behaved in accordance with established 
principles of physics and thermodynamics, and comparisons with similar locations 
and /or elevation trends published in scientific literature (Qualls 2014).  
While ITD and FHWA acknowledge the importance of micro-climates and local 
weather knowledge, and that small variations in elevation and landscape can affect 
weather and road conditions, the spatial distribution of weather-related accidents on 
existing US-95 from Thorncreek Road to Moscow is predominantly associated with 
the spatial distribution of road characteristics such as tight radii curves located 
down slope on hills, and ingress/egress associated with road junctions and 
driveways, rather than due to spatial distribution of weather. Since all proposed 
alignments are designed to current AASHTO standards, all will result in a great 
improvement over existing conditions and will be safe. The road characteristics, 
rather than the spatial distribution of weather dominate the distribution of 
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F-42ag 
(continued) 

accidents, therefore, the Safety Analysis (ITD 2013) for each of the proposed 
alternatives, reflects the relative safety between alternatives. The distinction 
between alternatives considered road alignment characteristics such as length, 
slopes, and curvature, which are already considered in the Safety Analysis (ITD 
2015b).  See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-7 and Weather-8. 
It is common practice in scientific field studies to conduct short-term data 
collection, on the order of a few months, to determine spatial variability of weather 
characteristics (for example, the First International Satellite Land Surface 
Climatology Project (ISLSCP) Field Experiment (FIFE), (Hall and Sellers 1995) 
from which more than 1000 scientific publications were produced. See General 
Responses Weather-1 and Weather-2. 

F-42ah Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The Weather Technical Report’s (Qualls, 2014) analysis included evaluating air 
mass lifting and topographic effects.  The report found that weather-related 
accidents are predominantly associated with the road characteristics rather than 
spatial distribution of weather.  The improved curvature, grade and wider road will 
improve safety.  See General Responses Weather-4 and Weather-3, and Weather-7. 

F-42ai Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Responses Weather-5 and Weather-6.   

F-42aj Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Weather-1. 
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F-42ak Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Access. All of the action alternatives including the E-2 
Alternative would have Expressway Access Control.  An expressway is a highway 
designated for use as a through highway and is accessible only at locations 
specified by the Idaho Transportation Department, and characterized by medians, 
limited at-grade intersections, and high speeds.  Permits, approved by ITD, are 
required for access to be granted on Expressway Access Controlled highways to 
preserve the expressway as constructed.   
During project development, Expressway Access Control will require payment to 
be made to adjacent property owners for the restriction of their existing access 
rights that will be recorded on property deeds.  This will occur thru the right-of-
way process during project design. Access will only be allowed in locations 
specified and permitted by ITD.   
After construction, all applications for new access permits are required to be 
reviewed and evaluated by ITD for access control requirements, deed restrictions 
(which there will be for any new access requests), safety and capacity requirements, 
design and location standards, environmental impacts, location conflicts, and long-
range planning goals. 
Expressway Access Control is expected to reduce development pressures along the 
new highway and preserve the safety benefit of the alternatives regardless of which 
one is constructed.  The development pressures along all of the action alternatives 
was predicted to be low and if there was additional access granted, it would be very 
few and could happen regardless of the action alternative.  While it may be possible 
for additional accesses to be granted in the future, it is not reasonably foreseeable at 
this point. 

F-42al Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Responses Maintenance-1, Maintenance-2 and Safety-5. 
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F-42am Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Safety-3. 

F-42an Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Responses Safety-4 and Safety-6. 

F-42ao Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Responses Safety-6, Safety-7 and Alternative. 

F-42ap Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The E-2 Alternative will not go over Paradise Ridge but will be located along its 
base.  See General Response Wildlife. 

F-42aq Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The FEIS states that the E-2 Alternative will affect the highest quality wildlife 
habitat compared to the other alternatives.  See ROD Section 7, Mitigation-
Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  See General Response 
Alternative. 

F-42aq Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Agency.  The E-2 Alternative will not go over Paradise 
Ridge or directly impact it. The E-2 Alternative will be located along the base of 
Paradise Ridge. See General Responses Wildlife and Weeds. 

F-42ar Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See FEIS Section 3.8.3 and the Wildlife Technical Reports regarding the fieldwork 
completed, which included discussions of general migration patterns through the 
project area, occurrences and habitat.  FEIS Section 3.8.2 Methodology under 
Wildlife Studies also explains how the studies address general wildlife impacts in 
the project area.  See Response F-42w. 
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F-42as 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See FEIS Section 3.8.2 regarding how the information in the reports were 
considered.  The Sawyer report evaluated and summarized ungulate habitat in the 
corridors and the relative impacts by alternative. The Sawyer report found that the 
Melquist and Ruediger reports were consistent regarding general habitat quality 
and the relative alternatives' effects to habitat. Melquist and Ruediger both 
concluded there would be no population level impacts and therefore mitigation was 
not warranted; however, they made optional mitigation recommendations.  Since 
there were differing mitigation recommendations between the three reports on 
wildlife, Sawyer was commissioned to provide an independent assessment of 
mitigation.  
The statement of low ungulate populations that you referenced is a relative 
assessment that considers the higher density populations statewide.  

F-42at Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See Response F-42w.  There were several wildlife reports prepared during the 
DEIS development and experts completed multiple field reviews as stated in the 
methodology sections in the technical reports.  The technical reports support the 
FEIS conclusions that the E-2 Alternative would pass through higher quality habitat 
compared to the other alternatives. Additional field studies would have been 
unlikely to demonstrate that the relative impacts of the alternatives were different.  
The studies also describe the habitat and wildlife movement within the project area 
and connections to other nearby habitats which is disclosed in the respective reports 
within the Wildlife Technical Report and summarized in the DEIS and FEIS under 
“Ungulate Movement” The FEIS as well as the Sawyer report acknowledges big 
game likely travel along the wooded draws that extend west from Paradise Ridge, 
the draws do not extend beyond the current alignment and do no connect Paradise 
Ridge with other patches of high quality habitat.     
See General Response Safety-2 and Wildlife.  See Section 2.5 regarding the 
commissioning of multiple wildlife experts.   
ITD will monitor AVCs near Paradise Ridge in the identified ungulate crossing 
area as described in the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and 
Compensatory Mitigation.  This will determine if there are AVCs that will need to 
be addressed.  
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F-42au Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Ponds are discussed in the Wildlife Technical Report. The duration of the ponding 
is not stated in the reports; however, wildlife movement is already considered in the 
alternatives’ effects. The FEIS acknowledges that the E-2 alternative will impact 
moderate to marginal ungulate habitat and will have greater impacts than the other 
alternatives.  See General Response Safety-2. ITD will work closely with IDFG 
during final design to locate water sources to the east side of the E-2 Alternative. 

F-42av 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The uniqueness, fragility and importance of the Palouse Prairie were not omitted 
from the DEIS analysis.  The DEIS (DEIS pg. 95-96) describes the Palouse Prairie 
and Palouse Grasslands as one of the most endangered ecosystems in North 
America (Noss et. Al 1995) and describes the Palouse Bioregion, Palouse remnants 
and rare plants, as well as species that occur in those ecosystems.  Multiple project 
specific reports were prepared to evaluate the existing native vegetation and the 
weeds and to analyze the alternatives’ effects to the resources.  In addition, other 
studies of the Palouse ecosystems were cited including but not limited to Noss et al. 
1995; Lichthardt 2005, Lichthardt and Moseley 1997. See FEIS Sections 3.8 and 
4.8 for details.   
There is a potential for weeds to establish within the project limits and to disperse 
which could degrade Palouse Prairie ecosystems within approximately 0.6 miles of 
the highway.  ITD will continue to implement the established District Roadside 
Vegetation Management Program as outlined in the ITD Operations Manual.  This 
is an established ongoing program for roadside vegetation management that applies 
to all ITD right-of-ways.   
ITD will work with USFWS, IDFG, NRCS, and Latah County Conservation 
District to develop a Project-Specific Vegetation Management Plan that will help 
control weeds within the highway right-of-way in the project limits.  This Project 
Specific Vegetation Management Plan will describe the areas of soil disturbance 
and weed risk, define the erosion control planting areas and timing, describe 
construction of farmable slopes, target weed species for control, and outline the 
specific methods for weed control.  It will propose the type and frequency of 
herbicide applications with consideration of the herbicide impacts to the native 
species and habitats.  
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F-42av 
(continued) 

In addition, during the right-of-way process, ITD will work with willing 
landowners, to fund measures to prevent weed establishment and infestation in 
proximity to the Palouse remnants that are within 0.6 miles of the proposed 
highway right-of-way.  The controls for this funding will be developed with each 
landowner during the right-of-way negotiation process.  See the ROD Section 7, 
Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.   

F-42aw 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The definition of a Palouse grassland remnant in the vegetation report stated that 
they must be greater than one-tenth acre in size and have less than 50 percent cover 
of weeds.  
The criteria were created prior to the fieldwork and mapping by Lichthardt. Since 
there was no precedent, a size was chosen which was considered so small that most 
people would accept it as reasonable.  The standard selected was reasonable and 
explicit criteria were necessary prior to fieldwork in order to be useful for 
evaluating highway alignments. 
The size criterion is not believed to underestimate the amount of prairie on Paradise 
Ridge.  In Palouse grassland studies subsequent to this study, Janice Hill (Hill et al. 
2012) chose to use a minimum 0.01 ac (435 ft2) criterion and called those remnants 
between 0.01 and 0.1 ac “small grassland remnants”–still subjective, but more 
liberal.  Hill’s surveys overlapped this study on Paradise Ridge, and yet she only 
mapped four such “small grassland remnants” totaling 0.12 ac (476 m2; 5220 ft2). 
Further evidence that the Lichthardt estimate of the amount of prairie on Paradise 
Ridge was not overly conservative is the fact that the entire 30-ac South End 
Paradise Ridge (SEPR) conservation site was considered to be a prairie remnant.  
Idaho Natural Heritage Program (INHP) botanists previously surveyed this site 
before designating it as a Conservation Site and drawing the boundaries shown in 
the Lichthardt report.  Rather than remapping this site, Lichthardt simply surveyed 
it for rare plants, and then used aerial imagery at 1:8400 to identify additional 
potential remnants in the project area that had not yet been identified. 
The 50 percent native cover requirement, allowed Lichthardt to be explicit about 
what was considered a remnant.  Calling a plant community a “grassland remnant” 
insinuates it bears some resemblance to the original, pre-European condition.  The 
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F-42aw 
(continued) 

further it diverges from that condition due to weed invasion and expansion of 
exotics, the less it resembles that community and the less it functions like that 
community.  A 50 percent tolerance for weed cover marks the point where the 
community can no longer be considered predominantly native.  To reach 50 percent 
cover, the exotic component must have displaced a portion of the native 
component, and it is likely to have altered not just the amount of native cover, but 
also the balance of species, because species vary in their resilience to disturbance 
and competition.  A common situation is an area of unplowed ground that is 50 
percent annual (exotic) grasses and 45 percent arrow leaf balsamroot and lupine 
(native plants that do well under stress) and maybe only two to five percent native 
perennial bunchgrass.  If that is presented to the public at large as worthy of 
protection and financial input it will undermine efforts to protect rare areas of 
predominantly native, often richly diverse vegetation that resemble closely the 
original condition of the Palouse. 
 

F-42ax 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

There is no published or officially recognized boundary for Paradise Ridge except 
for the 30-ac South End Paradise Ridge (SEPR) conservation site identified as a 
Palouse remnant and the forested ridge shown on topographic maps, which depicts 
the steeper forested elevations of the feature. Drawing a boundary and explaining 
how it was developed was needed to clarify the projects’ relation to this 
topographic feature and the comments from the public, as the public’s description 
of Paradise Ridge was variable.  A topographic elevation was used that seemed to 
define the general descriptions of the area by local residents that include native 
habitats, forested areas and native Palouse remnants.  The elevation captures this 
habitat and excludes the primarily plowed fields and the developed land 
surrounding the native habitats.  By providing maps and defining how and why the 
boundary was set, and acknowledging that it was defined solely for the purpose of 
the DEIS and FEIS discussion, ITD and FHWA allow the reader to understand the 
impacts based on their own perception of Paradise Ridge.  Selecting a different 
boundary to define Paradise Ridge would not result in changed effects to resources.  
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F-42ay Paradise Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The FEIS acknowledges that weeds could spread up to 0.6 miles from the roadway.  
See General Response Weeds.  See the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, 
Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation. 

F-42az Paradise Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Responses Wildlife and Weeds. Revised mitigation is presented in the 
ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory 
Mitigation.  

F-42ba 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The conceptual level of detail provided is appropriate for the comparative analysis 
during the NEPA process. Additional detail regarding impacts will be determined 
during final design when specific cuts and fills for the selected alternative are 
known; however, ITD and FHWA are not permitted to proceed to a final design 
stage at this time.  FHWA NEPA implementing regulations require that the 
alternatives evaluated in the EIS be developed to a comparable level of detail so 
that their comparative merits may be evaluated equally (40 CFR 1502.14(b) and 
(d)).  Determining specific cuts and fills, performing geotechnical investigations 
and surveying the four corridors to develop a final design level of detail for the four 
alternatives evaluated in the FEIS would be an exorbitantly high level of effort and 
would not be expected to provide relevant information for comparing effects 
between alternatives over what is already provided through the concept level of 
detail. The FEIS presents the numbers and linear feet of impact at tributary 
crossings, rates wetlands to reflect their relative functions and values and provides 
narratives of their vegetative structure, functions and quality. The FEIS 
acknowledges that E-2 will adversely affect higher functioning wetlands and head 
water tributaries compared to the other alternatives as described in FEIS Section 
4.6.2 Wetland Effects and a higher level of design detail could help to explore 
minimization measures but would not be expected to change the wetlands that are 
affected.  See the FEIS Section 3.6 regarding wetland and tributary functions and 
values.  The potential effects that are described in the FEIS include but are not 
limited to effects from increased stormwater, pollutants, and vegetation removal.   
Wetland effects are discussed in FEIS Section 4.6.1 Tributary Effects and tributary 
effects are discussed in FEIS Section 4.6.2 Wetland Effects.  
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F-42bb Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

All of the action alternatives would affect 303(d) listed waters as discussed in FEIS 
Section 4.6.1 Tributary Effects.  Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans (SWPPP) 
and a Spill Plans require detailed elevations, geotechnical data and a final design to 
accurately consider surface flows to a level where placement of BMPs can be 
determined.  Therefore, a SWPPP and Spill Plan will not be completed until final 
design.   

F-42bc Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See FEIS Section 4.6 under Executive Order 11990 for a discussion of the 
mitigation sequencing that was applied before compensatory mitigation was 
considered.  The discussion of the Cow Creek Mitigation site and mitigation 
banking is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of wetland mitigation in 
response to DEIS public comment.  The proposed mitigation will replace the 
affected wetland functions and values and is consistent with the Mitigation Rule, 
which encourages use of mitigation banks.  

F-42bd Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The E-2 Alternative will impact Palustrine Scrub Shrub (PSS) wetlands.  While 
PSS wetlands support mature shrubs, they are not proven to be old growth.  The 
wetland assessment; however, acknowledges that PSS wetland are higher 
functioning than the PEM wetlands. The effects to PSS wetlands and the proposed 
mitigation are discussed in FEIS Section 4.6 and in the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-
Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation. During final design ITD 
will evaluate engineering solutions to further minimize harm to wetlands.  If during 
design it is determined that additional mitigation is required, using mitigation 
banking, which is consistent with the Mitigation Rule will be used.  Wetland 
Ecologists from private environmental firms and the US Army Corps of Engineers 
have monitored the Cow Creek Mitigation Site.  

F-42be Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The USACE will make their decision regarding the Least Environmentally 
Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA) during the project permitting process 
and after the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis has been completed.   
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F-42bf Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See FEIS Section 4.6 under Executive Order 11990.   

F-42bg Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Water. 

F-42bh Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Components of ITD’s District Roadside Vegetation Management Program can be 
accessed at 
https://itd.idaho.gov/highways/ops/maintenance/Roadside/Roadside_Management.htm.  
Details of stormwater collection and treatment will be determined during final 
design and will consider impacts from salt runoff at the Benson Mobile Home Park. 

F-42bi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The Community Impact Assessment (HDR 2006 and HDR 2011) and the 
Environmental Justice Report (HDR 2006 and 2011) evaluated the demographic 
characteristics of Latah County as a whole as well as the project corridor.  
Demographic data including age, race and Hispanic origin, employment, and 
income were analyzed.  The data was further enhanced by using estimates from 
Claritas. Only the census blocks located in the corridor area were used to accurately 
reflect the resident population.  Due to confidentiality, the census doesn’t release 
sample-based income information by block.  Rental housing information was 
considered as another possible indicator of income.  
Since the DEIS Public Hearing, ITD conducted a series of meetings with the 
owners and residents of the Hidden Village Mobile Home Court.  These meetings 
were held in a smaller group and helped to obtain input from the residents and 
owners and to provide information regarding the potential impacts in the area. The 
Community Impact Assessment and Environmental Justice Reports were updated 
to include changes since 2006 as stated in the FEIS Section 3.1.   
Additional income data was obtained through correspondence with staff from the 
Idaho Housing and Community Action Partnership of Idaho.  These efforts 
represent a good faith effort to identify low-income populations and are consistent 
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F-42bi 
(continued) 

with the FHWA recommended procedures for identifying Environmental Justice 
populations.  See General Responses Displacement-1 and Access.  Also see the 
Community Impact Report, Environmental Justice Report.   

F-42bj Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The impacts of the mitigation measures are included with the alternatives’ impact 
calculations.  The roadside vegetation clearing will be within the highway right-of-
way and is already considered. The majority of the E-2 Alternative passes through 
farmland where ITD will work with farmers to construct farmable slopes within the 
highway right-of-way. A competitive vegetation strip will minimize weed 
establishment and spread along the roadway and help minimize the use of 
herbicides.  ITD maintains an approved list for roadside weed control to maximize 
effectiveness and to reduce adverse impacts to wildlife.  ITD will follow labeled 
instruction and will work closely with IDFG to minimize impacts to wildlife due to 
herbicide application.  See the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, 
Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  See General Response Weeds.  
Fencing already occurs in residential areas and farms in the project area.  New 
fencing along the highway will be minimal and only used to route wildlife into 
specific crossing areas.  IDFG will approve any wildlife fencing.  Specific wildlife 
crossing and wildlife fencing locations will be determined during final design.  
Fragmentation and other potential indirect and cumulative effects are discussed in 
the FEIS Chapter 6.   

F-42bk 
 
 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The DEIS and FEIS evaluated the alternatives’ existing conditions and impacts 
through extensive study and analyses, the methodologies of which are explained in 
the respective technical reports and summarized in Chapter 3 of the FEIS.  The 
studies have enabled FHWA and ITD to comparatively analyze the significant 
impacts and to propose suitable mitigation, recognizing that some mitigation cannot 
be detailed at this level of design. See Response F-46a.  Mitigation measures were 
modified to clarify IDFG roles in the design and approval of mitigation to help 
ensure mitigation is effective. See the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, 
Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation. 
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F-42bl Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

The statement in the FEIS that alternatives would maintain access to Paradise 
Ridge should have stated that ITD will not affect the access to Paradise Ridge and 
has no control over other developments.  Evaluating engineering solutions to 
minimize impacts to PSS wetlands may involve steepening fill slopes, installing 
oversized culverts, or using soldier pile walls; however, this will be determined 
after design details, topographic data and geotechnical information is available.  

F-42bm 
 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See Response F-42k. The development of Spill Plans, Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plans, Traffic Management Plans, Phase II Hazardous Materials 
Studies, Weed Control Plans and seed mixes are typically completed during final 
design because they require a greater level of design detail, which requires 
geotechnical investigation and survey detail.  See Response F-42ba. 
ITD’s revegetation of the Lewiston Grade has been monitored and reseeded as 
necessary to meet erosion control and ground coverage goals. The Thorncreek to 
Moscow project will be seeded or vegetated and will be maintained to ensure that 
the success criteria for the plantings are met. 
The language related to mitigation has been strengthened and clarified.  One 
important change is that IDFG will work closely with ITD during the design 
process and ITD will defer to IDFG regarding the design and effective 
implementation of the mitigation. All of the alternatives, including the E-2 
Alternative would avoid direct impacts to Palouse remnants.  The mitigation for the 
wetlands including the PSS wetlands will replace the impacted wetland functions 
and values through the Cow Creek Mitigation Site and will also incorporate any 
additional mitigation if determined necessary during final design.  

F-42bn Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

Paradise 
Ridge 
Defense 
Coalition 

See General Response Alternative. 

F-43a 
 
 
 

Stephan Flint The purpose and need identifies deficiencies between MP 337.67 and 344.00.   The 
US District Court of Idaho’s decision on the Environmental Assessment (EA) for 
the US-95 Lewiston Hill to Moscow project required an EIS be completed for the 
section of proposed highway realignment. See the ROD Section 1.3, Logical 
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F-43a 
(continued) 

Termini for more detail. ITD will work closely with the City of Moscow and Latah 
County during the design process and will not preclude the construction of future 
planned bypasses.  See General Response NEPA for an overview of the NEPA 
process. 

F-43b Stephan Flint See Responses F-42q and F-43a.   
F-43c Stephan Flint See General Response NEPA and Alternatives. See Response F-42q.  
F-43d Stephan Flint See Response F-42q.   
F-44a Bev 

Citizens for a 
Safe 95 

Anderson See General Responses Alternative and Displacement-1. See Response F-42bk. 

F-44b Bev 
Citizens for a 
Safe 95 

Anderson See General Response Schedule. 

F-45a Willie R. 
US Dept. of 
the Interior-
USFWS 

Taylor ITD is committed to funding and implementing a Weed Management Plan to 
control weeds within 0.6 miles of the roadway where the weed dispersal area 
overlaps Palouse remnants and Palouse prairie restoration sites. These funds will be 
provided to the landowners during the right-of-way process to help landowners 
control the weeds on their property and help minimize the spread of weeds off of 
their property.  The mitigation measures have been clarified in the ROD Section 7, 
Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  

F-45b Willie R. 
US Dept. of 
the Interior-
USFWS 

Taylor In addition to ITD’s District Vegetation Management Program, ITD will implement 
its Project Specific Vegetation Management Plan that will be developed with 
IDFG, USFWS, NRCS, and Conservation Districts and applicable, landowners 
within the project area.  This will include providing funds to landowners for weed 
control near Palouse remnants within 0.6 miles of the roadway in the project limits, 
constructing farmable slopes to minimize weed establishment and spread, and 
revegetating slopes and fills with native grasses and forbs to minimize weed 
establishment and spread along the roadway.  Species will be determined in 
consultation with IDFG, USFWS and NRCS to help ensure compatibility and 
successful establishment.  
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F-46a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sharon Idaho 
Department of 
Fish and 
Game 

Kiefer See the FEIS Section 3.8.2 regarding the methodology for the Wildlife Technical 
Reports.  See the FEIS responses to the IDFG comments on the DEIS.   
Several technical reports were conducted by experts to identify wildlife, habitat and 
ungulate movement through the area and to assess the potential effects of the 
alternatives. Wildlife habitat and ungulate movement were extensively evaluated as 
described in the FEIS Section 3.8.2 Methodology. The existing habitat, deer, elk 
and moose occurrence and movement are described in 3.8.3.  The technical reports 
are listed below: 

• General Wildlife Assessment (IDFG 2006) 
• Biological Evaluation on the Potential Impacts of Corridor Alternatives 

from Thorncreek Road to Moscow on Large Ungulates (Melquist 2005a) 
• Biological Evaluation on the Long-eared myotis and Pygmy nuthatch 

(Melquist 2005b) 
• Final Review of Wildlife Mitigation for the Thorncreek Road to Moscow 

Highway Development Project (Ruediger 2007) 
Summaries of existing conditions, available habitat, observed ungulates and 
ungulate movement are described in the FEIS Section 3.8.3. The detailed reports 
were based on field visits, interviews with landowners and IDFG, reviews of 
existing data and observations of habitat.   
Through their Fish and Wildlife Linkage Area Project (Geodata 2008) IDFG 
identified four locations as ungulate crossing areas in Latah County. US-95 
Thorncreek to Moscow between MP 340 and 343.3 was identified as a low priority 
linkage area. As explained in the FEIS Section 3.8 the frequency of wild animal 
crashes in the project area is much less than many other sections of US-95 and 
many other highways in Idaho (Ruediger and DiGiorgio 2007).  
While specific wildlife monitoring data for ungulates in the project corridors was 
not available; the best available data and information was used, local wildlife 
experts were consulted and field reviews and review of maps and GIS data 
concluded that the E-2 Alternative passes through marginal and moderate quality 
habitat and the identified wildlife linkage corridor.  This information was 
considered in the Safety Analysis Technical Report but the base model already 
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F-46a 
(continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

considers wildlife crashes in its assumptions.  The severity of wildlife crashes is 
observed to be low compared to other crash types.  Crash countermeasures such as 
improved sight distance from roadside clearing, typical sections, straightened roads 
and wildlife mitigation measures are expected to reduce AVCs to meet the base 
model assumption.  See General Response Safety-2 and the Wildlife Technical 
Reports. See ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and 
Compensatory Mitigation for details regarding monitoring AVCs, wildlife 
crossings, and demonstrating the effectiveness of Mitigation.  
See the FEIS Comment Responses to the IDFG letter for additional responses.   
ITD and FHWA appreciate the opportunity to meet on October 13, 2015 to discuss 
your comments on the FEIS.  During our meeting we discussed additional studies 
on noise effects to birds, collecting additional ungulate migration data and 
providing additional information regarding wildlife species that could occur in the 
area. We also discussed whether there would be value in IDFG assisting ITD to 
specify what the representative species in the IDFG General Wildlife Assessment 
were surrogates for.   During the meeting IDFG and ITD agreed that while adding 
more technical data could address IDFG’s comments, it was unnecessary because it 
would not result in different impacts or conclusions. Instead, IDFG’s asserted that 
their primary concern was to clarify that the IDFG would have a firm role in the 
development of the mitigation during the E-2 design and construction.  It was also 
determined that size and location of crossing structures at this time would not be 
accurate and that it will be determined by IDFG during the design process.  See the 
ROD, Section 7 Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory 
Mitigation. Assessment of Potential Big Game Effects and Mitigation Associated 
with Highway Alternatives from Thorncreek Road to Moscow (Sawyer 2010). 

F-46b Sharon Idaho 
Department of 
Fish and 
Game 

Kiefer See the FEIS IDFG response letter under IDFG Wildlife Report, Species 
Selectivity.  See FEIS 3.8 and 4.8. The pygmy nuthatch, long-eared myotis and 
northern alligator lizard were Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN) for 
which effects differed between alternatives.  Presenting detailed information 
regarding species that would be affected similarly between alternatives would not 
have resulted in different effects or conclusions. 
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F-46c Sharon Idaho 
Department of 
Fish and 
Game 

Kiefer The General Wildlife Assessment prepared by IDFG in states that for 
representative species, including the northern alligator lizard, project effects were 
based on occurrence of the species in the project area.  If no suitable habitat were 
present for the species then the alternatives were be assumed to not impact the 
species.  If suitable habitat for the species was present, regardless of whether there 
were known or recorded occurrences, the project was assumed to affect the species/ 
therefore the northern alligator lizard was assumed present.  This was stated in the 
FEIS Section 4.8.2 and the IDFG General Wildlife Assessment Technical Report.  

F-46d 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sharon Idaho 
Department of 
Fish and 
Game 

Kiefer See FEIS IDFG comment response under IDFG Wildlife Report and footnote 
comment #2.  The pygmy nuthatch, northern alligator lizard, and long-eared myotis 
were SGCN that were impacted differently between alternatives. IDFG followed a 
systematic approach narrowing 229 SGCN to 32, which are presented in the FEIS 
3.8 and 4.8.  The SGCN are identified as species at risk, which demonstrates the 
importance of evaluating them. Other species were determined to be present in the 
alternative corridors but are all affected and therefore, were not discussed in great 
detail; however, the species evaluated and the effects are discussed in FEIS Table 
50 Representative Wildlife Species Effects.  Due to the methodology and 
assumption the amount of right of way demonstrates the relative impacts of the 
alternatives. Ungulates, federal threatened and endangered species, candidate 
species, aquatic species, grassland nesting birds, bumblebees, Giant Palouse 
earthworm, and other species were also discussed in the FEIS Sections 3.8 and 4.8.  
During the 10-13-15 IDFG and ITD meeting we further discussed the IDFG 
comment regarding specifying the surrogate species represented in IDFG report, 
effects on the represented species, differences in effects and mitigation between 
surrogates for the effects analysis and mitigation proposals and what the 
representative species in the IDFG General Wildlife Assessment were surrogates 
for.   During the meeting IDFG and ITD agreed that while adding more technical 
data could address IDFG’s comments, it was unnecessary because it would not 
result in different impacts or conclusions. Instead, IDFG’s asserted that their 
primary concern was to clarify that the IDFG would have a firm role in the 
development of the mitigation during the E-2 design and construction.   
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F-46e Sharon Idaho 
Department of 
Fish and 
Game 

Kiefer Based on our meeting on 10-13-15 the commitments in the ROD were strengthened 
to clarify that ITD will gain IDFG approval of the mitigation during the design 
process when topographic, geotechnical, and design detail is available to produce 
an accurate design.  

F-46f Sharon Idaho 
Department of 
Fish and 
Game 

Kiefer E-2 will not go over Paradise Ridge.  See General Responses Wildlife and Weeds. 

F-46g Sharon Idaho 
Department of 
Fish and 
Game 

Kiefer ITD and FHWA acknowledge that the E-2 alternative will have the greatest effects 
to wildlife and habitat compared to the other action alternatives.  ITD & FHWA 
must balance the human and natural resource impacts and with the public safety 
benefits and an efficient transportation system.  See General Responses Alternative, 
Wildlife, Weeds, and Agency. 

F-47a Not specified 
bettab@fronti
er.com 

Not 
specified 

See General Response Wildlife. 

F-47b Not specified 
bettab@fronti
er.com 

Not 
specified 

See General Responses Safety-2 and Agency, FEIS Chapter 9 and Response F-46e. 

F-48a Dan 
ID House of 
Representativ
es 

Rudolph See General Response Schedule. 

F-49a David Hall See General Response Safety-6. 
F-49b David Hall See General Response Safety-6. 
F-49c David Hall See General Response Access. 
F-49d David Hall See General Response Safety-2. 
F-49e David Hall See Response F-46e. 
F-49f David Hall See General Responses Weather-3, Safety-5, and Safety-6. 
F-49g David Hall See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-2 and Weather-8, Safety-2, and 

Safety-7. 
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F-49h David Hall See General Response Alternative. 
F-49i David Hall See General Response Alternative. 
F-49j David Hall ITD and FHWA will continue to work with USFWS, IDFG, EPA and the USACE 

during the design process to identify engineering solutions to minimize wetland 
impacts. If an individual Section 404 permit is required, a 404(b)(1) analysis will 
be completed during the permitting process. Additional information regarding the 
avoidance, minimization, and compensatory mitigation is summarized in the FEIS 
Section 4.6, under Executive Order 11990 and in the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-
Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation. 

F-49k David Hall See General Response Agency. 
F-49l David Hall See General Response Agency. 
F-49m David Hall See General Response Alternative. 
F-49n David Hall The text quoted from the USDOT Act of 1966 referring to prudent and feasible 

measures applies to Section 4(f) properties, which includes National Register 
eligible and listed cultural resources, publicly owned parks, and wildlife refuges. 
Paradise Ridge is made up of privately owned parcels and therefore, Section 4(f) 
does not apply. See FEIS Section 5.1, Regulatory Framework and Policies. 

F-49o David Hall See General Response Alternative. 
F-50a David 

President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Response Safety-6. 

F-50b David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Safety-3 and Safety-6. 
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F-50c David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Response Access. 

F-50d David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Weather-3, Weather-4, Weather-5, Weather 8, Safety-2 and 
Safety-7. 

F-50e David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Safety-6 and Safety-7.  See Response F-42aw. 

F-50f David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Response Agency. 

F-50g David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Response Wildlife and F-42aw. 

F-50h David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See Response F-42ax. 
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F-50i 
 
 
 
 

David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall The text quoted from the USDOT Act of 1966 referring to prudent and feasible 
measures applies to Section 4(f) properties, which includes parks and recreational 
areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, that are publicly owned and publicly 
accessible.  It also applies to historic sites of national, state or local significance 
regardless of ownership. Although Paradise Ridge may be used recreationally, 
Section 4(f) does not apply to Paradise Ridge because it is made up of privately 
owned parcels and is not considered a historic site according to the Section 4(f) 
regulations.  See FEIS Section 5.1, Regulatory Framework and Policies. 

F-50j David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Agency and Alternatives. 

F-50k David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Wildlife and Weeds and the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-
Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation. 

F-50l David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Response Agency.  See Response F-42e and FEIS 3.8. 

F-50m David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Agency, Alternatives and Safety-6.  See Response F-51a. 
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F-50n David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall The ROD identifies the environmental commitments and mitigation measures for 
the Selected Alternative, E-2.  ITD and FHWA fully commit to implementing these 
commitments and working closely with agencies to construct effective mitigation.  
All mitigation, including vegetation impacts due to weeds are discussed in General 
Response Weeds and FEIS Chapter 9.  ITD will gain IDFG approval of the 
mitigation during the design process. See Response F-49n. 

F-50o David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See Response F-50n.  ITD commits to implementing its weed control mitigations 
and the Project Specific Vegetation Management Plan that will be developed 
during the design process.  ITD will be providing funding to landowners to 
minimize weeds within 0.6 miles of the roadway where there are Palouse remnants.  
This will be negotiated during the right-of-way process. 

F-50p David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall Additional information regarding matrix habitats and species diversity, including 
pollinators and alternative effects to those resources, was added to the FEIS 
Sections 3.8 and 4.8.  This will be one of the considerations when developing the 
Weed and Vegetation Management Plan.  See also General Responses Wildlife and 
Weeds. 

F-50q 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See Response F-42a regarding why a SEIS was not prepared. 
NEPA does not require an infinite number of alternatives be evaluated but requires 
that a range of reasonable alternatives, including a No Action Alternative, be 
evaluated in detail. The alternatives were developed in consideration of natural and 
social effects, engineering design considerations, and input from the public, 
agencies, and local elected officials.  The alternatives were developed, evaluated 
and screened in two phases. A more extensive discussion on the screening of 
alternatives and the public involvement process is available in the FEIS Chapter 2 
and FEIS Chapter 10.  
A non-divided highway along the C-3 corridor if constructed to AASHTO 
standards would improve safety over existing conditions but would not be equally 
safe as a divided highway according to the AASHTO Highway Safety Manual and 
The AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (Green Book).  
Median width is a variable that increases or reduces predicted crashes and narrower 
medians have higher crash rates associated with them than wider medians.  In 
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F-50q 
(continued) 

addition, many of the increased crashes associated with no median or a narrow 
paved median are expected to be severe head-on crashes or sideswipes that may 
result in fatality or serious injury.  The Green Book also supports use of medians 
and has the following quote in Chapter 4.11, “Medians are highly desirable on 
arterials carrying four or more lanes.”  The reasoning is because median separate 
opposing traffic and provide a recovery area for out-of-control vehicles.   
As stated in the FEIS Section 4.10.7 Safety of Alternatives, a five-lane section has 
approximately three times more predicted crashes than the divided four-lane rural 
section because the travel lanes are closer together and the turning movements from 
the center lane and approaches are predicted to generate more crashes.  
Other factors also contribute to the differences in safety including intersections and 
approaches. While a five-lane section was proposed for all of the action alternatives 
in the northern urban section south of Moscow where there are more turning 
movements and accesses, the need for a center turn lanes south of Moscow 
diminishes due to its more rural nature.  In addition, since right-of-way is still 
required to construct a center turn lane, there would not be a significant savings due 
to the lesser amount of right-of-way through the rural areas. Constructing a non-
divided highway or a five-lane section as proposed would not best meet the project 
purpose and need.    

F-50r David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See FEIS Section 2.4.2 regarding the typical section.  ITD will work closely with 
landowners during preliminary design to apply engineering solution to minimize 
impacts where practicable. 

F-50s David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See Responses F-42a and F-50n. 
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F-50t David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Alternative and Agency.  See Response F-51a. 

F-50u David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See Response F-50i. 

F-50v David 
President, 
Palouse 
Prairie 
Foundation 

Hall See General Responses Alternative, Safety-6, and NEPA. 

F-51a Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See General Response Alternatives regarding why the E-2 Alternative was selected 
as FHWA and ITD’s Preferred Alternative.  The LEDPA will be determined by 
USACE during the Section 404 permitting process when geotechnical information, 
topographic data and design details are available.  See General Response Safety-2 
regarding how wildlife was considered in the Safety Analysis.  See Responses F-
42be and F-42bj. 

F-51b Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See General Response Safety-2 regarding how wildlife was considered in the 
Safety Analysis.  See the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and 
Compensatory Mitigation. 

F-51c Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott Since the FEIS was published, ITD met with IDFG and agreed to strengthen the 
mitigation and environmental commitments.  See Response F-46e and the ROD 
Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation. 
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F-51d Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See General Response Alternatives.  See the FEIS EPA response letter.  Since the 
FEIS was published, ITD met with IDFG and agreed to strengthen and clarify the 
mitigation and environmental commitments.  ITD also met with USFWS, NRCS 
and the Latah Conservation District prior to the DEIS publication.  ITD and FHWA 
will work with IDFG and other agencies to ensure the mitigations are successful.  
This language has been strengthened in the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, 
Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  The E-2 alternative is cleared 
farmland and the right-of-way will include farmable slopes.  The right-of-way 
clearing was considered in the impact calculations. See Response F-46e. 

F-51e Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See Response F-42j.  The effects of the mitigation measures were considered 
during the impact analysis of the respective alternatives.  Clearing vegetation along 
the roadside will occur within the existing road right-of-way and was considered in 
the impact calculations.  Clearing was also considered when assessing effects to 
resources including but not limited to farmland, Palouse remnants and weed 
dispersal. ITD and FHWA disclosed the alternatives’ potential effects to the 
USFWS and restoration project in the DEIS and FEIS.  There are many other 
factors in addition to the highway alignment that could influence the restoration 
including funding, landowner participation, zoning and development patterns.   

F-51f Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott As stated in the FEIS Section 4.10, Transportation Effects, each build alternative 
was designed with only one county road undercrossing, which for the E-2 
Alternative, is located at Eid Rd.  This undercrossing will be designed to 
accommodate ungulates and other wildlife.  The remaining county roads will 
connect to US-95 at-grade at the entrance and exit points shown in this ROD 
Exhibits 6 through 11.  The locations of overpass structures/county road under 
crossings for each alternative are detailed in FEIS Section 2.5.1.  The Safety 
Analysis is consistent with these assumptions for at-grade and grade-separated 
intersections, and remains valid.  See the FEIS Sections 4.10.1 and 4.10.3 and the 
Safety Analysis Technical Report (ITD 2015).  See General Response Safety-7 
regarding the validity of the Safety Analysis. 
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F-51g Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See General Response Safety-4 regarding speed.  The Safety Analysis Technical 
Report and the relevant sections of the FEIS such as 4.10.1 consider the design 
speed and posted speed limits when analyzing the safety.  While removal of 
roadside clearing could contribute to higher speeds, the removal of fixed objects 
(trees) will reduce severity of crashes and is also considered.  As stated in General 
Response Safety-6, the E-2 alternative will have a shorter section of five-lane 
roadway, which is expected to have a higher crash rate.  The divided highway is 
expected to reduce the numbers of head-on collisions.  Since head-on collisions are 
typically more severe than other types of crashes, the longer 4-lane section with 
median in the E-2 alternative is anticipated to reduce the severity of accidents.  See 
General Response Alternatives regarding how the E-2 Alternative balances the 
human and environmental effects.  See General Response Safety-7. 

F-51h 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott ITD will work closely with IDFG to design and locate the crossing structures and 
mitigation to help ensure effective wildlife passage as well as maintenance of 
ecosystem processes.   See Response F-46e.  See the revised mitigation language in 
the ROD Section 7, Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory 
Mitigation.  All of the alternatives would result in a may affect but not likely to 
adversely affect determination for Spalding’s catchfly and the E-2 Alternative 
would avoid directly affecting all identified rare plants.  While it is not the project 
purpose to fund restoration of Palouse Prairie remnants and endangered plant 
species outside of the road right of way, there are measures such as development 
and implementation of a Project Specific Vegetation Management Plan and 
working with landowners to fund weed control measures near remnants within 0.6 
miles of the new highway.  See response 42av.  Cow Creek mitigation site and any 
other mitigation banks that could be utilized, include a diversity of wetland 
vegetation.  Water howelia may not be specifically planted in these sites, but they 
will not be precluded. While climate change is an emerging concern, at this time 
there is no accurate method for predicting the effects of climate change on wildlife 
migration and ecosystem changes at a project level; therefore, the roadway cannot 
be designed to effectively accommodate unpredictable changes in ecosystems and 
migration due to climate change.  
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F-51i Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott A Section 404(b)(1) analysis will be completed during the Section 404 permitting 
process when more topographic, geotechnical, and design detail is available.  See 
FEIS Section 10.3. 

F-51j Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See FEIS Response to EPA comments (L-28) in FEIS section 10.3.  The LEDPA 
will be determined by the USACE during the Section 404 permitting process after 
the 404(b)(1) analysis has been performed.  

F-51k Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott NEPA requires a range of reasonable alternatives be evaluated which has been 
completed as demonstrated in the FEIS Chapter 2.  While ITD and FHWA 
understand that the practicable alternatives could be alternatives not evaluated in 
the NEPA document, this will be determined by USACE during the Section 404 
permitting process after a 404(b)(1) analysis has been completed. 

F-51l Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See General Response Alternative regarding why the E-2 Alternative was selected.  
See FEIS Safety-6 regarding the significance of the differences between 
alternatives. 

F-51m Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott Thank you for your clarification of the definition of “practicability”.  The LEDPA 
will be determined by the USACE during the Section 404 permitting process after 
the 404(b)(1) analysis has been developed. While ITD has considered the 
maintenance and operating costs during the EIS analysis, these costs were not 
factored into the construction costs and is therefore consistent with EPA’s policy of 
not including those costs in the 404(b)(1) analysis.  Practicable alternatives will be 
evaluated by USACE during the Section 404 permitting process. See General 
Response Alternatives regarding the rationale for selecting the E-2 Alternative. 

F-51n Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See Response F-51m.  See FEIS page 154 for a description of what is included in 
the costs stated in the FEIS.  The clarification that the practicability of alternatives 
is not a relative comparison is clarified in the ROD under Section 6, Permits.   
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F-51o 
 

Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott See the FEIS Section 4.6 Wetland Effects under Executive Order 11990 regarding 
the mitigation sequence.  It describes the early screening of alternatives and 
explains that the E-2 Alternative was forwarded for detailed evaluation in the DEIS 
partly because it had less wetland impacts compared to the other Eastern 
Alternatives. This demonstrates avoidance of some wetlands and minimization of 
the total wetland effects by forwarding E-2. Additional engineering solutions to 
further minimize impacts will be evaluated when geotechnical, topographic and 
design details are available.  The compensatory mitigation is described for 
unavoidable impacts. 
The referenced section regarding the Cow Creek Mitigation Site is not stating that 
compensatory mitigation is a substitute for avoidance and minimization but in the 
context, is explaining the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation because it is 
already constructed, functioning and successful.  The fact that the E-2 Alternative 
was forwarded because it will have less wetland effect compared to the other 
Eastern Alternatives was stated in the same section.  

F-51p Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott A 404(b)(1) Alternatives Analysis will be performed during the Section 404 
permitting process. This project is not a NEPA/404 merger project.   

F-51q Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott The FEIS alternatives are based upon a conceptual level of detail.  Additional 
design detail will be available during final design when geotechnical and 
topographic information is available. 

F-51r Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott Since the project is based on a conceptual level of detail, the wetland and tributary 
impacts are similarly calculated with the assumption that impacts are based upon 
the footprint of the alignments over the wetlands.  The LEDPA will be determined 
during final design when more detail is available.  

F-51s Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott A 404(b)(1) analysis will be completed during the Section 404 permitting process.  
The USACE will determine the LEDPA at that time.    
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FEIS Letter-
Comment # 

First Name Last Name Response 

F-51t 
 
 

Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott The FEIS disclosed that the E-2 Alternative will impact the greatest amount of 
wetlands and will affect higher quality wetlands compared to the other alternatives.  
It will affect headwater tributaries that drain to the South Fork Palouse River, a 
TMDL-listed water.  Mitigation measures are discussed in the ROD Section 7, 
Mitigation-Avoidance, Minimization and Compensatory Mitigation.  

F-51u Christine B. 
US EPA 
Region 10 

Reichgott A 404(b)(1) analysis will be completed during the Section 404 permitting process. 
The USACE will determine the LEDPA at that time.    

F-52a Ross Applegren See General Responses Alternative and Schedule. 
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APPENDIX	D	 	

US-95	THORNCREEK	ROAD	TO	MOSCOW	
PROJECT,	LATAH	COUNTY	IDAHO		

	
CORRESPONDENCE	



Meeting with Idaho Department of Fish and Game 
Review of US-95 Thorncreek Rd. to Moscow FEIS Comments 

(10/13/15) 

Participants: 
• Curtis Arnzen-ITD
• Ken Helm-ITD
• Shawn Smith-ITD
• Ray Hennekey-IDFG
• Jerome Hansen-IDFG
• Michelle Anderson-AEC LLC

Purpose: 
The purpose of the meeting was to review the IDFG comments submitted during the FEIS public review 
period and to address concerns as possible. Ken and Michelle gave some history about the DEIS comments 
and explained that a letter was received from IDFG providing similar and additional comments on the FEIS 
and that we were seeking clarification.    

Meeting Notes: 
The group went through the IDFG FEIS Comment letter during the meeting to discuss the IDFG concerns. 
The following was discussed: 

• The DEIS and FEIS did not fully develop the direct and indirect effects to wildlife and that there
could have been more in-depth technical analysis and field data collected.

• Ray suggested Sawyer made unsupported conclusions for example, he did not agree with
statements made by Sawyer regarding the ability to monitor for big game. He stated that it is
possible for IDFG to survey for big game regardless of the numbers present.

• Planting vegetation in the median and margins areas in right-of-way would not encourage wildlife.
ITD explained we were wanting to clear vegetation along roadways and medians to discourage
wildlife browsing and reduce animal vehicle collisions.

• Grading areas in right of way to create farmable slopes will further impact wildlife habitat.  The
contractor would construct a farmable slope then turn it over to the farmers.  This would reduce
weeds along the right of way.  Michelle and Shawn explained that all right of way in the
alternatives was considered impacted in the EIS calculations.

• Need to analyze the effects of mitigation measures proposed including clearing roadside
vegetation.  The study on Highway 20 was discussed and additional updated information will be
provided in the ROD.  Ray suggested clarifying what the studies told us and how it impacts the
wildlife and habitat.  We also need to discuss how vegetation clearing mitigates for other things
including weed control and erosion control.  Michelle explained that the roadside vegetation
clearing is also in the right-of-way and was considered in the impact analysis for each alternative.

• IDFG is not looking for ITD to provide big game habitat mitigation because passage structures for
big game would probably not be effective for this project.

• There are more and newer studies available about noise impacts to wildlife. There is research
being conducted at Boise State on bird species that could be cited. Michelle explained that the
studies cited in the FEIS related the noise to traffic volumes and was therefore, useful for
comparison.

• Ray feels the FEIS states that we are hitting pine stands but there should be more mitigation for
that.  He doesn’t feel we are straightforward with the E-2 alternative impacting wildlife. IDFG
feels in general the degree of impact should result in a similar level of mitigation.  ITD and
Michelle explained that we do state repeatedly that the E-2 Alternative will impact more high
quality habitat compared to the other alternatives, however, we will confirm this.

• IDFG stated big game mitigation does not make sense here but there are other mitigations for
smaller animals that would be effective.  ITD stated that there were many of these types of
mitigations listed in the DEIS and FEIS and the group reviewed the Mitigation Measure table for
measures for vegetation and wildlife.
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• IDFG felt there was a lack of commitment of where the mitigation measures would be located,
such as for the Eid Rd undercrossing and the oversized culverts.  ITD explained that that detail of
information would not be accurate at this time and that we need to have topographic data for the
alignment, geotechnical information and more design detail to identify specific crossing locations.
ITD and IDFG agreed to determine the specific locations during final design.  ITD will defer to
IDFG to determine the best locations and details of the mitigations so that they will be effective.

• IDFG felt the language in the mitigation measures was not firm enough.  ITD agreed to make it a
stronger commitment and change “may” or “could” to more firm words like “will”.  For the
retrofit of culverts on existing US-95 this will remain as a “may” because it will have to be
negotiated with the highway district.

• Ray feels we need to be upfront and state that the highway will affect wildlife and we should not
minimize that fact and the mitigation.   ITD stated that the EIS states the E-2 Alternative will
affect more and higher quality habitat compared to the other alternatives including the pine stands,
wetlands and pygmy nuthatch habitat but will ensure this is the case.

• IDFG felt more work could have been done early in the EIS process to do more fieldwork and to
collect information on other species such as rabbits and skunks.  There was discussion that the
IDFG General Wildlife Assessment should have explained the impacts by species and alternative
and explained what the representative species were surrogates for.  However, IDFG felt at this
point detailing this information, while providing additional detail, would not result in different
impacts or changed conclusions.  The E-2 Alternative would still have the greatest wildlife effect
and would still be the preferred.  Michelle pointed out the range of species evaluated in the FEIS
including the table comparing impacts by alternative for each of the 32 species evaluated in the
General Wildlife Assessment. She also stated other species were evaluated in 3.8 and 4.8.  At the
end of the discussion, ITD and IDFG state there would be little value in identifying the surrogate
species and that we should instead focus on mitigation.

• IDFG suggested not providing additional studies and detail about the direct and indirect effects at
this time or in the ROD but instead focus on mitigation.

• IDFG would prefer that the mitigation stay local where possible.

Conclusions: 
• ITD and IDFG discussed how their concerns regarding needing more in-depth studies, identifying

surrogates, and other technical analysis could be addressed in the ROD.  These studies would not
be likely to result in different results because E-2 already impacts more and higher quality wildlife.
IDFG stated that we will have alleviated their concerns by clearly acknowledging that we are
impacting wildlife.  We should state that since the E-2 Alternative will impact wildlife species;
mitigation is provided and it will be developed and approved in close coordination with IDFG
during the design process.  This language of IDFG involvement will be firm.  Ray stated we
should refer to this meeting in the ROD.

• ITD will make sure that the ROD clearly states that the E-2 Alternative will have the greatest
impact to wildlife compared to the other alternatives.

• IDFG conceded that passage structures for big game would probably have limited effectiveness
and should, therefore, not be required for mitigation for big game impacts at this time.

• The ROD will list and include a commitment to implement selected BMPs and mitigations,
including oversized culverts for passage of terrestrial wildlife (other than big game) and a number
of other mitigations for impacts to wildlife identified in the FEIS.

• The ROD will commit that the design and location of mitigation actions or structures for wildlife
will be developed jointly with IDFG.  Both ITD and IDFG understand that the specific design and
location of mitigation actions or structures cannot be finalized until the design phase of the project
begins; however, groundwork for the cooperative development of mitigation designs and locations
may begin before the preliminary design or right-of-way process commences.

• Ray asked if we could get out on the ground now before the design to determine locations for
mitigation? There was discussion regarding this, ITD stated we can start working with IDFG on
mitigation after the ROD and during the preliminary design or right-of-way process.



From: Ken Helm Ken.Helm@itd.idaho.gov
Subject: FW: Revised IDFG Meeting notes; farmable slope revision

Date: February 22, 2016 at 7:34 AM
To: anderenv@q.com
Cc: Shawn Smith Shawn.Smith@itd.idaho.gov

Michelle,	below	is	the	response	from	Ray	on	the	mee6ng	notes.	Ken
	
From: Hennekey,Ray [mailto:ray.hennekey@idfg.idaho.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2016 2:51 PM
To: Ken Helm
Cc: Shawn Smith; Hansen,Jerome; Kiefer,Sharon
Subject: RE: Revised IDFG Meeting notes; farmable slope revision
 
Ken	–
	
As	I	men6oned	in	the	earlier	email,	my	recollec6ons	of	the	details	of	our	discussion	in	October	are	a
li@le	hazy.		As	to	#2,	in	retrospect,	Jerome	and	I	recall	discussing	addi6onal	literature	available	with	you,
but	neither	of	us	clearly	recall	having	reached	any	agreements	during	that	discussion.			Simply	dropping
#2	from	the	list	of	understandings	would	be	acceptable	to	us.	
	

ray
	

	
From: Ken Helm [mailto:Ken.Helm@itd.idaho.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2016 9:25 AM
To: Hennekey,Ray
Cc: Shawn Smith; Hansen,Jerome; Kiefer,Sharon; Doral Hoff; Dave Kuisti
Subject: RE: Revised IDFG Meeting notes; farmable slope revision
 
Ray,	aGer	reviewing	your	comments	received	on	the	ITD	/	IDFG	mee6ng	we	were	s6ll	a	li@le	confused
and	request	clarifica6on.
#1.		The	Thorncreek	to	Moscow	Alterna6ve	is	E2	not	E3	(We	knew	what	you	meant).
#2.		ITD	does	not	recall	making	these	commitments.	We	thought	it	was	decided	at	the	mee6ng	that	any
addi6onal	studies	would	be	unnecessary	and	would	not	provide	any	addi6onal	benefit	or	different
conclusions.	Could	you	please	clarify	this	comment.
	
If	you	could	respond	to	this	by	the	first	part	of	next	week	that	would	be	appreciated.		Have	a	good
weekend.

mailto:HelmKen.Helm@itd.idaho.gov
mailto:HelmKen.Helm@itd.idaho.gov
mailto:anderenv@q.com
mailto:SmithShawn.Smith@itd.idaho.gov
mailto:SmithShawn.Smith@itd.idaho.gov
mailto:Ken.Helm@itd.idaho.gov


weekend.
	
Ken.
	
	
From: Hennekey,Ray [mailto:ray.hennekey@idfg.idaho.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2016 3:28 PM
To: Ken Helm
Cc: Shawn Smith; Hansen,Jerome; Kiefer,Sharon
Subject: RE: Revised IDFG Meeting notes; farmable slope revision
 
Ken	–
	
Jerome	and	I	have	discussed	the	notes	you	sent	along	from	our	October	10,	2015	mee6ng	on	the	US95
Thorncreek	project.		Our	recollec6on	of	the	details	from	an	informal,	wide	ranging	discussion	that
occurred	nearly	5	months	ago	is	predictably	fuzzy.		However,	we	were	both	in	agreement	that	some	of
the	notes	you	provided	do	not	accurately	reflect	IDFG’s	opinions	or	our	posi6on	on	certain	topics.		For
instance,	although	IDFG	has	conceded	that	passage	structures	for	big	game	would	probably	not	be
effec6ve	on	this	project,	we	s6ll	believe	that	it	is	appropriate	to	consider	other	mi6ga6ons	for	impacts
to	big	game.		There	are	other	similar	differences,	some	more	or	less	significant	than	others.	
	
Rather	than	a@emp6ng	to	edit	your	notes	to	reflect	our	admi@edly	poor	recollec6ons	of	the	details	of
the	discussion	during	the	October	mee6ng,	however,	we	suggest	a	summary	of	the	outcomes	of	the
mee6ng.		We	recall	reaching	a	number	of	understandings	regarding	the	Thorncreek	EIS	and	poten6al
future	ac6ons	that	would	be	reflected	in	the	ROD;	those	understandings	we	recall	having	reached	are
alluded	to	in	your	notes.		Our	understanding	of	the	outcomes	of	the	mee6ng	are:
	

1.       ITD	acknowledged	that	the	E3	alterna6ve	would	have	the	greatest	impact	to	wildlife	and	other
natural	resources.		ITD	and	IDFG	agreed	that	mi6ga6ons	should	be	commensurate	with
impacts.

2.       ITD	would	include	more	informa6on	about	wildlife	impacts	and	surrogate	species	in	the
FEIS/ROD,	and	would	expand	other	technical	analyses	of	the	impacts	to	wildlife	in	the
FEIS/ROD.

3.       IDFG	conceded	that	passage	structures	for	big	game	would	probably	have	limited	effec6veness
and	should,	therefore,	not	be	required	for	mi6ga6on	for	big	game	impacts	at	this	6me.

4.       The	ROD	will	list	and	include	a	commitment	to	implement	selected	BMPs	and	mi6ga6ons,
including	oversized	culverts	for	passage	of	terrestrial	wildlife	(other	than	big	game)	and	a
number	of	other	mi6ga6ons	for	impacts	to	wildlife	iden6fied	in	the	FEIS.		

5.       The	ROD	will	commit	that	the	design	and	loca6on	of	mi6ga6on	ac6ons	or	structures	for
wildlife	will	be	developed	jointly	with	IDFG.		Both	ITD	and	IDFG	understand	that	the	specific
design	and	loca6on	of	mi6ga6on	ac6ons	or	structures	cannot	be	finalized	un6l	the	design
phase	of	the	project	begins;	however,	groundwork	for	the	coopera6ve	development	of
mi6ga6on	designs	and	loca6ons	may	begin	before	the	preliminary	design	or	right-of-way
process	commences.						

	
Let	us	know	if	this	is	helpful.
	

mailto:ray.hennekey@idfg.idaho.gov


From: Ken Helm [mailto:Ken.Helm@itd.idaho.gov] 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2016 6:34 AM
To: Hennekey,Ray
Subject: FW: Revised IDFG Meeting notes; farmable slope revision

Ray,	a@ached	is	a	copy	of	the	minutes	from	the	10/13/15	ITD/IDFG	mee6ng	where	we	discussed	IDFG
comments	on	the	FEIS	for	Thorncreek	Road	Moscow,	KN	09294.	I	would	like	you	to	review	them	and	let

mailto:Ken.Helm@itd.idaho.gov



